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ABSTRACT 
The main focus is on the development of an advanced control system for variable speed stand- 
alone diesel engine driven generator systems. 
An extensive literature survey reviews the historical development and previous relevant 
research work in the fields of diesel engines, electrical machines, power electronic converters, 
power and electronic systems. Models are developed for each subsystem from mathematical 
derivations with necessary simplifications made to reduce complexity while retaining the 
required accuracy. Initially system performance is investigated using simulation models in 
Matlab/Simulink. 
The AC/DC/AC power electronic conversion system used employs a voltage controlled dc 
link. The ac voltage is maintained at constant magnitude and frequency by using a dc-dc 
converter and a fixed modulation ratio VSI PWM inverter. The DC chopper provides fast 
control of the output voltage by dealing efficiently with transient conditions. 
A Variable Speed Fuzzy Logic Core (VSFLC) controller is combined with a classical control 
method to produce a novel hybrid controller. This provides an innovative variable speed 
control that responds to both load and speed changes. A new power balance based control 
strategy is proposed and implemented in the speed controller. 
Subsequently a novel overall control strategy is proposed to co-ordinate the hybrid variable 
speed controller and chopper controller to provide overall control for both fast and slow 
variations of system operating conditions. 
The control system is developed and implemented in hardware using Xilinx Foundation 
Express. The VHDL code for the complete control system design is developed and the 
designs are synthesised and analysed within the Xilinx environment. The controllers are 
implemented with XC95108-PC84 and XC4010-PC84 to provide a compact and cheap control 
system. A prototype experimental system is described and test results are obtained that show 
the combined control strategy to be very effective. The research work makes contributions in 
the areas of automatic control systems for diesel engine generator sets and CPLD/FPGA 
application that will benefit manufacturers and consumers. 
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Chapter I Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
I. I. Background and project description 
D iesel engine generator systems 
have been used in electricity generation for 
about one century. They can be operated in a stand-alone mode or in the grid. 
In a system where the generators are directly connected to the interconnected grid, the 
speed of the generators is fixed by the grid frequency, whereas in a stand-alone 
system, the terminal voltage tends to vary with changing load. An Automatic Voltage 
Regulator (AVR) is normally used in a synchronous generator to control the voltage at 
the terminals of the generator and hence that of the power system. However, with a 
permanent magnet generator, a power electronic interface needs to be used to regulate 
the voltage. A proposed power electronic interfaced diesel engine generator system is 
System 
Output 
Figure 1.1. Schematic of a stand alone diesel engine generator system 
In the system, the diesel engine is a prime mover, which drives the synchronous 
generator. The ac output of the generator is converted into dc voltage by means of a 
rectifier. The combination of rectifier and dc-dc converter appears as a voltage source 
to the inverter, which converts the dc voltage into ac voltage again. The dc link voltage 
may be regulated by adjusting the generator speed and using a variable ratio chopper. 
The main function of the Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) is to produce three-phase ac 
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voltage. In the system shown in Figure 1.1, the engine-generator side frequency is de- 
coupled from the frequency at load side, so the diesel engine generator can be operated 
at variable speed. 
The control system plays an important role in such a stand-alone generation system in 
order to ensure the stable and efficient operation of the system. It includes at least two 
main functions: 1) to maintain a constant output voltage and frequency of the ac 
system; 2) to regulate the fuel input to balance the power of the system, 
1.2. The aims and objectives of the research project 
The programme aims to investigate, develop and implement an intelligent control 
system for a stand-alone variable speed diesel driven permanent magnet generator 
system. The control system will enable the system to provide an ac output at fixed 
frequency and voltage amplitude under varying load conditions and to meet the 
loading demands of consumers by adjusting the fuel rate. The main objectives of this 
research programme include: 
" An extensive literature review to gain familiarity with previous work and the 
development tools to be used for the research; 
9 The development of simulation models for the diesel engine, generator and 
power electronics; 
" The development of a control strategy for diesel engine/actuator control; 
" The design and simulation of a power electronic controller to provide fast 
frequency and voltage control; 
" The implementation of the developed control strategy into Complex 
Programmable Logic devices (CPLDs) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
(FPGAs) using Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description 
Language (VHDL) & Xilinx tools/libraries; 
9 The development and testing of a complete prototype experimental system. 
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1.3. Methodology 
The aims of the project are to be achieved by analysis, numeric computation, time 
domain simulation and laboratory experiment. 
The research methodology adopted is a "top-down" approach. The study and analysis 
of the characteristics and requirements of the system and the modelling and simulation 
at the top level are initially performed, followed by a detailed development, simulation 
and implementation of subsystems and specific circuits elements. Then the final 
synthesis of the VHDL code, silicon implementation is achieved. Experiments on a 
small motor generator test system are finally performed to validate the operational 
characteristics imposed by the proposed control strategy. 
With the increasingly competitive nature of modem industry, the required 
development speed of new products is rapidly increasing. To match the pace, 
computer aided computation, analysis, design and simulation techniques are adopted. 
The advantages are: 
"a more thorough verification of the design using simulation tools is 
enabled, thus allowing design optimisation before implementation; 
" some of the design steps and design data management aspects can be 
automated. 
The numerical analysis, computation and time domain simulation studies are mainly 
performed with MATLAB/SIMULINK software package. Xilinx Foundation Express 
software package is also used for control system simulation study and CPLD/FPGA 
synthesis. 
The control systems are developed on CPLD/FPGA devices with interface system 
based on the analogue-digital electronic circuitry. The experimental system (power 
converters with associated driving and control circuits) has been designed, built and 
tested and provides results for the validation of system simulations. 
Y. HU DMU-2001 
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Chapter 2 
Research Background and 
Historical Review 
T 
his chapter briefly reviews the development of engines, electrical machines, 
power systems, power electronics, the features of small-scale power systems 
and the applications of diesel engines in power systems. In addition Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) technology and the VHSIC Hardware Description 
Language (VHDL) are reviewed particularly related to the research project. 
2.1. History of engine and diesel engine 
2.1.1. Engine development history 
Engines, the powerful tools for energy conversion, established their respected place in 
advancing civilisation during the industrial revolution. They are still widely used in 
modern industry and play a very important role in our daily life. The development of 
engines has a rather long history and is only briefly dealt with here to give an 
appropriate background to the subject of this thesis. 
In 1765 James Watt of Scotland produced a successful steam engine. Although others 
had worked on steam engines earlier, Watt's engine was much more efficient. It 
mainly consisted of three parts: boiler, cylinder with piston and condenser [15]. The 
steam produced by the boiler is let into the cylinder to push up the piston. The 
exhausted steam is then passed into the condenser where it is condensed into water. 
Meanwhile the vacuum created by the steam leaving the cylinder acts to pull the piston 
down. This cycle is repeated and by this means thermal energy is converted into 
mechanical energy. Watt's engine was first used to power water pumps in the coal- 
mines of England. Through the years Watt's steam engine became an extremely 
efficient and refined machine and was the key to rapid industrial growth. The steam 
Y. HU DMU-2001 
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engine found many applications in industrial and motive applications for example in 
cotton mills, steamships and railway systems in many countries. 
Another type of steam engine, the turbine, was developed towards the end of the 
nineteenth century. In this type of engine, a jet of steam is directed against the turbine 
blades and rotates the blades to produce power in a very similar way with that of a 
windmill. The steam turbine has been mainly applied to power large ships and 
producing electrical power. Today, the steam turbine is still widely used in power 
generation. 
Steam power was the dominant power source until the development of the internal 
combustion engine. One of the earliest attempts to produce an internal combustion 
engine was made by Christian Huygens in the seventeenth century [41]. In his engine, 
a piston was forced down in a cylinder by the explosion of gunpowder. Gunpowder 
presented problems, so inventors started seeking other ways for the development. In 
1860 [41], J. J. E. Lennoir developed a three horsepower (2.2 kilowatt) engine that 
burned coal gas. Over several years fourteen hundred engines of this type were built 
and operated in France and England for powering water pumps and printing presses. In 
1876 Nikolaus A. Otto patented his silent gas engine [41]. This engine combined 
Otto's inventive theories and the work of others into a precision piece of machinery. 
This successful engine firmly established the four-stroke principle on which the 
majority of today's internal-combustion engines operate. Although it was successful, it 
was large and awkward, weighing about 1110 pounds per horsepower (670 kilograms 
per kilowatt). Gottleib Daimler was the first person who realised that a light high- 
speed engine was needed [41]. By 1886 Gottleib Daimler had developed a four-stroke 
cycle engine that operated at a much higher speed, 800 rpm, and weighed only 88 
pounds per horsepower (50 kilograms per kilowatt). 
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2.1.2. Diesel engine developments 
Working on theoretical lines, Dr. Rudolf Diesel, in Germany, took out an important 
patent in 1892 setting out the following principle [27], which he considered should 
govern any improvement in internal combustion engines, namely: 
1. Production of the maximum cycle temperature before combustion by the 
mechanical compression of the air charge. 
2. The gradual introduction of a small accurately measured amount of finely- 
divided fuel into the heated air, therefore no increase of temperature occurs 
during the injection period but all of the generated heat is immediately carried 
off by the gaseous expansion process. 
3. The introduction of a large quantity of excess air, i. e. much greater than that 
needed for combustion of the fuel, to remove the excess heat from the cylinder. 
The general principles Diesel enunciated were fundamentally those of present day 
compression-ignition engines. 
In 1897, Diesel produced a successful engine, a single-cylinder engine capable of 
developing 25 horsepower (18.6 kilowatts). The first commercial diesel engine, a two- 
cylinder, 60 horse-power (44.8 kilowatts) engine, was put into service a year later in 
St. Louis, Mo. The use of diesel engines spread rapidly. In a few years, thousands of 
engines were in use. The Augsburg Krupp Company in Essen, Germany, made a 
single-cylinder vertical engine of a four-cycle type, operating upon the single-acting 
principle. It was fitted with small auxiliary air and fuel pumps. The cylinder head was 
provided with an air inlet and an exhaust valve. The output of this 20 hp engine could 
be regulated either by varying the time during which fuel was injected or by altering 
the air pressure in the reservoir. The original engine was much improved by better 
atomisation of the fuel, fitting a governor and using higher compression pressures. 
Until about 1927 these engines were primarily of relatively low speed and of 
comparatively high power suitable for marine and power station purposes, in place of 
the less efficient steam engines. Such diesel engines include the opposed-piston, 
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single, and double acting four-cycle, single acting two-cycle and supercharged 
versions [27]. 
These engines were designed in many cases for competition with steam engines of that 
period, so that no particular attention was apparently given to the subject of weight 
reduction; most designs used for marine purposes appear to follow the general lines of 
steam engine practice. The marked fuel economy of the low speed Compression- 
Ignition (C. I. ) engine, the absence of the boiler, and the use of liquid fuel that can be 
more conveniently stored than coal are among the more important advantages the C. I. 
engine had over its steam engine rival. 
The first engines were heavy, weighing as much as 250 pounds per horsepower (152 
kilograms per kilowatt). Today, diesel engines are much lighter in weight and are 
commonly found on all types of trucks, heavy road machinery, railway locomotives, 
and in automobiles. Modem engines weigh as little as a few pounds per horsepower. 
The era of petrol engine development has resulted in the highly efficient engines of 
today and has demoted the C. I. engine somewhat into the background. The internal 
combustion engine has taken over many jobs of the steam engine and has found 
countless applications. The smaller, internal combustion engine was ideally suited for 
land vehicles and led to the development of automobiles, trucks, tractors, etc. However 
it has been recognised in more recent years that the C. I. engine has certain marked 
advantages particularly of fuel economy, simplicity and safety (from the inflammable 
fuel point of view). Much attention has therefore been given to improving its design so 
that it can successfully compete with the petrol engine in the various fields of 
application. 
After about 1940 attention was given to methods of increasing C. I. engine speeds, 
reducing their specific weight, and improving their thermal efficiency. It was realised 
that it was be necessary to depart from the constant pressure cycle, since the constant 
pressure cycle was found to be more suited to lower speed engines. In addition the air 
injection method was replaced by a mechanical system. In this connection, valuable 
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pioneering work was carried out on a single-cylinder engine converted from a petrol 
engine at the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough under H. B. Taylor [27]. 
Diesel engines are all high compression engines and the high compression ratio gives 
the diesel engine an efficiency advantage. The simple steam engine has an efficiency 
of 6 percent to 8 percent. The steam turbine and condensing engine have an efficiency 
of 16 percent to 33 percent. The gasoline engine has an efficiency of 25 percent to 32 
percent. Of the common engine types, the diesel engine is the most efficient. The 
diesel engine has an efficiency of 32 to 38 percent. 
Nowadays, engine speed has increased from a few hundred rpm to as much as 5000 
rpm in small output engines, however the ordinary speed range for the engines is about 
1500 to 4500 rpm. 
2.2. Electric machines and power systems 
2.2.1. Electric machines 
Development of the electric machine started in early nineteenth century. The early 
examples of the application of electric current to produce mechanical power date back 
to the time following Faraday's fundamental discoveries (1821) on electromagnetic 
rotation. Professor Dal Negro, of Padua University, produced the first electric motor in 
the year 1830 and obtained rotary motion from current supplied by a voltaic battery 
[15]. Four years later, Jacobi, a Russian professor, started a series of experiments that 
led to the first electrically propelled boat [15]. In 1840 Robert Davidson of Scotland 
equipped a car with an electric motor which consisted of eight coils on cylinders of 
wood with sliding cores of soft iron acting like engine pistons and connected to cranks 
on the car axles [15]. During the decades before and after 1890, inventors' attention 
was given to developing the dc machine. To accommodate different requirements, dc 
machines operating over a range of speeds and having various shapes to fit in with 
items of other equipment became available, and very soon established themselves for 
industrial applications. 
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The development of ac electric machines started around 1880s. The first practical type 
of an ac machine was the induction motor, which became a valuable part of modem 
electrical equipment. Arago produced a rotating field by spinning a permanent magnet, 
and the rotor, a copper disc, was dragged round after it, or vice versa, through the 
interaction of the induced eddy current in the disc and the field of the magnet [15]. The 
growth of the ac machines was further advanced by Nikola Tesla who presented a 
paper describing two-phase induction and synchronous motors at a meeting of the 
American Institute of Electrical Engineers in 1888 [15]. Since the invention of the 
electric machine, both dc and ac machines have rapidly developed. Nowadays, electric 
machines are widely used. 
There are three main classes of generators: dc, ac synchronous and ac induction. The 
basic features of each type of generator are outlined below. 
DC generators 
The stator consists of a number of poles, the field windings of which are excited by dc 
current. The rotor consists of conductors wound on an iron armature which are 
connected to a commutator. Electric power is extracted via brushes, which ride on the 
commutator. Direct current machines generally require regular maintenance and are 
expensive. 
Nowadays, for most dc applications, for example battery charging, it is more common 
to employ an ac generator (alternator), frequently permanent-magnet excited, to 
generate ac voltage, which is then converted to dc voltage by using simple solid-state 
rectifiers. 
AC synchronous generators 
In a synchronous generator, the rotor is excited with a dc current and is driven to 
rotate, then a 3-phase voltage is generated in the stator at a frequency determined by 
the speed of rotation. 
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When connected to a grid, an important feature of the synchronous generator is that 
the rotor speed must exactly match the synchronous speed. Loss of synchronisation 
will occur if rotor torque becomes too high, and it is therefore important to know the 
generator's `pull-out' torque to avoid such eventualities. 
The reactive power characteristics of synchronous generators can be controlled and 
therefore such machines are often used to supply reactive power to effect voltage 
control of the power system. It is normal for a stand-alone system to incorporate a 
synchronous generator connected to a mechanical power source, often a diesel engine. 
AC induction generators 
The induction (asynchronous) generator differs from the synchronous generator in 
several aspects. A rotating magnetic field is induced by the application of an ac 
voltage to the stator. Power is generated due to a difference in the frequency of the 
rotating magnetic field and the speed of the rotor. This characteristic is termed slip and 
often the speed differences are only one or two percent from the normal design point. 
Thus when the machine is generating, the rotor does not rotate at synchronous speed, 
but at some slightly higher speed. 
Induction generators are consumers of reactive power, and it is not common for them 
to operate in isolation from other plant, but this is possible using special power 
electronics. It is recommended, especially in a small network where the capacity of the 
other plants to generate reactive power may be limited, that power correction 
capacitors are added to the induction generator to compensate for the reactive power 
demand on the system. 
2.2.2. Power systems 
There are several milestones in the history of electric power systems that significantly 
pushed forward their development. Initially they operated using direct current. 
In 1878, Thomas A. Edison began working on the electric light and formulated the 
concept of a centrally located power station serving distributed lighting in a 
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surrounding area. The operation of the historic Pearl Street Station in New York City 
on 4 September 1882 marked the beginning of the electric utility industry. At Pearl 
Street, dc generators, then called dynamos, were driven by steam engines to supply an 
initial load of 30kW for 110V incandescent lighting to 59 customers in a one-square- 
mile area. The introduction of the practical dc motor by Sprague Electric, as well as 
the growth of incandescent lighting, promoted the expansion of Edison's dc systems. 
The three-wire 220V dc system was developed. At about the same time, the Holborn 
Viaduct Generating Station in London produced a scheme comprising a 60kW 
generator driven by a horizontal steam engine, the generated voltage being 100V direct 
current. This was the first power station in Britain to cater for general consumers. 
The commercially practical transformer, developed by William Stanley in 1885, 
provided the ability to transmit power at high voltage with corresponding low current 
and lower line voltage drops that made ac systems more attractive than dc systems. 
The first single-phase ac line in the United States operated in 1889 in Oregon, between 
Oregon City and Portland at a distance of 21 km with an operating voltage 4 kV [40]. 
The ac machine (two-phase induction and synchronous motors), presented by Nikola 
Tesla in 1888, made evident the advantages of polyphase versus single-phase systems 
[40]. The first three-phase line in Germany became operational in 1891, transmitting 
power for a distance of 179km at 12kV. Early ac systems operated at various 
frequencies including 25,50,60 and 133Hz. Today, the two standard frequencies for 
generation, transmission, and distribution of electric power in the world are 60Hz (in 
the United States, Canada, Japan, Brazil, etc. ) and 50Hz (in Europe, the former Soviet 
Republics, China, etc. ). 
The electric utilities initially operated as isolated systems, but technical developments 
that included advances in insulation, protection and control, led to wider area networks 
and the electric utilities were gradually interconnected to operate in parallel. This 
offers improved reliability and economy. 
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From the beginning of 1882 to date, the electric utility industry has grown at a 
remarkable pace-a growth based on continuous reduction in the price of electricity, 
primarily due to technological accomplishment and creative engineering. 
2.3. Stand alone diesel engine generation system 
2.3.1 Stand alone power system 
Historically, all early power systems were decentralised, i. e. power was produced at 
the location where it was consumed. The development of grid networks with 
centralised generating capacity saw the demise of many decentralised power systems. 
However, today, there are still many locations in the world which do not have an 
electrical connection to a central utility network. Furthermore, in many of these places, 
due to remoteness and cost, although the need for power exists, it is unlikely that a 
main grid connection will ever be established. Therefore power systems, which can 
generate and supply electricity to such remote locations, are needed and they are 
variously termed `remote', `decentralised', `autonomous', or `stand-alone'. 
The nature of the electrical load at a decentralised site is of primary importance and 
depends strongly on the type of electrical apparatus connected. Broadly speaking, 
there are three types of applications for remote electrical power: 
a) Power for specialised applications, standby power supply (for example 
emergency power supply for hospitals, broadcast systems, communications 
stations, etc. ) and irrigation in remote areas. 
b) Power to remote communities in industrialised countries, and on islands. 
c) Community power generation in developing countries. 
Each has its own particular requirements and design constraints, for example system 
reliability can be more important than cost of power in unmanned communication 
stations. Communities in industrialised countries quickly develop high expectations of 
power quality and availability as well as competitiveness, whilst in developing 
countries simplicity of maintenance is a prime consideration. 
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A community load tends to vary in a more or less regular way over the day, often 
reaching a maximum sometime during normal working hours and falling to a low level 
in the very early hours of the morning. As well as the gradual changes, there are also 
fluctuations of much shorter duration caused by switching in or out large electrical 
equipment. Table 2.1 gives some examples of typical appliance power consumption 
[36]. There may also be substantial changes in the load with the time of week and with 
the season of the year. 
Table 2.1 Examples of typical appliance power consumption 
Appliance Power Consumption (W) 
Air Conditioner 1400-2000 
Battery Charger Up to 800 
Refrigerator 600-1000 
Microwave Oven 1000-1500 
Electric Frying Pan or Wok 1000-1500 
Electric Stove Element 350-1000 
Electric Water Heater 1000-1500 
Electric Iron 500-1200 
Electric Hair Dryer 800-1500 
Coffee Percolator 550-750 
Electric Drill 250-750 
Television 200-600 
Radio 50-200 
Electric Broom 200-500 
Electric Blanket 50-200 
The loading level of the power system may change significantly during the day but the 
voltage and frequency of the system have to be kept nearly constant. The automatic 
voltage regulator (AVR) and governor are used to affect this. Table 2.2 shows typical 
voltage and frequency disturbances that may be expected [17]. 
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Table 2.2 Variation limits of voltage and frequency 
Steady State 
Voltage + 0.5% 25% load step (back to steady state limits in 1 second) ± 2.5% 
Steady State 
Frequency + 0.5% 25% load step (back to steady state limits in 2 second) ± 2.0% 
The ratio of any load changing step to the system power capacity in a stand-alone 
system is significantly larger than that in a power network. Therefore, load changes 
can cause the system to more readily depart from the desired operating condition, 
especially in stand-alone systems with small generators of power rated less than 10 
kW. To satisfy load-change requirements and maintain the system at the desired 
operating condition, the control system plays an important role in this type of system 
to maintain the voltage and the frequency at the required level. 
In remote areas, it is often preferred to adopt permanent magnet generators since the 
maintenance requirements of PM generators are lower than that of the field winding 
exciting generators. Then voltage control needs to be performed by other methods 
such as power electronic converters discussed later. 
Three main types of prime movers can be found in industrial power systems, namely 
gas, steam turbines and diesel engines. They all have specific operating parameters 
which affect their suitability for use in stand alone power system. Gas turbines are 
available from around 500 kW to about 70 MW in discrete ratings and therefore 
cannot be exactly tailored to the power demand in an autonomous system. Steam 
turbines are available in sizes from 1 MW to units in excess of 1500 MW. 
Consequently steam turbines are mostly used in a large-scale power system where 
long periods of operation are necessary, and in utility systems where steam is available 
or is required for an industrial process. 
Diesel engine sets are available in unit sizes from 5kW to more than 24MW. Diesel 
engines are the most flexible prime movers in terms of operation and electrical 
generating efficiency, and consequently are used in industrial power systems 
throughout the world. Diesel engine alternator sets are used when the electricity 
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supply requirement is the only or predominant load requirement or in relatively small 
power networks such as those associated with island systems, industrial complexes, 
locomotive and marine systems. 
2.3.2. Diesel engine application to power systems 
At present, the most common way to supply electricity to remote loads, whether 
communities or special applications, is with a diesel engine driving a generator set. 
For small loads a single diesel set might be appropriate, whereas for larger 
communities multiple diesels are commonly employed. In the latter case, one or more 
diesels, typically the most efficient, supplies the base load. Frequently, enough reserve 
capacity is provided so that at least one machine can be taken out for overhaul at any 
given time. 
Multiple diesel grids can run at high efficiency since it is possible to ensure that all 
running plants are highly loaded. Diesel manufacturers strongly advise operating 
above a minimum load, typically 40 per cent, in order to minimise engine wear and to 
maintain high efficiency. However, due to continually changing load patterns and the 
desire to always meet the demands of the load, many diesel systems are incorrectly 
sized or inefficiently controlled. This quite often results in the diesels not complying 
with the operational constraints, including particular emission level, nevertheless, 
diesel plants offer reliable power supply. 
The main disadvantage with diesel electric grids is that the cost of power tends to be 
high, often many times greater than that for larger capacity networks. Poor economics 
are traceable to the cost of diesel fuel, including the cost of transportation that is often 
the dominant factor, efficiencies of operation and the cost of operation and 
maintenance in a remote location. The major advantage of diesel systems is that they 
are extremely well proven, and if maintained correctly, highly dependable. The key 
point is that although diesel electric power is often reliable, it is also expensive. 
Therefore, any increase in efficiency of the systems is very useful. 
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A modern diesel engine generator set includes a diesel engine, and a generator, power 
electronics and their control systems. The diesel engine converts fuel (diesel oil) into 
mechanical energy and subsequently the generator converts the mechanical energy 
into electrical energy. Speed regulation and controls are necessary to maintain the 
desired voltage and frequency to meet the power demand of the system. 
2.4. Power electronic developments 
The prehistory of modern power electronics began with the introduction of the 
mercury arc rectifier in 1900. Subsequently the metal tank rectifier, grid-controlled 
vacuum-tube rectifier, ignition, phanotron, and thyratron were introduced gradually. 
These devices were applied for power control until the 1950s when the electronics 
revolution provided more sophisticated devices. 
The electronics revolution began in 1948 with the invention of the silicon transistor at 
Bell Telephone Laboratories by Bardeen, Brattain, and Schockley. Most of today's 
advanced electronic technologies are traceable to that invention. The next 
breakthrough in 1956, was the invention of the PNPN triggering transistor at Bell 
Laboratories, which was defined as a thyristor or Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR). 
Since then, many different types of power semiconductor devices and conversion 
techniques have been introduced. In addition the microelectronics revolution using 
silicon semiconductors gave the ability to process a huge amount of information at 
incredible speed, while the power electronics revolution provides the ability to shape 
and control large amounts of power with ever-increasing efficiency. The combination 
of microelectronics with power electronics, has led to many advanced applications of 
power electronics. 
Electric power is used in almost every part of the modem home, commerce and 
industry. Generation, transmission, distribution and utilization of electric power take 
place at different levels to suit the available components, processes and technologies 
involved. Interfacing of different technologies needs intelligent control and conversion 
techniques. Electric power is the muscle of modem industry and power electronics 
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makes its utilization smarter. The objective of power electronics is to improve the 
quality and utilization of electric power. The focus in power electronics is on 
conversion, efficiency of conversion and control of energy. Recent advances in 
semiconductor devices have contributed very significantly to research and 
developments in the field of modem power electronics. Power electronics applications 
span a wide range on the power scale: milliwatts in wireless personal communication 
sets or cordless screwdrivers to megawatts in high voltage dc transmission systems 
and huge industrial motor drives. The power electronics revolution has gained 
increased momentum since the late 1980s and early 1990s. It is anticipated that power 
electronics will increasingly shape and condition electrical power at transmission, 
distribution and consumption levels. 
2.4.1. Semiconductor devices 
Present power semiconductor devices available for application in power conversion 
equipment have been developed from the range of diodes, thyristors and transistors 
into a large family of semiconductor devices. Nowadays, there is a development of 
modem power electronic devices has resulted in improvement of important 
characteristics, for example: 
1) Decrease in the complication (power level) of the interface between control 
electronics and power electronics; 
2) Decrease in the switching transition times, (this determines switching losses and 
maximum repetition frequencies); 
3) Decrease in conduction voltage drop (losses), (this determines current rating, 
device cost, process yield, efficiency and cost of cooling requirements); 
4) Elimination of the bulky forced commutation components by improved turn-off 
characteristics of power switching devices. 
Commonly used semiconductors include thyristors, asymmetric thyristors, gate-turn 
off thyristors (GTOs), MOS controlled thyristors (MCTs), integrated gate commutated 
thyristors (IGCTs), power field-effect transistors (MOSFETs and JFETs), bipolar 
power transistors and insulated gate bipolar transistors (IGBTs). The switching times 
for these devices are in the range of 10 ns for some MOSFETs, to a few hundred 
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microseconds for the largest and slowest thyristors. The voltage ranges from below 
100 V to over 4000 V. 
Decreased switching times has been achieved by the development of devices, 
particularly MOSFETs, IGBTs, bipolar power transistors and asymmetric thyristors at 
different power levels. The short switching times have accentuated the thermal shock 
and dissipation problems caused by the concentration of the switching losses, so a 
consequent development in snubbing technology as a means of eliminating the adverse 
effects of these ultra-fast thermal transients was necessary. Snubbing implies dealing 
with stored reactive energy at turn-on and turn-off requiring capacitive and inductive 
reactances to be discharged. However with the increased frequency of operation the 
dissipation of the reactive energy is impractical, therefore the technology of 
regenerative snubbing has been developed. This has enabled the development of high 
frequency power conditioners and converters. 
Improvements in interfacing devices, for example, the family of field-effect devices 
(MOSFETs) and MOS gate devices (IGBTs) have tended to reduce the interface 
complication. Owing to the gate structure of the devices, charge establishment and 
removal requirements for turn on and off are less severe than that with bipolar 
transistors and gate-turn-off thyristors when operating at comparable switching speeds 
and repetition frequencies. 
2.4.2. Power electronic converters 
Is Io 
Vcontrol 
Figure 2.1. Power electronic converter system 
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The schematic of a power electronic converter system is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The 
source provides power, the converter converts it into a usable form to suit the sink 
where the power is utilized. The source is either a dc or an ac voltage/current source. 
The ac voltage and current waveforms can be either the single-phase or a multiphase 
(usually three-phase) type. The sink is either an electric load, or another source, or a 
device where the electrical energy is converted into non-electrical form such as a 
motor. The converter system is comprised of semiconductors, reactive components 
and maybe transformers. On the basis of the type of the source and the type of desired 
output characteristics, power electronic converters may be classified into four 
categories as shown in Table 2.3: 
Table 2.3. Converter classification 
Output 
Source DC AC 
AC Rectification AC Control 
DC Conversion Inversion 
DC to AC Converter (Inverter) 
The dc-ac converter (inverter) takes power from a dc source (voltage or current) and 
delivers to a load. The output variable of the converter is a single-phase or multi-phase 
ac voltage or ac current. A practical inverter has either a battery, a solar powered dc 
voltage source or an ac voltage source (50-60 Hz or variable frequency) derived dc 
voltage source (often unregulated). Dc-ac converters are widely used in very low- 
power portable electronic systems such as the flashlight discharge system in a 
photography camera to very high-power industrial systems. The input dc is converted 
into an ac of high or low frequency depending on the application, for example 50-60 
Hz in emergency lighting systems to high frequency 1MHz in induction heating 
systems. The output voltage waveform contains rich harmonics. Usually, the desired 
waveform is a sine wave in low-frequency applications such as the battery powered ac 
sources for emergency applications. A filter may be used at the output to shape the 
waveform as desired. 
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Three-phase ac waveforms are generated by switching switches connected in three 
parallel legs. A more complex topology consists of a network of switches. The 
amplitude and frequency of the ac waveform is controlled by controlling the ON-time 
of switches, the frequency of switching and the sequence of switching. The waveform- 
shaping filter connected to remove the undesired content of the ac waveform consists 
of reactive components, inductors and capacitors. The instantaneous difference in 
energy between the input and output sides is temporarily stored in the filter. 
Typical applications of inverters include: aircraft and space power supplies, 
uninterruptible power supplies, variable-frequency ac motor drives, aircraft variable- 
speed constant frequency supplies, and induction heating supplies. 
AC to DC Converter 
The dc-ac and ac-dc converters are functionally similar except for the reverse direction 
of energy flow. The ac-dc converter (rectifier) takes power from one or more ac 
voltage/current sources of single or multiple phases and delivers to a dc load. The 
output variable is a low ripple dc voltage or dc current. Many practical ac-dc 
converters use a voltage source with line frequency of 50 or 60 Hz, single-phase or 
three-phase. Ac to dc converters are widely used in applications ranging from very 
low-power battery charger and dc power supply systems to very high-power dc motor 
drive systems. Rectifiers are commonly used for dc motor drives, regulated dc power 
supplies, high voltage dc transmission and wind power generator converters. 
The instant of turning on and off semiconductors relative to the ac source waveform, 
determines the shape of the output voltage waveform. Consequently the dc and ac 
components of the waveform can be controlled to some extent. L-C filters may be 
used to remove undesired frequency components. 
DC to DC Converter 
The dc-dc converter takes power from a dc source (voltage or current) and delivers to 
a dc load. The output of the converter is one or more low-ripple dc voltages or dc 
currents (often regulated). The dc output voltage may be different in amplitude from 
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the input source voltage. This converter can also be thought of as a dc transformer. A 
practical dc-dc converter has either a battery, a solar powered dc voltage source or a 
line frequency (50-60 Hertz) derived dc voltage source (often unregulated). The dc-dc 
converters are used from very low-power portable electronic systems to high-power 
industrial systems. 
Dc-dc converters can be found in applications in electric transportation, high 
performance regulated power supplies, electronic ballasts and dc motor drive systems. 
AC to AC Converter 
The ac-ac converter takes power from an ac voltage or current source and the output is 
an ac voltage or ac current of equal or different frequency than the input ac source. 
The practical ac converters usually use line frequency 50-60 Hz voltage sources, single 
or three phase. The ac-ac converter in which the output frequency is lower than the 
frequency of the source is often called the cycloconverter: The output frequency in a 
cycloconverter is a fraction of the source frequency. They are used in very high-power 
industrial applications. 
The ac-ac converter with no change of frequency is referred to as the ac controller. 
The instant of turning on the switch relative to the ac source waveform determines the 
shape of the output voltage waveform, which in turn determines the rms voltage at the 
output terminals. The ac-ac conversion can also be achieved by first converting the 
input ac to the dc and then the dc to the ac of desired frequency, amplitude and number 
of phases. Such a converter is called the dc-link ac-ac converter. In this type of 
conversion, there is no restriction on the output frequency relative to the source 
frequency. Some applications of ac-ac converters include light dimmers, motor speed 
controls, voltage regulators, electronic tap changers, VAR regulators, and solid-state 
relays. 
Power electronic converters are used over a wide spectrum of industrial applications at 
different power and frequency levels. A typical application as represented by the 
Pulse-Width Modulation (PWM) converters, such as the sine wave PWM converters 
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that have the capacity to improve the performance of converters, have been widely 
used, and many PWM schemes have been proposed. For example, the sinusoidal 
modulation generated in a space vector representation [48], the predictive current 
controller [24], the current feedback controller [33], and neural network based 
adaptive control strategies, all seek to provide higher performance control in 
applications such as induction motor drives [48]. 
A predictive neural current control scheme for a VSI-PWM inverter has been 
developed by Dinu, et al. [14], [13]. The scheme is based on the state space observer 
principle and the control is independent of the load parameters. The control strategy 
does not look into the inside of the system load. It only pays attention on the voltage 
across the load and the current injected into the load. The on-line inductance estimator 
(digital neural network) provides an estimated inductance value used for the voltage 
calculation. In the above scheme, the neural network technique has been adopted for 
the design of the control structure, so that the control system is compact and responds 
fast. A four-layer Feed-Forward Artificial Neural Network (FFANN) is used, which 
has parallel processing capability and the delay time is only the time needed for the 
signal to pass through the layers of logic gates which implement the FFANN. 
2.4.3. Power electronics in diesel engine generation system 
Power electronic converters can have a number of useful roles to play in diesel 
systems. A power electronic system can be placed between the generator and the 
network, as shown in Figure 2.2. By using an ac-dc-ac conversion in the case of a 
synchronous or asynchronous generator, or a dc-ac conversion in the case of a dc 
generator, the system frequency is determined by the load side inverter, therefore, the 
diesel engine-generator set can be allowed to operate at a variable speed. If power 
electronic equipment is used to connect to the grid, then the voltage output level of the 
synchronous generator must be compatible. In the case of a PM generator, the 
amplitude of the system voltage can be controlled either by an inverter or by a dc-dc 
converter. By effectively frequency de-coupling the drive from the network, the diesel 
engine-generator system can be controlled to meet the varying load demands 
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efficiently. Power electronics can also be used to condition the power supplied from 
storage devices of significant capacity such as wide range flywheels or battery banks. 
In fact, power electronics can provide an effective interface between dc or variable 
frequency power sources and the `fixed' frequency grid. 
Prune mover 
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Power Electronic Circuit Load 
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Figure 2.2. Power electronics in diesel-generator system 
2.5. VHDL and CPLD/FPGA techniques 
2.5.1. CPLD/FPGA development 
The Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD) and Field Programmable Gate 
Array (FPGA) are relatively new types of components for the construction of 
electronic systems, particularly those based on digital, or logical circuit principles. 
Digital electronics has experienced tremendous changes, moving from the breadboard 
systems in the 1960s where gates and flip-flops were directly wired together to the 
newly developed high-density field programmable gate arrays which may consists of 
more than one million gates. 
The early period (the 1960s into the 1970s) was typified by Texas Instruments 
Transistor-Transistor Logic (T'I'L) [44], and National Semi-conductor's 4000 series, 
popularly called Small-Scale Integration (SSI) and Medium-Scale Integration (MSI). 
Each provides logic in the form of gates, flip-flops, register transfer components, 
counters, and Arithmetic-Logic Units (ALUs), at the chip level. At the board level, 
these components were used in relatively small numbers on relatively small boards. 
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Large-scale integration (LSI) and Very large-scale integration (VLSI) began in the 
1970s with the invention of the Dynamic RAM, Intel 1103, and microprocessor, Intel 
4004 etc., and evolved to the point where the 32-bit microprocessor became a common 
component, for example, the Motorola 68000. Technology progress spawned two 
major market areas with a larger number of market segments, for example, SRAM and 
micro-controllers [35]. In this period the logic components of the previous era 
continued to be used in large quantities to "glue" together the larger function chips, 
boards became larger to accommodate a whole system on a single board and reduce 
cost and eliminate the pin/wiring constraints imposed by PCB edge connectors. 
The industrial intention of increasing component density drove the technology ahead 
such that by the late 1980s Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) became 
available. Mask-programmable gate arrays, cell-based ICs (CBICs), and the first 
programmable components, programmable array logics (PALs) and field- 
programmable logic arrays (FPLAs), emerged during this decade as ASIC solutions. 
Basically there are several varieties of ASIC: gate arrays, Cell-based ICs (CBICs), and 
programmable logic devices (PLDs). At this stage, boards remained large but 
delivered more functions, including microprocessor, memories, ASICs. 
With the emergence of complex programmable components, especially CPLD/FPGAs, 
a traditional microprocessor can be complemented by a number of SRAM- 
programmed FPGAs, memory parts and even a special-purpose processor. The 
development of CPLD/FPGA is part of the continuing evolution of very-large-scale 
integrated (VLSI) circuit technology toward denser and faster circuits. The creation of 
the Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) can be attributed to Monolithic Momoties, 
who introduced the first PLA in 1978. By late 1980s the conceptually simple PLDs are 
complemented by the emergence of Complex Programmable Logic Devices (CPLDs) 
[9]. At the same period Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) were further 
developed. The two key commercial examples of FPGA device are the Xilinx and 
Actel FPGAs [43]. The Xilinx FPGA architecture was designed by Ross Freeman and 
introduced in a paper presented at the 1986 Custom Integrated Circuits Conference [8]. 
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The Actel FPGA architecture was designed by a team led by Amr Mohsen and EI 
Gamal, and was described in a series of papers early in 1988 [8][16]. 
In recent years, CPLD/FPGAs have quickly developed and are having a significant 
impact. With the ability to reconfigure an electronic component, either to correct an 
error or to change an application, the CPLD/FPGA has economic benefits. In addition 
with its programmability and adaptability, the CPLD/FPGA has significant advantages 
especially for the development of prototype systems and their rapid introduction to the 
market. 
2.5.2. The VHDL language 
VHDL is a double acronym, namely V stands for VHSIC (Very High Speed Integrated 
Circuit), and HDL stands for Hardware Description Language. As an implementation 
independent method of describing electronic systems, VHDL is one of a few HDLs in 
widespread use today. The language was developed in the early 1980s. In 1983, the 
United States Department of Defense sponsored the development of the Very High 
Speed Integrated Circuit (VHSIC) hardware description language (VHDL). The 
original intent of the language was to serve as a means of communicating designs from 
one contractor to another in the VHSIC program. However, the design of the language 
has received input from many individuals in the computer industry and thus reflects a 
consensus of opinion as to the characteristics a hardware description language should 
have. In August 1985, version 7.2 of the language was released by the United States 
Department of Defense (MIL-STD-454L), representing the completion of the first 
major stage of the language development. Version 7.2 was a complete language, which 
comprehensively provided constructs for structural and behavioral modeling, as well 
as a means to document designs. After the release of version 7.2, the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) sponsored the further development of 
VHDL, the ultimate goal being the development of an improved standard version of 
the language. The review process was completed by May 1987 and the language 
reference manual (LRM) was released for industrial review. In June 1987 the eligible 
IEEE members voted to accept this version of VHDL as the standard version and in 
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December 1987 (IEEE Standard 1076,1987), was officially adopted by the IEEE [2]. 
The IEEE requires that all of its standards are regularly reviewed, and a new version 
was defined in 1993, to add some new capabilities, remove some ambiguities, while 
remaining upwardly compatible. 
2.5.3. The VHDL language in use with CPLD/FPGA 
As a standard language for documenting/defining hardware, VHDL can be used to 
describe the architecture and behaviour of discrete electronic systems, and the 
function, inputs, and outputs of a digital circuit design. VHDL is similar in style and 
syntax to modem programming languages but includes many hardware-specific 
constructs. In the early 1990s, VHDL was being used primarily for complex 
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) design, using synthesis tools to 
automatically create and optimise the implementation. In the second half of the 
decade, the use of VHDL with synthesis has moved into the area of programmable 
logic design. There is also an increase in the use of VHDL for modelling 
specifications, both of the hardware part of the system, and of the complete system 
itself. It is in recent years that this language has become increasingly popular for the 
design of gate array devices, as the density and complexity of complex programmable 
logic devices (CPLDs) and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) based designs 
have increased dramatically. Several factors have pushed the development and 
widespread use of the hardware description language in developing electronic systems: 
" The complexity of electronic systems has and is increasing much faster than the 
capabilities of the processes to develop the systems. 
" Economic and competitive pressures are forcing development times to 
decrease, even though systems are becoming more complex. 
" In the commercial world, time-to-market is often more important than 
development cost. 
" The quality and reliability of electronic systems are required to be higher than 
ever before. 
" Design teams and expertise are distributed geographically and there is need of 
data transfer. 
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Consequently with the conflicting challenges of control system complexity and the 
need for short, efficient design cycles, the use of high-level design languages is rapidly 
extending. VHDL language and VHDL development tools provide an efficient method 
of developing test information, a method of incorporating this information into 
simulations and modelling activities, a technique for evaluating simulation results, 
validating test plans and procedures prior to real hardware and software integration, 
can save significant time, effort, and rework to the design. 
Using VHDL language for the design of larger CPLD/FPGA devices has shown 
advantages, for example 
" EDA tool platform independent design (ASCII files) 
" Design flexibility 
" Allows design reuse 
" Fully automatic design process 
" Rapid prototyping in conjunction with CPLD/FPGA 
" Compact construction/implementation 
" Cost effectiveness 
" Short time to market 
and the following limitations: 
1. VHDL is primarily a digital design language. It currently has very limited 
capabilities in the analogue area. Considerable work is going on to standardize 
an analogue version of the language. 
2. The current standard defines a language and its syntax, without describing any 
styles of using it on a design project. There are other standards which exist, or 
are required, to define a consistent style of using the language in certain areas. 
3. Currently, it is only possible to synthesize logic from a subset of the VHDL 
language. Each tool defines its own slightly different subset. It is possible that 
the code may need to be slightly modified before it can be used with a different 
synthesis tool set than it was originally written for. 
With modem Electronic Design Automation (EDA) techniques the development of 
high performance Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) for electronic 
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systems may be rapidly developed. The implementation into Complex Programmable 
Logic Devices (CPLDs) and Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) provides 
further advantages for industrial applications. The advanced techniques described form 
the basis of the implementation strategy and are used in this research program, which 
aims to realise a novel intelligent control system for a stand-alone generator set. 
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Chapter 3 
The Diesel Engine 
T 
his chapter discusses the technical aspects and modelling of the diesel engine 
system. Firstly, the technical features of diesel engines are described, then the 
simulation model is developed and simulation results are obtained using the model 
presented. 
3.1. Technical features of diesel engines 
3.1.1. Diesel engine classifications and technical terms 
Diesel engines may be categorised according to several different criteria, such as type 
of fuel, engine speed, form of aspiration and operating cycle. 
Classifications 
Type of fuel 
Diesel engines can be fuelled by oil products ranging from No 2 diesel oil (light) to 
crude No 6 residual oil (heavy). The choice of fuel depends upon cost, availability, 
calorific value, temperature conditions and specific engine features. Smaller diesel 
engines generally utilise diesel oil although some are designed to be multi-fuelled. 
Fuel generally accounts for about 80% of the diesel generator operating costs. 
Aspiration 
Diesel engines can be either naturally aspirated or turbo charged. In naturally aspirated 
engines, air is taken in at atmospheric pressure, while turbo charged engines inject the 
air/fuel mixture into the engine cylinders at pressures higher than atmospheric. Turbo 
charging significantly increases engine capacity (up to 40%) and efficiency by 
allowing an increased quantity of air to enter the combustion chamber, so ensuring a 
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greater and more efficient burning of the fuel. Smaller diesel engines are normally 
naturally aspirated. 
Operating cycle 
Engines are classified either as two-stroke or four-stroke. In a four-stroke engine the 
induction, compression, power (expansion) and exhaust phases of the combustion 
cycle all occur on separate strokes of the piston, whereas in the two-stroke engine the 
exhaust and induction phases occur when the piston is almost stationary at the end of 
its expansion stroke. Two-stroke engines tend to be either very large or very small. 
Both petrol and diesel engines are internal combustion (IC) engines working on either 
the two-stroke or four-stroke cycle. The basic design of both engines is similar, the 
main differences between the two types of engine are the method of introducing the 
fuel charge into the combustion chamber, and the means used to ignite it. In a diesel 
engine, only air is compressed on the compression stroke. The fuel charge required to 
produce the power stroke in each cylinder is accurately metered and pressurised by the 
fuel injection pump and then passes to the high pressure injectors via pipes. Once the 
fuel is sprayed into the combustion chamber, it is mixed with hot compressed air and 
ignited. 
Method of cooling 
The engine cooling can be air, forced air, or liquid. 
Engine speed 
The speed of diesel engines is generally related to size. Large engines tend to operate 
at lower speeds, usually less than 900 r/min. Higher speed engines (over 900 r/min) 
are more common in the small to medium size range. Common operating speeds are 
1200,1500,1800,3000 and 3600 r/min which are suited to the common grid operating 
frequency of 50 or 60 Hz. Engine speed is generally a trade off between size 
(capacity), cost, and engine life. 
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Technical terms [31 
Compression Ratio 
Compression Ratio is the ratio of the volume of air in the cylinder when the piston is 
at the bottom dead centre (BDC), to the volume of air presented in the cylinder when 
the piston is at the top dead centre (TDC). The volume of air in the cylinder when the 
piston is at BDC is equal to the swept volume plus the clearance volume, and the air 
volume when the piston is at TDC is equal to the clearance volume, therefore 
Compression ratio = 
Swept volume + clearance volume 
clearance volume 
Diesel engines rely on the heat of the compressed air to ignite the fuel as quickly as 
possible when it is sprayed into the engine cylinders, so high compression ratios are 
essential. 
Compression ignition 
When the fuel charge is injected into the combustion chamber and mixed with the 
highly compressed air at a predetermined point in the cycle, the heat in the air is 
sufficient to cause the fuel to ignite. This is called compression ignition. 
Brake thermal efficiency 
It is usual to use the general term thermal efficiency to mean brake thermal efficiency. 
During the conversion of the chemical energy of the fuel to heat energy in the engine, 
approximately 30% energy is lost to the cooling system, 30% to the exhaust, 10% is 
used in overcoming the internal friction of the engine, leaving about 30% available to 
do useful work. This latter percentage is the (brake) thermal efficiency. 
Mechanical fitness 
In a diesel engine there is more than adequate air for combustion, therefore 
combustion (the burning of the fuel charge) is very nearly complete. Due to the high 
compression ratios and combustion process employed, a diesel engine has much 
higher cylinder pressure than a petrol engine of similar power. This means that the 
internal stresses in the diesel engine components are greater than those in a petrol 
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engine. Consequently the crankshaft, bearings, pistons, connecting rods and so on 
must be made stronger to withstand these stresses. Also, at the same speed, the inertia 
force acting in a diesel engine is greater than that in a petrol engine. 
Compression pressure 
Compression pressure may be defined as the maximum air pressure created in the 
cylinder of an IC engine on the compression stroke. The actual compression pressure 
of the air in a cylinder of an engine is related to a number of factors such as engine 
speed, cylinder ring wear and valve condition but the theoretical compression pressure 
depends on three factors: 
9 The pressure of the air in the cylinder before it is compressed 
" The compression ratio used, and 
" The gas constant for the pressure-volume relationship of the air under the 
conditions existing in the engine (as pressure increases, so the volume 
decreases, the mathematical relationship of the two for a particular gas is 
known as the gas constant). 
The theoretical compression pressure of an engine is found by using the formula [3] 
PZ = P, r" 
where 
P1= pressure of the air in the cylinder before compression 
P2= theoretical compression pressure 
r= compression ratio 
n= the characteristic gas constant. 
Compression temperature 
As a mass of air is compressed, the speed of the molecules in the air is increased, heat 
is generated and so the temperature of the mass of air rises. Compression temperature 
may be defined as the temperature attained by the air, which is compressed in the 
cylinder of an IC engine, on the compression stroke. It should be noted that 
compression temperature is the temperature attained by the air due to compression in 
the cylinder and is not the temperature of the gases in the cylinder when combustion is 
in progress. 
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The actual compression temperature of the air in the cylinder of an IC engine is mainly 
dependent on the compression pressure, which is, in turn, dependent on the 
compression ratio and the mechanical fitness of the engine. An increase in engine rpm, 
however, will increase the compression pressure and subsequent compression 
temperature. The theoretical compression temperature of the air in the cylinder of an 
IC engine depends on three factors: 
" The temperature of the air entering the cylinder before it is compressed 
" The compression ratio used and 
" The value of the characteristic gas constant. 
The theoretical compression temperature of an engine may be expressed as [3] 
T -Tr"-' 2-ý 
where 
T1= temperature of the air in the cylinder before compression begins (absolute 
temperature) 
T2=theoretical compression temperature (absolute temperature) 
r= compression ratio 
n= the characteristic gas constant. 
All reciprocating piston IC engines work on either a four-stroke or two-stroke cycle. 
These cycles designate, in correct sequence, the mechanical actions by which (a) the 
fuel and air gain access to the engine cylinder (b) the gas pressure (due to combustion) 
is converted into power, and (c) the burnt gas is expelled from the engine cylinder. 
A four stroke diesel engine is considered to be used in this project, therefore only this 
type of engine is described in detail. From the name, it is fairly obvious that there are 
four strokes in one complete engine cycle. A stroke is the movement of the piston 
through the full length of the cylinder, since one such movement causes the crankshaft 
to rotate half a turn, there are two crankshaft revolutions in one complete engine cycle. 
The four strokes, in correct order, are as follows: 
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1. The inlet stroke With the inlet valve opens and the exhaust valve closes, the 
piston moves from TDC to BDC, creating a low pressure area in the cylinder. 
Clean filtered air rushes through the open inlet valve to the low pressure area, 
and the cylinder fills with air. 
2. The compression stroke With both valves closed, the piston moves form 
BDC to TDC, compressing the air. During this stroke the air becomes heated to 
a temperature sufficiently high to ignite the fuel. 
3. The power stroke At approximately TDC, the fuel is injected, (sprayed into 
the hot and compressed air), and ignites, bums and expands. Both valves 
remain closed and the pressure produced acts on the piston crown forcing it 
down the cylinder from TDC to BDC. 
4. The exhaust stroke At approximately BDC the exhaust valve opens and the 
piston starts to move from BDC to TDC, driving the burnt gas out off the 
cylinder through the open exhaust valve. 
At the completion of the exhaust stroke, the exhaust valve closes, the inlet valve opens 
and the piston moves to the next inlet stroke. Since there are three non-working 
strokes and one working stroke, some means of keeping the engine turning over must 
be provided, particularly in single cylinder engines. It is for this reason that sometimes 
a heavy flywheel is fitted to the crankshaft to ensure smooth running. 
The main characteristics of high speed diesel engines are summarised in Table 3.1 [3]. 
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Table 3.1 Main characteristics of a high speed diesel engine 
Admission of fuel Directly from fuel injector 
Compression ratio From 14: 1 to 24: 1 
Ignition Heat due to compression 
Torque Varies little throughout the speed 
range 
Brake thermal efficiency 35-40% 
Engine construction Robust 
Maximum crankshaft rpm From 2500 to 5000 rpm 
Compression pressure Actual, 3100-3800 kPa 
Theoretical at 16: 1 CR, 4254 kPa 
Compression temperature Actual, 425-550°C 
Theoretical at 16: 1 CR, 525°C 
3.1.2. Energy conversion 
Generally, from prime mover to electrical energy consumer, the power system 
involves a complicated energy converting and energy transferring procedure. For the 
diesel engine and generator system, the process is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
Combustion Flywheel Electrical energy 
Chamber & Shaft 
F-ý 
Generator to load 
Air Fuel Load 
Figure 3.1. Energy converting and transferring in a diesel generator system 
In a stand-alone power system, the amount of electricity generated depends on the 
energy demanded by the consumer. As the load increases or decreases, the power 
output, and so the amount of fuel input, has to be adjusted in order to satisfy consumer 
demand and maintain the system operating in a stable condition. Many manufacturers 
recommend that a diesel engine should not operate below a certain load for extended 
periods of time, 40% being a common threshold, although 20-30% might be more 
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common for some new sets. One reason is that even when idling a diesel engine will 
consume appreciable amounts of fuel, say 20-30% of that at full load. 
3.1.3. Main factors affecting the energy conversion in a diesel engine 
system 
In a diesel engine system, apart from mechanical construction, the main factors 
affecting the conversion process are [3]: 
" Admission of fuel, which is the fuel directly injected by the fuel injector. The 
fuel is the source of energy conversion. Ideally the quantity or rate of fuel input 
should be able to respond to the output energy required by the consumer 
immediately and exactly, so as to provide quality electric energy to the 
consumer. To achieve this it is necessary to exert torque control and maintain 
the engine speed at the required level. 
9 Air inlet, which is essential for fuel burning in the combustion chamber. In a 
diesel engine, the air is compressed and mixed with fuel to experience the 
thermodynamic reaction, so that the kinetic energy, and then the mechanical 
energy is produced and delivered by the crankshaft. 
" Air temperature and pressure, both of them are important factors in the 
thermodynamic procedure. In diesel engines, the highly compressed air in 
cylinder with high-speed movement of the molecules causes the temperature 
rises in the cylinder. When the fuel is introduced into the combustion chamber, 
it is broken up into very small droplets and spread through the compressed air. 
As soon as the droplets make contact with the hot air, they absorb heat from 
the air and bum. The greater the difference between the air temperature and the 
self-ignition temperature, the more rapidly the fuel vaporises and ignites. 
Moreover, the greater the pressure in the combustion chamber, the closer the 
contact between fuel droplets and hot air molecules, and therefore the greater 
the heat transfer rate is. This leads to a more rapid vaporisation and ignition. 
The compression temperature of the air in the cylinder mainly depends on the 
compression pressure, which is, in turn, dependant on the compression ratio 
and the mechanical fitness of the engine. The engine speed can be another 
factor if a turbocharger is used. The engine speed increase or decrease will 
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cause the compression pressure and subsequent compression temperature to 
increase or decrease. 
" Altitude. When the diesel engine system is operated at high altitude where the 
air density is less than that at sea level, the quantity of air and oxygen entering 
the engine cylinder on inlet stroke may be insufficient for the combustion of 
the normal fuel charge. Also as altitude increases, air density decreases, this 
causes the engine power to decrease, and will seriously affect engine 
performance in proportion to the altitude. Power decreases approximately 3 
percent of rated power each 1000ft (305m) of increase in elevation above sea 
level. Table 3.2 shows the relation between the maximum output power and 
altitude for a typical 8kW Genset [36]. 
Table 3.2 Power vs altitude-8kW GENSET 
Elevation above Sea Level Maximum Genset Power 
at/below 500fl (152m) 8000W (rated) 
at 2500ft (762m) 7520W 
At 5500ft (1676m) 6800W 
above 5500ft (1676m) subtract 240W each additional 
1000ft (305m) 
9 The fitness of the fuel particles and injection pressure. There are two 
factors affecting fuel combustion. If the fuel is broken up into fine enough 
particles (atomised), the vaporisation required for combustion would be 
negligible and ignition would start almost immediately. However, the mass of 
the fuel particles under these conditions would not be sufficient to carry the 
particles far from the injector nozzle, and complete combustion would not 
occur. For complete combustion, good depth of penetration of the fuel particles 
into the combustion chamber is necessary, and the particles must have 
sufficient mass to carry them deep into the compressed air. Again, if the 
particles are very fine, the total surface area presented to the compressed air 
will be large and a great volume of fuel will be vaporised almost immediately. 
Once combustion begins, all the vaporised fuel will be burnt rapidly, and a 
rapid and high-pressure rise will occur in the combustion chamber. 
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Other factors affecting the energy conversion are the purity of the fuel, the temperature 
of the air entering the cylinder before it is compressed, the value of the characteristic 
gas constant, the air being used (or the combination of the air and its characteristic 
constant), and the condition of the air (dust, dirt particulate). 
Some of the factors can be mechanically improved, for instance, using an air-cleaner, 
fuel-filters, turbocharger and intercoolers. Obviously an air-cleaning system is 
responsible for removing dust from the air and the fuel-filtering system is responsible 
for purifying the fuel, while a turbocharger increases the air volume admitted to the 
cylinder. The turbocharger is essentially an exhaust-driven supercharger, its primary 
purpose being to pressurise the intake air from the air-cleaner. Intercoolers are used to 
reduce the high temperature of the air leaving the turbocharger, so as to increase the 
density and quantity of the intake air entering the engine cylinder on the inlet stroke. 
As air pressure increases the temperature increases, therefore allowing more fuel to 
burn effectively, and consequently developing a greater power and torque output from 
the engine. The system must be real-time adjusted to reflect power output and torque 
conditions when the system load changes. 
3.1.4. Diesel engine governor and speed control 
To operate a diesel engine generator system efficiently, the speed of the engine and 
generator has to be varied with changing load. To realise this, a speed governing 
system plays an important role, controlling the fuel input of the engine and hence the 
engine and generator speed. The diesel engine governing system controls the engine 
speed by adjusting fuel flow, so as to control the generator output and provide 
sufficient power to match demand. 
Any device that automatically exerts control over engine speed may be termed a 
governor. It is obvious that a governor is required on a diesel engine to: 
" prevent stalling and over speeding and/or 
" maintain engine speed at the desired level regardless of load variations. 
Governors are generally classified by the function they fulfil, for example 
9 constant speed governors 
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" variable or all speed governors 
" idling and maximum speed governors. 
Apart from their governing characteristics, governors take many forms and are 
actuated in many different ways, for example mechanically (or centrifugal), 
pneumatically, hydraulically or electronically. For example, sensitive hydraulic 
governors exercise delicate control over the quantity of fuel injected, increasing or 
decreasing it as required to maintain the engine speed at their required level. 
Electronic governors deal with input variables such as ambient temperature, 
turbocharger boost, fuel temperature and many other factors, to effect precise speed 
control and low emission operation. Electronic governing system can be used in 
processing control, which could be designed in open loop or closed loop. 
In general a mechanical governor controls the prime mover during start up and then 
acts as a backup governor. The overall block diagram of a diesel engine generation 
system is shown in Figure 3.2, where the engine drives a stand-alone generator to 
operate at fixed output frequency and voltage amplitude under varying load 
conditions. In addition, some manufactures make governors that operate on a 
combination of two of the above principles, for example, mechanical-hydraulic and 
pneumatic-mechanical governors. 
Actuator I Diesel Engine 
Generator Set To load 
------------------- 
Governor 
-------------------- 
Ref 
Torque/Speed I 
Sensoring 
Figure 3.2. Block diagram of a conventional speed control system 
In Figure 3.2 the dashed line framed block is the conventional governor system, which 
operates on the basis of the shaft speed. In contrast, the proposed control system 
shown in grey in Figure 3.3 is based on the electrical variables that reflect the 
changing load and speed. The detailed control strategy and the control system design 
are discussed later in this thesis. 
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Diesel Engine DC Link and 
Generator Set Power Electronics Load 
Control Signal 
Amplifying and Speed Scnsoring Voltage/Current Signal from Operating Unit 
DC Link and/or Load 
Control Signal Generating 
Unit 
Figure 3.3. Block diagram of the proposed control system 
3.2. Diesel engine system modelling 
Before commencing on a detailed description of control strategy and controller design, 
the fundamental characteristics of the diesel engine viewed as an element in a control 
system are discussed. 
The diesel engine is a very complex device and there are many non-linear factors that 
affect diesel engine performance, consequently it is difficult to formulate a 
comprehensive mathematical model. Fortunately a really detailed mathematical model 
is not necessary for a basic understanding of control action. However unless a transient 
analysis is required, a simple 'small incremental signal' model can be used for the 
study of normal operating conditions. Model parameters based on empirical methods 
are usually sufficient. 
Speed setting Engine torque 
G1 Load torque 
y Engine combustion 
output Engine Load 
or Govern Valve system inertia inertia 
10 
position 
Speed sensor 
Figure 3.4. Basic engine speed control loop 
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The block diagram in Figure 3.4 shows a basic engine/governor control loop with a 
solidly coupled generator which loads the engine. In this model the engine comprises a 
combustion system which produces torque G1, as a function of governor output 
position Y (fuel rack position). Torque G1 provides load torque G1, and any difference 
between GE and Gi_ to drive the combined inertial J= JE_ngiiie + Ji oad to cause a speed 
variation. 
It can be seen from Figure 3.4. that engine, load and governor are all closely linked to 
make up a complete control loop and the characteristics of all parts are equally 
important in determining a good governing performance. 
3.2.1. Diesel engine mathematical model 
Considering the normal engine and load torque/speed characteristics shown in Figure 
3.5. 
Torque 
Figure 3.5. Speed and torque change with varying load. 
If the load is changed by a small amount LIGL. (e. g. by a small increase) when the 
engine is running at equilibrium point 'a' and the engine is governed such that the 
fuelling rate is varied by an amount SSq in response, then a new equilibrium point ', ß'' 
will be achieved associated with a small speed change 55o . 
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The final change in the driving torque is given by: 
t5GE 
10 
15(t)() +(' 
Y(; &1 
IllýU0 (50) 
The variation of load torque after taking speed variation into account is: 
6GL - AGL + 
((5(; 
L 78C) 
) 
&00 
L 
For equilibrium 
8GE =t5GL, 
then 
(&yý ýw°+(, 5GI 
) 
&ý=4G1+(SGG8(0 8w° (3.1) 
If we define that 
( ýýýO)L =A, 
(ýE8600) 
=B, 
(0 
C, 
and rearrange (3.1) then we have 
(A-B)8wo 
=C&j-AG1 (3.2) 
This equation shows the steady state speed change &D0 resulting from changes in 
fuelling rate öq and loading AGB. 
If fuelling rate is constant, as in an ungoverned engine, then &/ =0, and 
öwo . -OGI - B) (3.3) 
Equation (3.3) shows that the speed of an ungoverned engine will `droop' for any 
increase in loading. In the case considered the new equilibrium point in Figure 3.5 
would be `13'', which means a significant speed droop will happen if the loading 
change is relatively large. In a governed engine this steady state droop is automatically 
reduced by the increase in fuelling rate by bq then 
8w, = 
(C&1' 
- AGc (A 
- B) 
(3.4) 
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The amount of speed droop with a governor can be reduced to zero by making 
C'&I = AG, but this may cause stability problems. Dynamically, during the transition 
between equilibrium points the torque imbalance will act on the rotating inertia thus: 
ydj 
B&oO + C&q - AGL -A (5coo = J(d 
((5(o, 
Using s notation, where s= (I/it, then: 
80o0 _(C&I-AG1) 
/Js+(A-B)) 
(3.5. a) 
Now as 8q is the fuel change caused by the governor acting, then the operation can be 
defined by the equation C&I = K6,, where y is the actuator output position, K is a 
constant depending on the engine and governing systems. Hence, 
8wO _ 
(Kby 
- AG1. ýJs 
+ (A - B)) 
(3.5. b) 
Equation (3.5) is the simple basic transfer function for a governor controlled engine. If 
A=B=0 and AGL=0 then the engine transfer function becomes: 
8rß K 
8y 
/s (3.6) 
Equation (3.6) shows that the engine characteristic is that at a nearly pure integrator. In 
general, an integrator will continue to increase its output (i. e. speed in the case of an 
engine) as long as there is positive input (fuel, in the case of an engine). This explains 
the reason why a diesel engine, in which B=0, has a tendency to run away if it is not 
governed [20]. 
3.2.2. Combustion delay 
From the definitions of 
(sG 
Ea=C and Ctk/ = Köv then: 
Cay =Ky 
therefore 
=K 
SG E7I 
Y. HU 
(3.7) 
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This equation describes how the engine output torque changes as the actuator output 
position changes. Ideally the engine output torque is proportional to the change of 
governor output position. In practical terms, a very significant feature of a diesel 
engine, from a control point of view, is the discontinuous manner in which power is 
produced due to the sequential firing of a number of cylinders. This feature is 
important for two reasons. First, it means that there is a time delay between the action 
of the governor in demanding a change in fuelling rate and the subsequent response of 
the engine to that change. Secondly, the engine crankshaft does not rotate at a uniform 
speed but rather experiences a cyclic variation in torque which gives rise to a cyclic 
variation in speed. A sensitive governor may respond to these cyclic speed variations 
and exhibit a small rhythmic movement (jiggle) at its output. Such movements due to 
the wear induced in the governor and fuel pump mechanism are very undesirable, and 
normally have to be filtered out by a mechanism in the governor drive. 
In a real system, the dead-time is mainly comprised of three components: (i) the time 
from the actuator position change until the fuel is injected into a cylinder; (ii) the time 
for the fuel to bum in a cylinder and produce a torque output; (iii) the time for a new 
torque level to be produced in a sufficient number of cylinders and to be applied to the 
prime mover as a whole. The response reflects the multi-cylinder nature of a diesel 
engine. The effective firing delay has been found empirically to be the actual time 
between consecutive pistons arriving at the injection point plus approximately a 
quarter of a revolution of the crankshaft. The effective firing delay is therefore 
approximately [20] 
zo _ 
60S 
2Nn + 
6%N (second) 
where 
Se =2 or 4 for two-stroke or four-stroke engine 
N= speed in rev/min 
n= number of cylinders 
This delay can be included in the engine torque and actuator output position function 
for the engine combustion system so that equation (3.7) becomes equation (3.8). 
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8GE 
_ Ke-rD s SY (3.8) 
This equation describes the diesel engine system more practically in so much as when 
the governor acts and the actuator output position changes, the engine's output torque 
will change but the engine output torque is proportional to the actuator output position 
change with some delay. Therefore the diesel engine can be represented as a non- 
linear subsystem in the studied stand-alone power system. Consequently a gain unit 
and a dead-time unit are used together to simulate the engine performance. 
3.2.3. Engine simulation model 
Based on the `small incremental signal' method and equation (3.8), equation (3.9) can 
be written to represent a diesel engine model in a real system. 
f(t)=KD *V(t-TD) (3.9) 
In the equation, rD is the dead-time representing the engine delay time, KD is the gain, 
f and v are the output and input functions of the diesel engine respectively. 
The Laplace transform form of equation (3.9) is 
F(s) = KD * e-SrDU(s) 
and this may be simplified to 
(3.10) 
F(s) = KD (1- TDs)U(s) (3.11) 
where F(s) and U(s) are respectively the input and output functions of the engine in 
Laplace form. The corresponding block diagrams are shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 
3.6. 
U(S) KDe-s: F(S) 
Figure 3.5. Diesel engine with dead time delay 
U(S) -K Dý 
1-DDS F(S) 
Figure 3.6. Diesel engine approximated by a simplified system transfer function 
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Therefore, with the delay being taken into consideration, the transfer function for a 
governed engine can be expressed as 
w(t) _ 
(KD " v(t - TD) - AGL (3.12) (Js + (A - B)) 
and in Laplace transform form as 
W(s) = 
(KD " e-T°sU(s) - OGH) (3.13) (Js + (A - B)) 
from which the block diagram shown in Figure 3.7 can be constructed. 
Load 
W 
ü Enginesfer 
Actuator frdian F 
v(JS-W 
KDe7 
To /s ced 
4- Engine slope B 
Speed sefting 
-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Figure 3.7. Block diagram of governed engine modelling 
3.2.4. Governing system 
Generally, if an engine is to be operated at a required speed, or within a required speed 
range, a device (governor/controller) to control the fuel in accordance with the engine 
load is required. 
If an engine is supplying certain power at a certain speed, it will consume a 
corresponding amount of fuel. If the load decreases quickly and the quantity of fuel is 
not adjusted immediately, the difference between the energy delivered from fuel and 
the energy consumed by the reduced load becomes kinetic energy and cause the engine 
to speed up; conversely, if the load increases quickly and the fuel being injected is not 
able to develop sufficient power, the speed will drop. This is due to the fact that a 
diesel engine is fundamentally a constant torque prime mover. For any one setting of 
fuel control, the fuel pump delivers into each cylinder a fixed quantity of fuel at each 
successive injection period. Therefore, any imbalance between the fuel and the torque 
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required to supply the load will result in the engine either running away or stalling if 
appropriate control action is not taken. Hence there is need for an automatically 
controlled governor to adjust the amount of fuel injected into the engine cylinder. The 
governor responds to a change in engine speed, and adjusts the fuel injection through 
the fuel-control mechanism. The objectives of the control system vary with system 
requirements and can be either constant speed or variable speed. 
In general, a control loop for an engine can be depicted by the simple flow diagram 
shown in Figure 3.8. Signals from the engine through the interface are sent to the 
control decision unit to decide an appropriate control output level, which is sent to an 
actuator that adjusts the fuel input to meet the system power demand. 
------------- 
Power 
demand i Control decision 
= ---'I Unit 
Signal II Actuator 
Interface 
Engine 
Figure 3.8. Signal flow diagram for governing system 
As with other control systems there are numerous possible variations in types of 
electronic governor systems, however, in essence, they must all have the following 
components: 
" Electrical power source. 
" Signal sensing capability (when required). 
" Electronic module for mixing, shaping and amplifying the signals. 
" Control signal generation 
The functions of each part in the diagram are as follows: 
9 The speed interface: this measures the actual engine speed. The speed 
sensing transducer is normally an inductive perception head generating a 
pulse train signal in the range 1000-5000Hz. To represent the engine 
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speed this signal is then integrated in a detector circuit to produce a voltage 
level proportional to speed. 
" The control decision unit: this receives the speed signal and other necessary 
signals from the system, compares the actual signals with the desired 
setting level to produce a speed error signal `Err' which is then processed 
according to the used control method and shaped to suit different actuators. 
The power amplification may be quite modest if a hydraulic actuator is 
used with a small electro/hydraulic force motor or it may be quite 
substantial if an all-electric actuator based on an electric motor or large 
solenoid is employed. 
" The actuator: this operates the fuel racks according to the control signal. 
The actuator receives the speed adjusting signal and electromechanically 
adjusts the engine's fuel supply and delivers the desired amount of fuel to 
the engine. 
9 The engine: this converts the delivered fuel into mechanical power to meet 
the load power and bring the engine speed to an appropriate level. 
For the governor to make an appropriate control decision, accurate information on 
system power level requirements is very important. Normally load is derived from 
measurements obtained by means of current and voltage sensors. This load signal is 
then fed into the control decision unit. 
3.2.5. Feedback control 
The control function f(c) usually consists of one or more of three elements: 
a. The proportional term K. Err. This term provides an output proportional to 
the error between the desired point and the actual input. With the 
proportional only system, the control response will be sluggish and there 
will be an offset in the control variable, i. e. the control will settle at a point 
different from that desired one. The response and percentage of the offset is 
directly related to the amount of the proportional gain. As the proportional 
gain increases, the response increases and the percentage of the offset 
decreases. But if the proportional gain setting is too high the system will 
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have the characteristic called hunting, which means the system is 
oscillating around the set point. 
b. The rate of Err i. e. the derivative term Kdd(Err)/dt. Introducing a derivative 
term in the control could help to increase the system response time. In the 
case of a stand-alone diesel engine system, using a derivative gain can 
simply monitor the rate of speed change and increase the responding speed 
of the system. Therefore when the load on the system is changed, the 
derivative term anticipates the amplitude of the load change and alters 
actuator output, so as to adjust the fuel level before the proportional gain 
has time to react. Hence, the result should be a quick control of system 
speed while load changes. 
c. The integral of Err as time change, i. e. the integral term K, JErr " dt . The 
effect of the integral term is to reduce the steady state error to a minimum. 
The proportional controller has no sense of time and its action is determined by the 
present value of the error. Using the combined actions of proportional and integral (PI) 
or proportional and derivative (PD) or proportional, integral and derivative (PID), 
more appropriate control action can be taken based on the past and predicted future 
values. 
The controller model consists of the three terms shown in Figure 3.9, which are used 
in the system simulation and comparison with the controller based on the fuzzy logic 
method. 
Desired 
point 
Measured value 
Figure 3.9. Controller model 
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3.2.6. Actuator 
The actuator follows the controller command and executes the control action. In the 
system the position of the throttle lever is controlled. The prime requirements of an 
actuator are: 
" Adequate power to effect the control 
9A speed response compatible with the needs of the controller. 
Actuators used in small diesel engines are mostly electromechanical, connected to a 
rotary throttle lever, energised by an electric solenoid. The output of the actuator is the 
fuel-flow, i. e. the input to the engine, U in Figure 3.10. The actuator system can be 
modelled by the following transfer function: 
F(s) - 
K, (1 + T, s) 
s(1 + TZs)(1 + T3s) 
(3.14) 
where KK is a gain, T1, T2 and T3 are factors related to the delays in the system. If any 
other factors affecting the fuel flow need to be considered, a higher order transfer 
function could be used in modelling the actuator. However, equation (3.14) is 
sufficient for the simulation study requirements of this programme. A model, with a 
similar level of complexity, has been used for modelling a power plant with a diesel 
engine generator set as an auxiliary power supply in previous research [50]. 
Often the actuator has non-linear effects due to saturation. When developing the 
representation of these components, due consideration must be given to include the 
saturation effect as a dynamic element. To illustrate the problem, the actuator model 
shown in Figure 3.10 is considered. This includes a limiter block to represent the 
saturation effect. In the figure, A and B respectively represent the maximum and 
minimum limits, G is the input, x is the output response of the system if saturation is 
neglected and U is the output including the saturation effect. 
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A 
x 
G F(s) U 
Figure 3.10. Actuator with saturation effect 
3.3. Diesel engine system simulation 
3.3.1. Simulation model of the system 
In the foregoing the simulation models for the elements of a governed diesel engine 
system have been built up. With all these models connected a simulation of the system 
can be performed and the suitability of the models found. Simulation can allow system 
behaviour, with different controllers, to be studied. 
For a stand-alone diesel engine generator system, in order to operate the system to 
meet the load demand, the power output of the engine and generator has to be varied 
with changing load to produce the power demanded. This is effected by appropriately 
rapid adjustment of the engine variables in response to the changes in power without 
causing unstable operating conditions. 
A modelling system including the diesel engine, the actuator and the governor has 
been constructed by connecting together the components discussed. The model of the 
diesel engine system is shown in Figure 3.11, where a load is also connected to the 
engine system for the study of the system behaviour. 
3.3.2. Simulation example of diesel engine 
The simulation model of the diesel engine and control system (Figure 3.11) is built 
using Matlab/Simulink. The parameters used are as follows [50]: 
T1 =0.01 T2=0.02 T3=0.2 
K=40 TD = 0.024 T =1.1 Tn,;,, =0 
K1=0.25 K2=0.009 K3=0.0384 
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Ke=30 kJ=10.25 K=0.125 
Tmax =0.8 Tmin =0 
The signal to control the fuel supply is derived from the difference between the engine 
output power and the load. Changing load results in the change of the input signal of 
the controller, then the controller adjusts the input of the actuator and consequently the 
amount of the fuel fed to the engine. Simulation results are shown in Figures 3.12 and 
3.13. Figure 3.12 shows a load curve and Figure 3.13 gives the corresponding 
response of the engine to the varying load. It can be seen that the engine speed varies 
during load changing. 
The next chapter reviews the electrical generator and develops a suitable model as an 
element for the entire system modelling for the diesel generator model illustrated in 
Chapter 1 (Figure 1.1). Then the developed models will be integrated to construct the 
mechanical subsystem of the simulation model. 
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Chapter 4 
Electrical Generator 
T 
his chapter reviews electrical generators and examines the electrical and 
motion characteristics of generators found in typical isolated power generating 
systems. A mathematical model is developed and simulation work related to the 
generators is presented 
4.1. Electrical generators 
Both Permanent Magnet (PM) generators and field excited synchronous generators can 
be used in diesel engine driven systems. Permanent magnets used in dc and 
synchronous electric machines can eliminate field windings to provide loss free 
excitation. However, larger machines may not use permanent magnet excitation since 
at large scales, field windings are able to create a stronger field and produce machines 
of greater power/weight ratio. In large machines the cost of permanent magnet 
material, perceived assembly problems, and also the possibility of demagnetisation 
have been barriers to the use of PM machines. 
The behaviour of a permanent-magnet generator is similar to that of a separately 
excited synchronous generator with constant excitation, therefore, the discussion of 
generator modelling begins with the field excited synchronous generators. The specific 
model for the PM machine is then derived. 
Synchronous generators 
The stator of a three-phase synchronous machine has a three-phase distributed winding 
similar to that of a three-phase induction machine. The stator winding, which is 
connected to an a. c. supply system, is sometimes called the armature winding. It can be 
designed for high voltage and current. 
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The rotor of the field excited generator has a winding carrying a direct current. The 
field winding on the rotating structure is conventionally fed from an external dc source 
through slip rings and brushes. 
Synchronous machines can be broadly divided into two groups: 
1. High-speed machines with cylindrical (or non-salient pole) rotors. 
2. Low-speed machines with salient pole rotors. 
Mechanical reasons such as centrifugal forces and winding assembly in specific 
applications have dictated the construction of these two types of rotors. The cylindrical 
or non-salient pole rotors are used in large generators with two or sometimes four 
poles and are usually driven by steam turbines. These rotors are long and have smaller 
diameters. On the other hand, salient pole rotors usually have large number of poles, 
and operate at lower speed. The rotors are shorter but have a larger diameter. 
When a relatively large number of poles are necessary to produce the desired 
frequency, the salient-pole construction is more adequate and is employed in 
generators driven by relatively low speed prime movers, such as the hydraulic turbine. 
The salient type rotor employs concentrated windings for the field winding while the 
non-salient rotor uses distributed windings. This feature of the cylindrical rotor, 
associated with the presence of a uniform air gap, favours the production of a 
sinusoidally distributed mmf resulting in a practically constant armature reactance. 
This does not occur with the salient type and in modelling the machine, the saliency is 
represented by two reactances which are referred to as the direct (polar) axis reactance 
and the quadrature axis reactance. 
Damper windings are generally fitted on the rotor of a synchronous machine. The 
commonest construction consists of squirrel cage bars in the pole faces connected 
together at the ends by rings or segments. These windings are important to stabilise the 
generator during transient conditions. For example when the generator is forced into 
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asynchronous operation (transient) the damper produces a torque that opposes the 
direction of the mechanical oscillations of the rotor. 
The stator of the synchronous machine is made of laminated magnetic material to 
reduce iron losses and it is internally equipped with three identical, distributed phase 
windings with axes set equidistant to each other. In contrast the rotor of the 
synchronous machine can be solid because, in normal operation, the magnetic flux is 
stationary, as far as the rotor is concerned. In fact, the solid rotor iron provides current 
paths which act as separate damper windings during transient conditions having a 
beneficial effect on machine operation. 
Assuming that when the field current If flows through the rotor field winding, a 
sinusoidally distributed flux is established in the air gap. Then if the rotor is now 
rotated by the prime mover (which can be a steam turbine or a diesel engine), a 
revolving field is produced in the air gap. The rotating flux produces a varying flux 
linkage with the armature windings and voltages are induced in the stator windings. 
These induced voltages in the balanced three phase windings are phase shifted by 120 
electrical degrees. The rotor speed and frequency of the induced voltage are related by 
n_ 
120f 
or f=n*p 
P120 
(4.1) 
where n is the rotor speed in rpm and p is the number of poles. 
The induced rms voltage is 
Ef =4.44f "OfN"K, y (4.2) 
where Of is the flux per pole due to the excitation current If, N is the number of turns 
in each phase, and Kw is the winding factor. 
It can be seen that the excitation voltage is proportional to the machine speed and 
excitation flux, and the latter in turn depends on the excitation current Ir. If the stator 
terminals of the machine are connected to a three phase load, a stator current L will 
flow. The frequency of L will be the same as that of the induced voltage E. The stator 
currents flowing in the three phase windings also establish a rotating field in the air 
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gap known as the armature reaction flux. The air gap flux is produced by both the rotor 
current Jr and stator current L. 
Excitation systems 
The automatic voltage regulator or, more precisely, the excitation system is composed 
of three major parts: the exciter, the regulator and the manual control. These 
components are defined by the IEEE committee report [26] as follows: 
The exciter is the source of all or part of the field current for the excitation of 
the synchronous machine. The regulator couples the output variables of the 
synchronous machine to the input of the exciter through feedback and forward 
controlling elements for the purpose of regulating the synchronous machine 
variables. The manual control consists of those elements in the excitation 
control system which provide for manual adjustment of the synchronous 
machine by open loop control. 
According to the way the exciter derives its energy, the excitation system is classified 
into three types: 
i) DC excitation system 
ii) AC excitation system 
iii) Static excitation system 
The first two types utilise rotating machines as a power source for the excitation 
system, commonly a direct-current generator with commutator for the first type and an 
alternating-current generator with rectifier for the second. The third type, the static 
excitation system is typical of modem AVRs, uses transformers associated with 
rectifiers to provide the necessary direct current to the generator field. 
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4.2. Modelling and simulation of electrical generators 
4.2.1. Modelling of a field excited generator 
Mathematical model frame 
The representation of the synchronous machine for power system analysis has been the 
subject of a great number of papers and articles [21][37]. Initially a simple model 
which represented the synchronous machine by an alternating voltage, varying in both 
magnitude and phase, and connected in series with an inductance and a resistance was 
used. However with the advent of Park's theory and later the application of digital 
computer, new improvements have been made in the development of a number of 
synchronous machine models with varying complexities. 
The modelling of synchronous and induction machines for use in transient stability 
analysis of power systems has been based on generalised machine theory [1] 
(attributed principally to Park [37] and Kron [30]). 
The mathematical models for synchronous machines may be represented using 
particular reference frames. Hancock [22] describes five of these frames: 
i) The three-phase frame or a-b-c frame; 
ii) The two-phase frame or a-ß-0 frame; 
iii) The two-axis frame or d-q-0 frame; 
iv) The symmetrical component axes or p-n-0; 
v) The forward and backward axes or f-b-0. 
The symmetrical component axes and the forward and backward axes are more 
important for studies involving unbalanced conditions [22] which are not intended 
here. The three-phase frame uses the actual variables but the solution of the differential 
equations is complicated by the presence of time-varying parameters. The two-phase 
a-ß-0 frame reduces the number of equations and maintains the time varying 
quantities. However, these quantities may be made time-invariant if a proper two-axis 
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frame is selected and this is one of the main reasons for this frame having wide 
application in power system analysis since the computational burden is greatly reduced 
during simulations. The two-axis reference frame may be either: 
i) attached to the stator-stationary frame, 
ii) attached to the rotor and rotating at the same speed (Parks reference 
frame), 
iii) rotating at synchronous speed (Kron's reference frame) or 
iv) rotating at an arbitrary speed chosen according to the convenience. 
The choice of frame should be made to simplify the machine electrical equations, such 
as to obtain constant coefficients. 
When performing inter-frame transformations it is considered important, though not 
essential, to maintain the total power invariant so that variables, such as power and 
torque, can be calculated directly from the transformed variables. This may be done by 
choosing an appropriate orthogonal transformation matrix or by using adequate factors 
in the power and torque equations to achieve the power-invariance. The machine 
model is detailed in the following sections. 
Voltage equation in phase frame 
The model of the synchronous machine consists of three stator windings, and one field 
winding on the rotor. Two additional windings could be added to the rotor, one along 
the direct axis and the other along the quadrature axis, to model the short-circuited 
paths of the damper windings. 
b 
d 
V 
Figure 4.1 Magnetising axes of synchronous generator windings 
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Assuming a reference frame (axis) rotating with the synchronous speed w, which will 
be coincident with the axis of phase a at t=0, Or is the angle by which rotor quadrature 
axis is ahead of the magnetic axis of phase a, and S is the displacement of the direct 
axis from the synchronously rotating reference axis. The magnetising axes of the 
windings are shown schematically in Figure 4.1. 
In the classical method, the idealised synchronous machine is represented as a group of 
magnetically coupled circuits with inductance, which varies with the angular position 
of the rotor. In addition, saturation is often neglected and spatial distribution of 
armature mmf is assumed sinusoidal. The circuits are schematically shown in Figure 
4.2. 
rF i 
aV 
r-AWI a 
VF ± 1F 
I 
LF 
+rk 
.a vc 
rD rg 
VDE 
LD =Q Lbb 
VQýo iQ rQ rg lb 
Vb 
Figure 4.2 Schematic representation of mutually coupled circuits 
The voltage equations of the electric machine can be expressed in the phase frame as 
[39]: 
[V] = [R]"[i]+ 
f [A] (4.3) 
Where 
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Va is Aa 
rs 
Vb ib Ab 
7; 
[v] _ 
Vc 
_ 
1c [A]_ 
A, 
[Rl_ rs 
VF lF AF rF, 
VD 1D AD rD 
[vQ] [iQj AQ rQ 
rs is stator phase winding resistance and rF, rD, rQ are the resistance of the field 
winding and direct and quadrature axis damping windings respectively. 
The above equation may be written in partitioned matrix form as 
van, ]= [Rs ]' [1abc ]+ "" 
[AAbc 1 (4.4) 
and 
LVFDQ 
I 
LRFDQ J. LiFDQ 
I+d [a 
FDQ 
] 
(4.5 
Where 
r, 00 1rF 00 0 r, 0 [RFC 0 ro 0 
L00r, 00 rQ 
IVabc]= ýva Vb Vc] T, [labc]= Pa ib Ic] 
T) [2abc]- [2a Ab Ad T9 
VFDQ]= ý VF VD VQ]T, [IFDQ]=[iF tD IQ]T and [AFDQ]= [AF AD 2Q]T . 
The flux-linkage equations are: 
[2abc 
J= 
[Lss 
J. 
[Iabc 
J+ 
[Lsr 
J" 
[iFDQ 
(4.6) 
[2FDQ] [LrsJ"[abcJ+[LrrJ. [FDQJ 
(4.7 
The inductance sub-matrices of the flux-linkage equations are: 
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Laa Lab Lac 
[L53 Lba Lbb Lbc 
Lca Lcb Lcc 
LFF LFD LFQ 
[Lrr 
J= 
LDF LDD LDQ 
LQF LQD LQQ 
LaF LaD LaQ 
Lsr = 
[Lrs ]T 
= LbF LbD LbQ 
LcF LCD LcQ 
Where the self-inductances of the stator windings are: 
Laa = L, + Los - L2, cos 29,. 
Lbb = L15 + Los - Les cos(2Br + 2; r / 3) 
Lcc = Lls + Lo, - L2, cos(20, - 2, r / 3) 
in which LI, is stator phase leakage inductance, Lo, and L25 are the components of 
magnetising inductance. 
The mutual inductances of the stator windings are: 
Lab = Lba =- Lls - L23 cos(29, - 2fr / 3) 
1 
LbC = Leb =-2 Lls - L2, cos 20, 
Lc, = Lac =-2 LI, - L23 cos(29,. + 2, r / 3) 
The self-inductances of the rotor windings are: 
LFF = LF LDD = LD LQQ = LQ 
The mutual inductances of the rotor windings are: 
LFD = LDF = MR LFQ = LQF =0 LDQ = LQD =0 
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The mutual inductances between the stator and the rotor windings are: 
LaF = LFa = L, F cos Or 
LbF = LA = LSF cos(O, - 2; c / 3) 
LcF = LFc = L, F cos(9, + 2; r / 3) 
LaD =Lam, =L, DCOSOr 
LbD = LDb = LSD cos(O, - 21z / 3) 
Lco = Loc = LSD cos(e, + 2; r / 3) 
LaQ = LQa = -L1Q sin Or 
LbQ = LQb = -L, Q sin(O, - 27r / 3) 
LcQ = LQc = -LJQ sin(O, + 2, r / 3) 
The electromagnetic torque can be expressed as 
Te =P 
[1abc ]T v LLsr J 
LlFDQ J 
(4.8) 
2 60 
where P is the number of poles. 
Transformation of state equation to d, q, 0 frame 
The above resultant differential equations describing the behaviour of electrical 
machines having time-varying coefficients, which raise difficulties in the simulation. A 
great simplification can be made by the transformation of stator variables from phases 
a, b, and c into new variables at a common reference frame. If 0 is chosen as the angle 
difference between the reference frame and the magnetising axis of phase a of the 
stator winding, then the following transformation matrix can be used: 
cos(9) cos(O -120°) cos(O - 240°) 
[T, ]= 2 sin(O) sin(O -120°) sin(O - 240°) (4.9) 
1ýý 1IV 1/-ý2 
Applying the above transformation to the voltage equation (4.4), yields the following 
equation on the new reference frame: 
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[r'5]. [Vag ]_ [i', ]. [RsIab ]+ [Ts] d (lIT. I1 [r, 12 abc ]) 
([Te, 
_ý 
[2qd 
0D 
[Vqd 
0J 
[Rs 
JLtgd 0 J+ 
[7, 
J dt 
`Vgd0 
]= [Rs ][igdo ]+ [T [lgd01 +d 
[2gdo 
] 
dt dt 
The flux equation can also be transformed: 
2abc Ts 0 2qd 
0 
]=[ 
L2FDQj 0U 2FDQ (4.10) 
Substituting in (4.6) and (4.7), we have 
Ts 0 2gdo Lss Lsr 7'f 0 1gdO 
0U AFDQ Ln L 0 U 1FVQ 
then 
Agdo 
__ 
Ts 0 Lss Lsr TS i lgd0 (4.11) 
AFDQ 0UL, 
7 
L 0 U 'FOQ 
Where 
[Vgdo]-[Vq Vd VO]T, [tgdO]-[tq td lo]T and [Agdoý-[2q 2d 2011 are qd0 voltages, currents 
and flux-linkages of stator windings. 
Substituting for TS, TS-' and the inductance given by the equations above, the equation 
(4.11) can be simplified. The inductance coefficients become constants and the d axis 
variables are de-coupled with q axis variables. 
The synchronous machine can now be modelled with the following equations: 
Voltage equations: 
Vd=rs1d+ddd 
-(0/t q 
V9 = r3iq + dt +(O'Ad 
dAF 
VF - rFiF + 
ý, Q VQ=rQiQ+ 
d 
dt 
(4.12) 
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VD = rDiD + 
and the flux-linkage equations: 
Ad = L, S ld + 
Lmd Ud + IF +'D ý 
A9=Lt, iq+Lmq(IQ+'Q) 
AF = L, F1F +L 
(ld + 1F +'Dý (4.13) 
AD = LID1D +Lmd (ld +IF. +lD) 
AQ = L, Q iQ + Lq (ßq + iQ ) 
L. a 
2=3 
(L + L23 ) 
L, 
q 
2 
=3(L., -L2, ) 
Electrical torque and motion equations: 
Te = 
(2 
II 
2 
)("d'q 
- AgId) 
(4.14) 
Jdd' =Te-Td-w, Kd (4.15) 
In the equations, the following notations are made: 
/, d, Aqd and q axis stator flux-linkages respectively, 
2F, AD, 2Q field, direct, quadrature circuit flux-linkages respectively, 
Vd, Vq d and q axis stator voltages, 
VF, VD, VQ field, direct, quadrature circuit voltages, 
Lis stator leakage inductance, 
Lmd, Lmq d and q axis magnetising inductance respectively, 
LIF, LID, LIQ field, direct, quadrature circuit leakage inductance respectively, 
rs stator resistance, 
rF, rD, rQ field, direct, quadrature circuit resistance respectively, 
wy rotor angular speed of rotation respectively, 
Tei Td electromagnetic and load torque respectively, 
Kd damping constant, 
P number of poles. 
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The above parameters and equations related to the rotor windings are referred to the 
stator by the turns ratio transformation. 
4.2.2. The permanent magnet generator and its modelling 
Features of permanent magnet machines 
In conventional synchronous generators, both stator and rotor windings are connected 
to the external circuits. However, in PM machines, the excitation or field winding is 
replaced by permanent magnets and, of course, no external source of electrical energy 
is required. In other respects, a PM machine may be directly compared to conventional 
synchronous machines, and the armature windings and magnetic circuit in PM 
machines may be identical to those in conventional machines. 
However, there are several major differences between PM machines and conventional 
synchronous machines: 
" Control. A major characteristic of conventional synchronous machines is 
the ability to control various external machine characteristics, such as 
terminal voltage and/or power factor. This feature is absent in a PM 
machine, although there have been certain attempts to exercise the same 
type of control by varying the machine air gap (in axial air gap machines) 
or by magnetically shunting the field magnets. PM machines have not been 
considered for central power station alternator applications because of this 
limitation. However, for relatively small power applications, PM alternators 
can be operated stand-alone or effectively in parallel with power systems 
provided properly designed semiconductor switching devices are employed. 
Such applications include wind power and power generated from waste 
heat. 
" Cost. PM machines appear inherently less expensive than wound-field 
machines due to the simplicity of the permanent magnet versus a field 
winding excitation. This is not necessarily true, and each case must be 
evaluated on its own merits and specifications. 
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" Volume and Weight. A PM machine will generally offer volume and weight 
savings compared to the equivalent wound-field configuration. 
" Flexibility of size and shape. One of the major merits of PM machines 
compared to conventional machines is that the PM machine can be 
constructed in many non-standard sizes and shapes, which often 
compensates for a cost penalty, especially in automotive and aerospace 
applications. Machines using PMs with very high residual flux density can 
be constructed in what is called the "iron-less stator" configuration; that is 
that the magnetic material in the armature can be eliminated, resulting in a 
large weight savings. The same type of PMs also permit a machine to have 
a larger air gap. Both of these potential design features can have beneficial 
effects on machine performance characteristics, such as cogging and ripple 
in the air gap flux density, as well as simplifying machine assembly and 
lowering initial cost. 
9 Demagnetisation. One limitation of a PM machine is that the permanent 
magnets may be demagnetised by excessive armature reaction, excessive 
temperatures, or excessive mechanical shock. Considering armature current 
surges, provisions for frequent magnetisation of alnico magnets is required. 
However with ceramic and rare-earth magnets, demagnetisation is less of a 
problem but still a possibility which must be considered. This is probably 
the principal reason that PM alternators have not been widely adopted in 
automotive applications. Recently, many innovative configurations have 
been developed which divert the demagnetising armature reaction from the 
path of the PMs during current surges. 
PM synchronous machines generally have the same operating and performance 
characteristics as synchronous machines: operation at synchronous speed, a single- 
phase or poly-phase source of alternating current flowing in the armature windings, a 
power limit above which operation at synchronous speed is unstable, and damper 
(cage) windings for starting and stability purpose. A PM machine can have a 
configuration almost identical to that of the conventional synchronous machine with 
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the absence of brushes, slip rings and a field winding. The inability to control fluxing 
is responsible for the one major difference between a PM machine and conventional 
synchronous machine, the lack of power factor or reactive power control. 
Consequently terminal voltage regulation represents a challenge. 
The absence of brushes, slip rings and field winding is a principal merit of the PM 
synchronous machine. However, it is the low cost, simplicity of rotor construction, and 
reduced manufacturing assembly procedures and costs of a PM machine that makes it 
very competitive in the market. On the basis of power output per unit weight (and, in 
general, per unit volume), the PM synchronous machine is superior to all other brush- 
less synchronous machines. 
Mathematical equations 
The modelling equations for a permanent magnet generator can be easily obtained by 
simplify the synchronous machine equations. In general, many types of permanent 
magnet machines exist which can be represented by using different constraints on 
Park's equations. The most general type is obtained by assuming that permanent 
magnet excitation is simply equivalent to a constant field current iFc in Park's 
equations. Then defining the constant flux-linkage 
AF = Lmd IFc (4.16) 
Park's equations for a permanent magnet machine become 
Vd = %, id + 
dd° 
-OlrAq 
V9 =ri9+ddq +Wr/td 
dA. 
VQ =rQiQ+ dt 
(4.17) 
VD =rDiD +ddD 
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and the flux-linkage equations: 
Ad =L, sid +Lmd(Id 
+lD)+AF 
2q = Lisiq + Lmq (iq + ZQ) (4.18) 
AD = LIDfD + Lmd 
(td +'D) +AF 
AQ = L, Qi0 + Lmq (i9 + 'Q) 
Electrical torque and motion equations are the same as that of the synchronous 
machine. 
4.3. Generator simulation 
Simulation models for synchronous machines have been developed in 
Matlab/Simulink. The simulation assumes a linear magnetic circuit with no saturation 
effects in the stator and rotor core. This assumption can be made because of the large 
air gap usually found in permanent magnet synchronous machines. 
The block diagrams of a field excited machine are shown in Figures 4.3,4.4,4.5,4.6 
and 4.7. Figure 4.3 is the entire model of the field excited machine. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 
give the d axis and q axis models respectively. Figure 4.6 illustrates the torque model 
while Figure 4.7 shows the motion model. 
Figure 4.8 shows the speed curve during acceleration of a field excited synchronous 
machine. The parameters of this machine are: 
r3 = 0.152 
Lmd = 4. lmH 
Lqs = 2.79mH 
Lk, = 2.91mH 
rfd = 0.01652 
L, 
nq = 
2. OmH 
L fq = 4.48mH 
J=0.2Nms2 
rkd = 0.1752 rq = 0.17Q 
Ld, = 4.89mH 
LM = 4.39mH 
Figure 4.9 and 4.10 show the block diagrams illustrating the models for the permanent 
machine. Due to the similarity between the field excited and permanent magnet 
machine, the models of q axis, torque, and motion for permanent magnet machine are 
the same as those models of the field excited machine. A constant current is used to 
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simulate the field established by the permanent magnet in Figure 4.10. The parameters 
used for the permanent magnet machine are as follows: 
r, = 0.32SZ 
Lmd = 23mH 
LQ, = 53.2mH 
J=0. O1Nms2 
r, w = 0.9992 
Lmq = 5OmH 
Lk 
q= 
56.4mH 
rkq = 2. OS2 
L,, = 26.2mH 
L, = 29.4mH 
The machine speed acceleration curve for the field excited machine is shown in Figure 
4.8 where a constant driving torque of 20 Nm is applied. While the acceleration curve 
of permanent magnet machine is given in Figure 4.11, the driving torque to the PM 
machine is 18 Nm. In both cases, machines are loaded by pure resistive load (Rd=Rq= 
100 S2). The PM machine shows a faster acceleration due to the smaller machine 
inertia. 
The other important aspect of a stand-alone generator system is the power electronic 
system. The next chapter deals with the basics of power electronics and concludes with 
simulation models for the dc-dc converter and relevant control systems. 
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Figure 4.7. Synchronous machine motion model 
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Figure 4.8. Speed curve during acceleration (SM) 
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Figure 4.11. Speed curve during acceleration (PM) 
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Chapter 5 
The Power Electronic System 
T 
his chapter discusses the power electronic systems used in this project, namely 
inverters, dc dc converters and their associated switching strategies. Inverters 
are discussed, the suitable PWM switching methods for inverters, Space Vector 
Modulation (SVM) methods, are addressed in detail. Then dc-dc converters are 
presented together with their switching method. The simulation models for the chosen 
power electronic converters are developed. Simulation investigations are carried out to 
verify the developed models and switching strategies and to study the performance of 
the converters. 
5.1. Power electronic inverters 
5.1.1. Basic inverter configurations 
There are basically two types of power electronic converters, voltage source and 
current source types. Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) and Current Source Inverter (CSI) 
are the corresponding dc-ac converter circuits widely used in various power electronic 
applications [46][49][52][29][18][47]. For a voltage source inverter, the combination 
of a rectifier and a dc link capacitor behaves like a voltage source to the inverter so 
that a three-phase VSI will produce a three-phase ac PWM voltage waveform. For a 
current source inverter, the combination of a rectifier and a dc link inductance appears 
as a current source to the inverter, therefore a CSI produces a switched current 
waveform at its output. The basic three phase CSI and VSI configurations are shown 
in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2 respectively. 
Duality exists between VSI and CSI systems [34]. The main characteristics of the two 
types of inverter systems are: 
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VSI System 
" Output is constrained voltage 
" DC bus is supported by shunt capacitor 
" Produces voltage harmonics 
" Prefers load with large reactance 
" DC bus current reverses in regeneration 
" Immune to open circuits 
CSI System 
" Output is constrained current 
" DC bus is dominated by series inductor 
" Generates current harmonics 
" Prefers motors with lower reactance 
" DC bus voltage reverses in regeneration 
" Immune to short circuits 
to 
L 35 
Load 
14 16 12 
Figure 5.1. A basic CSI configuration 
la 
135 
U1) 
U" ,j 
Load 
462 
Figure 5.2. A basic VSI configuration 
Various PWM schemes are used for power electronic converter applications. For 
example, conventional sinusoidal PWM employs different sampling methods 
according to a carrier signal, such as natural sampling or regular sampling (symmetric 
or asymmetric), modified sine PWM, harmonic injection PWM, programmed 
harmonic elimination, etc. [6][25][19][28]. However, the space vector PWM approach 
has the advantage of higher efficiency over other methods. Therefore, the space vector 
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PWM methods for voltage source and current source inverters will be discussed in this 
chapter to establish a suitable inverter control strategy for the studied stand alone 
diesel engine generator system. 
5.1.2. The Space Vector PWM technique for CSI 
The phasor diagram used to describe the space vector modulation (SVM) technique in 
a CSI configuration is illustrated in Figure 5.3 where Ircf is the ideal current needed to 
be generated by the inverter [52]. 
oll ýI 
010 100 
110 
Figure 5.3. CSI output phasor diagram 
Considering the operation of a CSI, there are nine possible switching positions as 
shown in Figure 5.4. 
JS 
46246246 
Figure 5.4. Switching position 
Referring to Figure 5.1, the combinations of switches 1-4,6-3,5-2 (the two devices on 
the same inverter leg are fired at the same time) produce zero output current. 
The reference current in Figure 5.3 can be approximated by combining certain switch 
states shown in Figure 5.5. 
In 
6*ta 
Ircf 
I0*to 
Im*tm 
Im 
Figure 5.5. Explanation of parameters 
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To produce the required current space vector, the PWM strategy can be described as 
follows 
I,,, fxT, =ImXtm+I. Xtp+Ioxto (5.1) 
All parameters in equation (5.1) are illustrated in Figure 5.5 where tR t and to are the 
respective time lengths corresponding to vectors I.,,, I and Io. 
In the CSI output phasor diagram, assuming a non-power invariant transformation, any 
current vector Ip can be represented by 
2 
1p=3Ia, F', (5.2) 
F =ý3e 32 m=1,..., 6. (5.3) 
FS =0 m=0 
To calculate the time intervals, tn,, t,,, and to, it is convenient to represent the reference 
,f 
in an arbitrary sextant k shown in Figure 5.6. phasor I,,, 
4q L, 
' 6f 
'e 
---- -- --- -------------ý d Y d3 
Sextant k 
Figure 5.6. Current Ircf in sextant k 
The current in Figure 5.6 can be expressed as 
Im = 3-6, (5.4) 
Iý _36 
Y. HU 
(5.5) 
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where 
IImI-II,, I- 
3IDC 
I n, = 
II. 
ýI eye (5.6) 
0 is measured from the stationary axis d as 
6=y-6+(k-1)3 
Equation (5.7) can be derived by substituting (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) into (5.1) and 
considering that lo is equal to zero: 
I'ý) = 
3rDc 
(fieJ((k-I)3r 6 tm+ýeI(43ß-6 t^ (5.7) 
The equation above can be separated into its real and imaginary parts: 
TIC 
= tm COSY+t,, COS Y) (5.8) 
0=-tmsiny+tsin(3 -y) (5.9) 
where 
M, =I ref is the modulation ratio. 
31 DC 
Solving equations (5.8) and (5.9), tR, and t can be obtained as: 
tm =3 TM, sin(3 - y) (5.10) 
to =2 TM, sin(y) (5.11) 
The time to can then be calculated by 
to 
= 
T. tm +tn 
(5.12) 
222 
According to the equations of (5.10), (5.11) and (5.12), the reference current Ircf can be 
approximated by keeping the converter at different current vectors, I,,,, I and Io for 
time lengths of trt,, t,, and to respectively. 
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5.1.3. The Space Vector PWM technique for VSI 
A space vector PWM for VSI is based on the space vector representation of the 
voltages in the a, ß frame. The a, ß components can be found by Park transform of 
three phase voltages, where the total power remains unchanged. This concept is 
discussed in references [28][49][46]. 
The operational principle of the space vector PWM VSI can be clearly explained by 
using a space vector. The desired voltage vector, Vdes, can be expressed as a 
combination of the inverter three phase output voltage va, vb and v,, which can be 
expressed in vector form as: 
Vde, =3 (Va +aVb +a2v ) 
where 
a= eJ120° 
va = Vm sin ca 
vb = V,. sin(COt -120° ) 
v, = V. sin(t2 + 120°) 
and V. is the amplitude of the fundamental component. 
There are eight possible switching positions, as shown in Figure 5.7, in a three-phase 
PWM voltage source inverter. The corresponding voltage vectors are depicted in 
Figure 5.8. 
WW(I vo(111) v, (t00) v, (110) v3(010) 
rn 
V4(01 1) v5(001) v6(101) v, (000) 
Figure 5.7. Eight positions of a three-phase PWM voltage source inverter 
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V3 V2 
II 
III I 
V4 VI 
IV VI 
V 
VS V6 
VO, V7: zero voltage vector 
Figure 5.8. Basic voltage vectors 
V2 
Sector I 
Vdes 
(2 1Td V2 
10 V/ 
(Ti /7 )V1 
Figure 5.9. Voltage vector decomposition 
The desired voltage vector can be decomposed into two components in a two-axis co- 
ordinate or as a combination of two basic vectors. An example of the voltage vector 
decomposition is given in Figure 5.9. The space vector PWM strategy for VSIs can 
aim to minimise harmonic distortion in the current by selecting the appropriate 
switching vectors and determining their corresponding dwelling periods. If the 
reference vector is located in sector I as shown in Figure 5.9, then it is composed of 
voltage vectors of vl and v2, and zero voltage vectors vo and v7. The relationships 
between the desired voltage vector and its two corresponding basic voltage vectors can 
be expressed as 
"des = V1 
TI 
+ V2 
TZ 
T, T, 
where Ts is the period for Va and T, and T2 are the dwelling time for v, and v2 
respectively. This voltage space vector can be described in rectangular co-ordinates as: 
21 Jý3 co s 60° jVd cos B TY+T"Yk"'°0Z° 
sin 60° sin 0 
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, 0: 5 0S 60°, and Vd is the dc-link voltage. Tj, T2 and 
To can where k =I 
Vde° 
Vy3Vd 
be solved from (5.13) [45]. 
T -T, k, 
sin(60-0) 
' sin 60° 
T= 7"k. sing Z sin 600 
T 
T, =To =2 -T2 -T,. 
It is preferred that the cycle time is as short as possible so that the maximum deviation 
between the reference voltage vector and average voltage formed by switching states 
minimised. However a higher frequency results in high switching power loss. For a 
certain sampling frequency, the high performance of PWM can be obtained if 
9 The cycle normally consists of only three successive switching states 
representing two switching states adjacent to the reference vector and a zero 
voltage vector. 
" The switching sequence of each inverter leg is such arranged that the transition 
from one state to another is performed by switching only one inverter switch, 
in order to minimise switching frequency and power loss. 
" The switching of the inverter starts from one zero state and ends at the other 
zero state. 
5.1.4. PWM converter simulation 
The VSI strategy is adopted for the system under investigation due to the system and 
electric equipment requirements. For a stand alone system, when the load is changing, 
all the parameters related to the load could change, for example, the current flowing 
into the load side from the inverter will change, and the voltage will also be affected. 
However, electrical equipment is normally designed to operate at a rated voltage, that 
means the inverter output voltage, which is applied to the load, should be kept 
constant. 
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The power electronic system should be able to condition the output power of the 
system so as to keep a constant amplitude of the voltage at a fixed frequency while the 
load varies. The frequency of the ac voltage can then be determined by the load side 
inverter and the amplitude of the ac voltage can be either controlled by controlling the 
inverter or a dc-dc converter [1O][11][12]. By means of frequency de-coupling via a dc 
link, the stand-alone system can be efficiently controlled to meet the varying load 
demand. 
In this project, the high efficient space vector PWM method for VSI control is used to 
provide output voltage with constant frequency and amplitude. 
Based on the mathematical analysis, the space vector PWM scheme has been 
simulated in Matlab. The block diagram of the space vector PWM scheme is shown in 
Figure 5.10. Figure 5.11 illustrates the ideal line-line voltage waveform of the space 
vector PWM VSI scheme. 
Reference Locating Determining 
voltage voltage switching 
VSI 
Sector H periods 
H 
2 
. --. 1.5 
0.5 
cc 
a 
all 
ö-0.5 
-1 
X1.5 
.9 
Figure 5.10. Block diagram of space vector PWM scheme 
- ------------------------------------- ------------ ------------- 
------------ ------ ...... 
------------- - ---------- ---------------- ------------------------------------ ----------------- 
0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05 
Figure 5.11. Line-line voltage waveform of a space vector PWM scheme 
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5.2. DC-DC power conversion 
DC-DC conversion is an effective way to provide a controllable dc voltage for power 
electronic systems. In the system discussed, the amplitude of the ac voltage at the 
inverter output terminal is controlled through a dc-dc converter instead of PWM 
switching of the inverter. The following sections will discuss dc-dc converters and the 
associated control method used in the stand alone generation system for maintaining 
the system voltage level. 
5.2.1. DC-DC converter introduction 
In ac systems, transformers are used to convert electric power efficiently from one 
voltage level to another. Static dc-dc converters play a similar role in dc applications. 
The operation of ac transformers is based on an alternating magnetic field. In dc-dc 
converters, the voltage conversion is achieved by switching power semiconductors at 
a high repetitive frequency. Static dc-dc converters are also known as choppers 
sometimes. 
DC-DC converters can be found in many applications. For example, a dc-dc converter 
can be used on its own for stabilising or controlling a dc voltage from a battery, or it 
may be an integral part of a more complex converter, controlling an intermediate or an 
output voltage. DC-DC converters are employed for feeding traction equipment 
(trucks, electric vehicles, underground locomotives), telephone equipment and 
inverters for uninterruptable power supply systems or for frequency controlled 
induction motors. With the increasing developments of renewable energy, such as 
solar and wind power, dc-dc converters are also found applications in the renewable 
power generation systems [31][23][12]. 
In a chopper converter, the voltage conversion ratio is determined by the ratio of ON- 
state to OFF-state of the static switches. It is therefore easy to vary the voltage 
conversion ratio smoothly and continuously by suitably modifying the timing of the 
switching control pulses of the power switching elements. AC power transformers do 
not normally have such a facility of static control of voltage conversion ratio. 
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Therefore, the controllability of the voltage conversion ratio statically (without 
moving contacts) gives the chopper a great usefulness as a power controller. 
In this programme, the dc-dc conversion stage is introduced into a stand-alone diesel 
engine generator system for voltage control. The configuration is shown in Figure 
5.12, where the chopper operates at a variable conversion ratio and an almost constant 
voltage output at the inverter input terminal. In this way the inverter can be operated 
at the fixed voltage modulation ratio and fixed frequency. 
r------------------------- 
system Inverter Variable 
voltage Vsig Výef 
Driving signal generation 
=------------------------- 
Figure 5.12. Inverter output voltage controlled through a dc-dc conversion stage 
5.2.2. Principles of DC-DC converter 
Figure 5.13 shows the circuit configuration of a voltage step down chopper. The 
chopper delivers an adjustable dc power into a resistive load from a dc voltage source. 
The main task of the dc-dc converter is to convert the unregulated dc input into a 
controlled dc at a desired voltage level. As the name implies, a step-down converter 
produces an average output voltage not higher than the input voltage. The basic 
chopper power circuit is shown boxed with dashed lines in Figure 5.13. It consists of 
two power semiconductor devices, which function as static switches. The switch 
labelled S1 is a controlled switching device, it could be any one of the several types of 
power semiconductor switching devices. The device should be able to be turned on or 
turned off by an appropriate control signal on its control terminal. For example, if the 
device selected for Si is a gate turn off thyristor (GTO), it is turned on by a short 
positive current pulse on its gate terminal and turned off by a short negative current 
pulse on the same terminal. Alternatively if S1 is an n-channel power MOSFET, turn 
on switching is achieved by applying on its gate terminal a positive voltage pulse 
lasting for the entire duration of its on time. The off-state of the switch is obtained by 
making the gate voltage zero. The second switch shown in the figure 5.13, labelled S2, 
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is actually a power diode. The power diode is a static switch without a control 
terminal. It automatically turns on whenever the "forward" voltage is available and 
turns off when the carried current decays to zero. Both static switches are turned on 
and turned off at a high frequency. To simplify the description of the principle, both S1 
and S2 will be considered as ideal switches. This implies that (1) their transitions 
between the on and off states are instantaneous without time delays and (2) the on 
state voltage drop across each switch is zero. 
+ :! 
+! 
VI2 
Figure 5.13. Chopper dc-dc conversion. 
The input terminals of the chopper are Al (positive) and A2 (negative). The output 
terminals are B1 (positive) and B2 (negative). The load resistance R is connected to the 
output through an inductance L. The purpose of this inductance is to smooth out 
fluctuations in the output current caused by the switching process in the chopper. If L 
is sufficiently large, the voltage across the load and the current through it will be 
substantially dc, with negligible ac ripple. The inductance L, which performs the 
function of filtering the ac components, is usually iron-cored and should be capable of 
carrying the full dc load current without magnetic saturation. 
In addition to the power circuit shown in the figure, the chopper has a control circuit. 
The control circuit provides the switching signals to operate the power semiconductor 
static switch S1 to turn it on or off as required. To derive quantitative relationships, the 
following definitions are made as: 
f repetitive switching frequency of the chopper (Hz) 
TS cycle time of the chopper--I/f, 
To on time of switch SI 
Tof off time of switch S1 
D duty cycle of switch S1, defined as D= T. /T5. 
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In Figure 5.13, when S1 is turned on, the voltage Vt is applied in reverse across the 
power diode. Therefore, the power diode, which is labelled as static switch S2, must 
stay off as long as Si remains on. The switch S1 is kept on for a time interval Ton, and 
then turned off. At the instant when S1 is turned off, iR has a finite value. It is the peak 
value of the output current during this chopper cycle. This current cannot instantly fall 
to zero, because of the presence of the inductance L. The decay of iR causes an 
induced voltage LdiR /dt across the inductance. Because of this voltage, the diode S2 
gets forward-biased and carries the "freewheeling" current due to the stored energy in 
the inductor. Therefore, the turn off of S1 automatically causes the turn on of S2 when 
an inductance with stored energy is present. Therefore, depending whether S1 is on or 
off, the converter operation can be described with two circuits as shown in figures 
5.14 (a) and (b). The consequence of S1 being on is the build up of current in the load 
resistance. The current iR in the load circuit builds up exponentially from an initial 
zero value at the starting of the dc-dc converter because of the inductance L. The 
waveform of the voltage across the output terminals B1- B2 is equal to Vb when S1 is 
on as shown in Figure 5.14 (c). 
IR 
Al Si B1 
L 
Vb S2 IVB1B2 R 
B2 A2 
(a) 
1R 
LA2 
B' 
L 
S2 
tin 
1Veiez 
R 
B2 
V 8182 
----Toe --- Tof 
(b) 
(c) 
Figure 5.14. Equivalent circuits of chopper operation 
(a) on state of S1 (b) off state of S1 (c) waveform of Vo 
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When S1 is not conducting during Toff, the freewheeling diode current, labelled as iD, 
is the load current iR which decays exponentially. The decay of iR continues before it 
reaches zero, as long as S1 is off, that is for duration Toff. During Tan, the output 
current iRis the same as the input current i1. 
The next chopper switching cycle commences when S1 is turned on again. The circuit 
configuration again changes to that of Figure 5.14 (a) and the current again starts to 
build up. In this way, the circuit will reach the stable repetitive state as the switching 
progresses. This means that the peak current is effectively the same as that in 
successive cycles. Notice that the waveform of the voltage across B1- B2 is repetitive 
from the first cycle itself. As far as the energy conversion is concerned, during the 
interval when the switch S1 is on, the input provides energy to the load as well as to 
the inductor. During the interval when the switch S1 is off, the inductor current flows 
through the diode S2, transferring some of its stored energy to the load. 
5.2.3. Voltage relationship between input and output 
Figure 5.14 (c) shows the waveform of the voltage VBIB2 at the output terminals B1 
and B2 of the chopper. This is a train of rectangular pulses with width of T0 . This 
voltage consists of a dc component and an ac component. The ac component is the 
"ripple voltage". The inductance L has the function of absorbing the ripple voltage 
across it, so that only the dc component is present to the load resistor R. Notice that 
the ripple frequency is the same as the chopper switching frequency. With a 
sufficiently large inductance and a high switching frequency, the ripple component of 
the output voltage can be made negligibly small. The average output voltage can be 
calculated in terms of the switch duty ratio: 
Vo = 7. Veiez (t)dt = (('°" Vd (t)dt + 
fO 
-dt) =T Vd = DVd 
SJJ 
(5.14) 
where D is the switching duty cycle of the chopper, defined as the ratio of on time to 
total cycle time. 
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As described, the chopper functions as an ideal voltage step down transformer in dc 
systems, similar to a step-down transformer in ac systems. In the continuous current 
conduction mode, the corresponding relationships between input and output quantities 
are: 
Voltage ratio V0 / Vd =D (5.15) 
Assuming a power lossless system: 
Vd Id (input power) = Vo i(output power) 
Therefore: 
Current ratio Io / Id =1 /D 
Theoretically, the voltage ratio of the dc transformer is adjustable in the range from 
zero to one through the simple means of adjusting the duty cycle D of the chopper. 
Ideally, with such a dc-dc converter, any output voltage lower than the input voltage 
can be obtained, even if the source voltage changes in a certain range. 
5.2.4 Chopper circuit with filters 
In the chopper circuit illustrated in Figure 5.14 (c), the output voltage varies between 
Vd and zero, which is normally not suitable to practical applications. The output filter, 
as shown in Figure 5.15, may be added into the circuit to reduce the voltage 
fluctuations. The output voltage fluctuations are very much diminished by using a 
low-pass filter, consisting of an inductor and a capacitor. The corner frequency fc of 
this low-pass filter is selected to be much lower than the switching frequency, thus 
essentially eliminating the switching frequency ripple in the output voltage. 
----------------- *. 
+; Si 
A Li 
Vd Cl SZ 
A i 
------------------ 
iýV'- C ----- iio 
B vvvv L2 
Cz 
Bz 
Load 
Figure 5.15. A chopper circuits with input and output filters 
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At the input side, an input filter shown in Figure 5.15 can also be used to smooth the 
input current from the rectifier bridge. 
For the steady-state analysis, with respect to the chopper circuit shown in figure 5.15, 
it may be assumed that the filter capacitor at the output is relatively large, 
consequently the load circuit time constant would be large, so that the load current 
could be considered as ripple-free. In a step-down converter, the average inductor 
current IL is equal to the average output current Io, therefore the capacitor carries ripple 
current only. 
The voltages and currents of interest include the currents through the switching 
devices and the voltages across them, which determine the ratings of the devices. 
However, a safety factor in the voltage rating is necessary, in order to take care of 
unavoidable overvoltage spikes, which may occur during switching transients, also a 
safety factor in the current rating should be considered to take care of overcurrents 
due to abnormal operating conditions. Ideally, a small on-state voltage drop and short 
switching time of the device are preferred. All the above are mainly based on the 
following considerations: 
" The on-state voltage or on-state resistance dictates the conduction losses in the 
device; 
" The switching time dictates the energy loss per transition and affects the choice 
of the operating frequency; 
" The ratings of voltage and current determine the device power-handling 
capability, and the device cost. 
5.2.5. Chopper control 
The pulse-width modulation (PWM) switching method can be used for controlling the 
output voltage. Generally speaking, both the switching frequency and the on duration 
of the switch signal can be varied. However, the variation of the switching frequency 
makes it difficult to filter the ripple components. Therefore, switching at a constant 
frequency is more preferable. In this application, constant frequency switching (hence, 
a constant switching time period Ts = ton + toff) is employed and adjusting the 
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switching duty cycle D is used to control the average output voltage. As shown in 
figure 5.16, the switch control signal has a constant frequency. 
Switch on on on 
Control 
signal LF off 
Iý off off T °" Toff 
-mot 
(Switching frequency fs =1/T, ) 
Figure 5.16. Switching control scheme of a chopper circuits 
From equation (5.15), it can be seen that the switching duty cycle, D, has to be 
changed if Vd varies while Vo is kept constant. In normal operation, the system load 
changes from time to time, consequently, the machine speed and internal voltage drop 
in the system will vary. Therefore, the dc-dc converter input voltage, Vd, will fluctuate. 
A controller has been designed to perform adjustments of the switching duty cycle to 
keep the output voltage. The controller produces the required adjustment based on the 
deviation of the real voltage from the reference voltage. Figure 5.17 pictures the block 
diagrams of the controller together with the simulation model of the dc/dc conversion 
system. 
DC 
Source 
'- DC 
Load 
Switching 
signal 
generator 
Controller 
V«. l 
f Vrei 
Figure 5.17. Block diagram of dc/dc conversion system 
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5.2.6. DC-DC converter simulation 
Simulation models for the dc-dc conversion system and control system have been 
developed and simulation studies have been performed. Figure 5.18 shows the 
simulation results of a case study, where the load current is doubled at 0.03 seconds as 
shown in figure 5.18 (a). In Figure 5.18 (b), it can be seen that the input current 
increases correspondingly to supply the load requirement. It is also noted that the input 
current contains rich current pulses due to the chopper switching. Figure 5.18 (c) 
shows the output voltage drops when the change of the load current occurs, however, 
the control system adjusts the ratio of switching duty cycle to bring the output voltage 
back to the reference level, which is 100V. The chopper input voltage is assumed as a 
constant level of 200V during the period of simulation, as shown in Figure 5.18 (d). 
The ripples in the input voltage are caused by the chopper switching. A high degree of 
ripple appears when a larger current is delivered after the change of the load current. 
The results of the presented case study demonstrated the correctness of the developed 
simulation models for the power electronic conversion system and the associated 
control system. Further developments, including integrating the developed system into 
the overall system, can therefore be conducted on the basis of the developed system 
and strategies. These are discussed in the following chapters. 
Before presenting the system control strategy in chapter 7, in the next chapter the 
fuzzy control method is discussed and the application in the variable speed control is 
described. 
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Figure 5.18 (a) Load current (avarage value) 
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Figure 5.18 (b) Input current 
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Figure 5.18. Simulation results of dc-dc converter case study 
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Chapter 6 
Hybrid Variable Speed 
Controller 
In recent years, 
fuzzy logic has emerged in various applications. Fuzzy logic 
based control techniques typically have the following advantages, they are: 
" conceptually easy to understand. 
9 tolerant to imprecise data. 
9 can deal flexibly with non-linear system because an accurate mathematical 
model is not required. 
Fuzzy sets (in particular fuzzy numbers) and fuzzy logic applied to control problems 
form a field of knowledge called fuzzy logic control (FLC). The advantages make 
fuzzy logic suitable for control problems in an environment of uncertainty and 
imprecision. Classical control methodologies are usually based on precise 
mathematical models of the objects to be controlled. Fuzzy logic control methods can 
be combined with conventional control methods. Fuzzy logic controllers (FLCs) have 
already gained their reputations as robust and relatively low in computation 
requirements. In this thesis the diesel engine variable speed controller is designed 
based on a hybrid method, a fuzzy logic core is developed and embedded in the 
variable speed controller while a conventional control method is used for the outer 
loop of the controller. 
6.1. Fuzzy logic controller structure 
In conventional control, the control decision is determined by a number of input data, 
processed by a set of equations (the mathematics model) which represents the entire 
control plant. To express human experience in the form of mathematical formulae is a 
very difficult task. Fuzzy logic provides a simple tool to interpret experience into 
reality. Fuzzy logic controllers are rule-based controllers, which utilize the principles 
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of fuzzy set theory, their data representation and their logic relations. The basic 
configuration of a fuzzy logic controller can be simply represented by the four parts 
colored in gray background in Figure 6.1. 
Figure 6.1. Basic structure of a fuzzy control system 
Each part has a different function: 
1. Fuzzifier block reads, measures and scales the controller input variables 
and transforms the measured numerical values into the corresponding 
linguistic (fuzzy) variables with appropriate membership values. 
2. Knowledge base block includes the definitions of the fuzzy membership 
functions defined for each input and output variable and the rules that 
specify the control goals with linguistic variables. 
3. Inference block simulates human decision-making and determines the 
control actions based on fuzzy logic. 
4. Defuzzifier block converts the inferred decision from linguistic variables 
back to numerical values. 
Such controllers can be based on a general scheme where an error and its derivative 
are evaluated and fuzzified by using suitable membership functions. The fuzzified 
signals are then sent to the inference block where control signals are deduced by 
evaluating with linguistic rules. Finally, the variation of the control signal is obtained 
with defuzzification, which can be achieved by means of various methods, for 
example, the centroid algorithm, which is used for the fuzzy logic core design in the 
project. 
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6.2. Foundations of the fuzzy sets theory 
Traditional control techniques are to some extent limited by the need to make a 
compromise between the best correspondence of the mathematical model to the actual 
plant and the complexity of the related algorithm. Sometime it could happen that 
inadequate control actions arise from poor knowledge of the physical phenomena 
and/or from an inaccurate modeling. It is easy to verify that a non-linear system needs 
more complex and/or a higher order model to represent the system. Fortunately, in the 
situation where quantitative relations are unavailable, qualitative information is in 
general available and this can be used in performing the control actions with a fuzzy 
logic method. 
Starting from such a background, "fuzzy sets" theory has been conceived as a 
technique being able to correctly manipulate and qualitatively analyse information 
with an inductive action similar to the human approach. 
Before describing the design process, some terms used in fuzzy logic are introduced. 
Membership functions 
A membership function can be a curve that defines how each point in the input space 
is mapped to a membership value (degree of membership) between 0 and 1. The input 
space is sometimes referred to as the "universe of discourse". The degree of an object 
belong to a fuzzy set is denoted by a membership value between 0 and 1. A 
membership function associated with a given fuzzy set maps an input value to its 
appropriate membership value. There are different shapes of membership functions. 
The simplest membership functions can be constructed using straight lines, for 
example, the triangular membership function. 
Fuzzy sets 
A fuzzy set is a set without a crisp, clearly defined boundary. It can contain elements 
with only a partial degree of membership. To understand the fuzzy set, firstly we 
might consider a classical set. A classical set can be viewed as a container that wholly 
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includes or wholly excludes any given element. This means that an element x must be 
either set A or not-set A. Conversely, in fuzzy logic, fuzzy sets describe vague 
concepts. Any statement can be fuzzy and the truth of any statement becomes a matter 
of degree. The tool of fuzzy reasoning gives the ability to reply to a yes or no question 
with a not quite yes or no answer. Reasoning in fuzzy logic is just a matter of 
generalizing the familiar yes or no logic, which means if we give `true' the numerical 
value of 'I' and `false' the numerical value `0', the value in between, for instance 0.4, 
is permitted and has meaning. 
Using the mathematical expression, for a classical set might be expressed as: 
9(x)={1 Ix>m) or 
93(x) =to IX :5 m} m can be a figure, for example m=100. 
A fuzzy set is an extension of a classical set. A fuzzy set admits the possibility of 
partial membership. If X is the universe of discourse and its elements are denoted by 
x, then a fuzzy set A in X is defined as a set of ordered pairs: 
fý_{x, u(x)IxEX}, 
p(x) is the degree of membership in the fuzzy set A, called the membership function 
of x in A. The membership function maps each element of X to a membership value 
between 0 and 1. 
Logic operators 
Fuzzy logical reasoning is in fact a superset of standard Boolean logic. In other words, 
if we keep the fuzzy values at their extremes of 1 (completely true) and 0 (completely 
false), standard logical operations will hold. As an example, consider the standard 
Boolean logic operators in Table 6.1 and 6.2: 
Table 6.1. Standard Boolean logic (AND. OR) truth table 
A B AANDB AORB 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 
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and 
Table 6.2. Standard Boolean logic (NOT) truth table 
A NOT A 
10 
01 
In fuzzy logic the truth of any statement is a matter of degree, and the input values can 
be real numbers between 0 and 1. To preserve the results of the AND truth table and 
also to extend the logic operation of AND to any real number between 0 and 1, the 
MIN operation is applied to fuzzy logic. That is, that the statement A AND B is 
resolved, where A and B are limited to the range (0,1), by using the function MIN(A, 
B). Similarly, we can replace the OR operation with the MAX operation function, so 
that A OR B becomes equivalent to the operation MAX(A, B). The operation of 
NOT(A) becomes 1-A, therefore, values other than 1 and 0 may be considered. With 
these substitutions the standard Boolean-logic truth tables become the fuzzy logic 
operations shown in Table 6.3 and 6.4. It can be seen that the relations for extreme 
fuzzy values, 0 and 1, are completely unchanged. 
Table 6.3. Fuzzy logic operators (MIN. MAX) 
A B MIN(A, B) MAX(A, B) 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 
And 
Table 6.3. Fuzzy logic operator (1-A) 
A 1-A 
10 
01 
If-then rules 
Fuzzy sets and fuzzy operators are the subjects and verbs of fuzzy logic. The if-then 
rule statements formulate the conditional statements in fuzzy logic. A single fuzzy if- 
then rule assumes the form 
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If x is A then y is B 
Where A and B are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets (universes of discourse) X 
and Y, respectively. The if-part of the rule, "x is A", is called the antecedent or 
premise, while the then-part of the rule, "y is B", is called the consequent or 
conclusion. So the antecedent is an interpretation that returns a single number between 
0 and 1. On the other hand, the consequent is an assignment that assigns the linguistic 
value B to the output variable y. 
In general the input to an if-then rule is the current value of the input variable and the 
output is an entire fuzzy set, which will be defuzzified, assigning one value to the 
output. 
Interpreting an if-then rule is a three part process. 
1. Evaluate antecedent. Resolve all fuzzy statements in the antecedent to a degree 
of membership between 0 and 1. 
2. Apply fuzzy operator to multiple part antecedents. If there are multiple parts to 
the antecedent, the fuzzy logic operators are applied to resolve the antecedent 
to a single number between 0 and 1. 
3. Apply result to consequent. The degree of support for the entire rule is used to 
shape the output fuzzy set. The consequent specifies that fuzzy set be assigned 
to the output. If the antecedent is only partially true, i. e. being a value less than 
1, then the output fuzzy set is truncated according to the implication method. 
In general, a fuzzy logic controller has a number of rules. The output of each rule is a 
fuzzy set. The output fuzzy sets representing those rules are then aggregated into a 
single output fuzzy set. Finally the resulting set is defuzzified, or resolved to a single 
number. 
Fuzzy inference 
Fuzzy inference is the process of formulating the mapping from given inputs to 
outputs using fuzzy logic. The mapping then provides a basis from which decisions 
can be made. The process of fuzzy inference involves all of the pieces that are 
described in the above: membership functions, fuzzy logic operators, and if-then rules. 
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Mamdani's fuzzy inference method is commonly used in fuzzy methodology, which 
was among the first control systems built using fuzzy set theory. It was proposed in 
1975 by Ebrahim Mamdani as an attempt to control a steam engine and boiler 
combination by synthesizing a set of linguistic control rules obtained from 
expierenced human operators [32]. Mamdani's effort was based on Lotfi Zadeh's 1973 
paper on fuzzy algorithms for complex systems and decision processes [51]. 
Mamdani's fuzzy inference method expects the output membership functions to be 
fuzzy sets. After the aggregation process, there is a fuzzy set for each output variable 
that needs deffuzification. In many cases, it may be much more efficient to use a 
singleton output membership function rather than a distributed fuzzy set. It enhances 
the efficiency of the defuzzification process because it greatly simplifies the 
computation by using the weighted average to find the centroid of a two-dimensional 
function rather than by integrating across the two-dimensional function. 
6.3. Structure of the proposed hybrid variable speed 
controller 
In the studied system, the generation of the required power relies on the fuel input to 
the prime mover. The principal task of the controller is to control the fuel input, 
therefore the controller output is the control signal to the actuator. If the dc link 
voltage is controlled close to the reference value, the output power is proportional to 
the de link current, i. e. P oc I, and hence the input fuel is directly related to the dc link 
current in the operation range. Therefore the current, which represents the required 
system power level, is used as an input parameter to a conventional controller to 
produce a reference speed. Considering the non-ideal features of the system, such as 
non-linearity and power loss, using the current as the only control parameter may not 
be sufficient, so the engine speed is also used as an input to the controller. This means 
that adjustment of the system operation while system load changes is decided by the 
dc link current and the speed of the generator. 
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The configuration of the variable speed controller consists of two loops. The outer 
loop decides the speed reference level that varies with load, while the inner loop 
produces the control signal based on the speed error and the derivative of the speed 
error with respect to the new speed reference. Figure 6.2 shows the configuration of 
the hybrid controller, where there is a fuzzy logic core located in a frame. 
spee d 
Sref Ds p 
F Control 
OsiAt = output 
F(h I. 1 
Figure 6.2. Schematic diagram of the hybrid variable speed controller 
With the controller structure described Figure 6.2, the fuzzy logic core based on the 
fuzzy logic algorithm has been developed. Since the purpose of the fuzzy logic core is 
to generate the adjustment on the fuel input, AU, to control the speed of the engine 
generator system and hence to control the output power, the speed error and its 
derivative are selected as the fuzzy core inputs. The output is AU to the fuel control 
signal. Mamdani's direct method is used to materialize fuzzy reasoning and the 
defuzzification process is based on the center-of-gravity method. The design of' the 
fuzzy logic core is discussed in the following sections. 
6.4. Fuzzy logic core design 
A fuzzy logic core has been designed for the proposed variable speed controller. The 
major steps of the design are described in this section. 
6.4.1. Choice of control variables 
The inputs and outputs of the controller depend on the applied control strategy. It is 
common to use the instantaneous error of the controlled variable with respect to its 
reference and the derivative of the error as controller inputs. Two such inputs are 
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chosen for the fuzzy logic core, the first input is the generator speed error and the 
second input is the change rate of the speed error, which describes the rapidity and 
direction of the speed change. 
6.4.2. Defining membership functions 
The input and output parameters of the fuzzy logic core are linguistic variables, that 
can be modeled by fuzzy sets. The number of fuzzy sets for each fuzzy variable varies 
according to the application. Increasing the number of fuzzy sets requires a 
corresponding increase in the number of rules. 
Membership functions represent a number of quantizied overlapping fuzzy sets 
(linguistic variables) for each of the input signals to the fuzzy logic core and output 
signals from the core. The membership functions assigned to each fuzzy set map the 
crisp values into fuzzy values. Various shapes of membership functions can be found 
in fuzzy logic applications [5][38], the most often seen are triangular, trapezoidal or 
bell shapes. The triangular shape shown in Figure 6.3 is used for the controller 
described in this chapter. The linguistic variables NB, NM, NS, Z, PS, PM, and PB, as 
shown in Figure 6.3, stand for Negative Big, Negative Medium, Negative Small, Zero, 
Positive Small, Positive Medium and Positive Big respectively. 
Figure 6.3. Seven triangular membership functions 
The mathematical expression for the triangular shape is: 
x-pk+a, %r(Nk - a, SxS uk ) 
for(, uk S x: 5 p, + ak ) 
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where k =1, ... n, n is the number of linguistic variables, psis the centroid of the kth 
membership function and a, is a constant that determines the spread of the kth 
membership function. 
In Figure 6.3, X,,, i,, and X,,, aX are the minimum and maximum values of the control 
variable x. The membership functions are normalized in the range Xmin and Xma,,, and 
symmetrical around zero. Making the membership functions symmetrical and each 
one overlaps with the adjacent functions by 50% can simplify computation [5]. 
6.4.3. Rule base and inference 
In a conventional controller there are "control laws" to govern the operation of the 
controller. In a fuzzy logic controller, the equivalent term is "rule". Rules are 
linguistics in nature and allow the control decision to be made. In fuzzy systems, an 
input fuzzy set is mapped to an output fuzzy set. Fuzzy rules describe the relationship 
between the input and output fuzzy sets. They usually are in the form "if A, then B", 
where A is the rule antecedent and B is the rule consequence. The antecedents of each 
fuzzy rule describe a fuzzy input region in the state space. Once the fuzzy if-then rules 
are established, the control strategy can be realized by fuzzy reasoning. The different 
methods of fuzzy reasoning can be applied to make different types of fuzzy 
controllers. 
Considering the fuzzy system with two antecedents (the error of speed, Err and the 
derivative of the error, DErr) and one consequence (the control signal U), each 
antecedence is quantized to seven fuzzy sets of Figure 6.3. Each pair of input fuzzy 
sets is mapped to one of the output fuzzy sets, then the relationship between the fuzzy 
input pairs and the output fuzzy set can be expressed as a rule matrix shown in Figure 
6.4. Every element in the matrix represents a fuzzy rule. In another words, each of 
fuzzy rule maps two input fuzzy variables, the error, Err and the derivative of error, 
DErr, into one output fuzzy variable, i. e. the rule of "Ai and Bi, then C; " maps inputs 
Err;, DErr; to U;. For example, if Err is negative big and DErr is positive big, which 
requires an opposite (negative) control action, then the fuzzy logic controller generates 
a negative big output to adjust the system. In the case where the error and error 
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derivative are positive, the implication is that the system error is decreasing and thus 
the magnitude of the control action may be kept unchanged. If the error becomes 
positive and the error derivative goes negative, then there is the necessity of an 
opposite (positive) control action. These rules can be expressed as: 
If Err is NB and DErr is PB, then UNB, PB is NB; 
If Err is PS and DErr is PS, then Ups, ps is Z; 
If Err is PB and DErr is NB, then UPB, NB is PB. 
DErr 
En 
NB NM NS Z PS PM PB 
NB Z NS NS NM NM NB NB 
NM PS Z NS NS NM NM NB 
NS PS PS Z NS NS NM NM 
Z PM PS PS Z NS NS NM 
PS PM PM PS PS Z NS NS 
PM PB PM PM PS PS Z NS 
PB PB PB PM PM PS PS Z 
Figure 6.4. Fuzzy control rule matrix 
Err 
Positive 
control 
Negtive 
control 
DErr 
Figure 6.5. Phase plane for the controller fuzzy variables and control actions 
The phase plane in Figure 6.5 can be seen as four sectors separated by two lines. In 
each sector different control action will be taken. The z line separates the negative 
control from the positive control, which represents the boundary of the directions of 
control actions. 
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The corresponding output fuzzy set U is the combination of the partially activated sets 
m, m 
U; j, i. e., U Ui, j, as 
illustrated in Figure 6.6, where (ij) is the number of 
1=º, 1.1 
membership functions of each input pair. Here, represents the aggregation 
operation. 
ýe(l, I) Err u, i Rde(1,2) 
fifut 
U 
fi,, ay set RIe('') o fU2ZY SCt 
DFB' Un 
iäulel(r 
Figure 6.6. Fuzzy associative architecture 
The activation of the (ij)th rule consequent is a scalar value U; j, which equals the 
minimum of the two antecedent conjuncts' values with Mamdani's direct method. For 
example, if Err belongs to NB with a membership of 0.3 and DErr belongs to NM with 
a membership of 0.7, then the rule consequence (U) is 0.3. 
6.4.4. Fuzzy inference 
The mechanism of Mamdani's direct method can be used to materialize fuzzy 
reasoning by fuzzy relations. For the fuzzy speed control application two variables are 
in the premise part and one variable in the consequence part, so that the two-input one- 
output IF-THEN rules are used in the fuzzy reasoning. If we take rule (i, i) and 
(i+l, i+l) as example: 
Rule (i, i): If x is A; and y is B; then z is U;,; 
Rule (i+l, i+l): If x is A; +t and y is B; +i then z is U; +1,; +1 (6.2) 
where A;,, A; +1, B;, B; +1, U;;, and U; +,,; +1 are fuzzy sets. The reasoning process is 
illustrated in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7. Reasoning process of Mamdani's direct method. 
Suppose xo and yo to be the inputs for the premise part variables x and y respectively 
and denoted as (xo, yo), the reasoning process for the input pair (xo, yo) is 
Step 1. 
In the rules of (6.2), there are two variables x and y, in the premise part. Accordingly, 
we need to obtain two membership values for the two-input: xo, yo. If we apply MIN- 
operation, represented by ^, to the preceding membership values, we get the 
adaptability of each rule. 
Adaptability of rule (i, i): W;,; = µA; (xo) A µB; (yo) 
Adaptability of rule (i+1, i+1): W; +1,; +1 = µA; +1 (xo) ^ µB; +l (Yo) (6.3) 
where µ represents the membership and W is the weighting factor. The above 
relationship is also illustrated in Figure 6.7(a). 
Step 2. 
Applying the MIN operation to the adaptability obtained in Step 1 and the fuzzy sets 
in the consequence part, the conclusion of each rule can be obtained as follows. 
Conclusion of rule (i, i): 
Conclusion of rule (i+1, i+1): 
Y. HU 
JUij (Xe, Yo) = Wi, i ^ lluij 
µUi+1, i+1 (X0, Yo) = Wi+1, i+1 ^ FLui+l, i+l 
(6.4) 
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The calculation of (6.4) corresponds to cutting the fuzzy sets in the consequence part 
by the height of the adaptability of the premise in Figure 6.7(b), the results are the 
shaded areas. 
Step 3. 
The MAX operation is used to obtain the final conclusion by aggregating conclusions 
obtained from all of the rules in Step 2. If we apply MAX-operation, represented by v, 
to the preceding membership values, the final conclusion from the two inputs and one 
output fuzzy system is as follows. 
Final conclusion is: U(xo, yo) = µU;,; (xo, yo) v µU; +1,; +I(xo, yo) (6.5) 
This gives the result of the reasoning process, which is illustrated in Figure 6.7(c). 
Take a simple example, if the two rules are: 
Rule (i, i): If x is NM and y is NS then U;,; is NS 
Rule (i+1, i+1): If x is NS and y is NS then U; +1,; +1 is Z 
then the conclusion U(xo, yo) will be the aggregation of NS and Z. 
In general, 
U(xo, Yo) = tU1,1(xo, yo)... v µU;, i(xo, Yo) ... V iUn, n(xo, Yo) 
(6.6) 
6.4.5. Defuzzification process 
Defuzzification plays an important role in fuzzy logic based control system. It is the 
process in which fuzzy quantities defined over the output membership functions are 
mapped into a non-fuzzy (crisp) number. The input for the defuzzification process is a 
fuzzy set, which is the result from the aggregate process and the output of the 
defuccification is a single number. 
Note that the final deductive conclusion discussed is given by a fuzzy set. This is not 
practical as a definite value is required as the output of controller. Therefore, the 
resultant fuzzy set needs to be converted to a definite value. In Figure 6.7 z(xo, yo), the 
definite value, is obtained by defuzzification. 
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The defuzzification operation converts the inferred control actions of the fuzzy logic 
controller from fuzzy values to crisp values. The process depends on the output fuzzy 
set, which is generated from the activated rules. The output fuzzy set is formed by 
Mamdani's direct method, which is defined by the function U(x, y) shown in Figure 
6.7. The general overall conclusion obtained by the aggregation is in the form of 
equation (6.6). Rewriting the equation in a short form as: 
U(x, Y) = 21, (Wi, t ApUi, J ) (6.7) 
where (ij) are the subscripts of rules from (1,1) to (n, n) for the total number of 
membership functions of all fuzzy inputs, E is the aggregating operant. 
A deffuzification rule, the gravity center of the fuzzy set, is applied to obtain the 
control output z(xo, yo), in general the rule can be expressed as: 
z(x, Y) _ 
(Wi.; ANU,. 1) 
EWt. 1 
(6.8) 
Equation (6.8) is the mean of discrete output universe of discourse NU;, j E z, derived 
from the output fuzzy set, z(xy) is a definite value. 
6.4.6. Simplified rule evaluation 
The measured values of input parameters have to be translated to proper terms of the 
corresponding linguistic variables. Normally a crisp value has to be matched against 
the appropriate membership functions representing the terms of the linguistic variable. 
The matching is defined as coding the inputs or fuzzification as illustrated in Figure 
6.8. 
Na 
NA w1 
PR 
P wl 
Xo yti 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.8. Fuzzy inputs corresponding to crisp input xo and yo 
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In this two-input, one-output fuzzy logic control core design, symmetrical membership 
functions with 50% overlap are used, as shown in Figure 6.8, in which there are two 
values, µA; and µA; +1 corresponding to xo in Figure 6.8(a). In the same way we can 
obtain the fuzzy inputs for yo in Figure 6.8(b), µB; and µB; +,, correspondingly. 
Note that in both figures only membership functions A; and A; +1, B; and B; +1, intersect 
with xo and yo respectively thus producing the fuzzy values µA; and µA; +1, µB; and 
µB; +,, the others produce 0 value with membership functions equal to 0. This means 
that for every crisp input xo and yo, only four rules are activated [5]. This fact results in 
a fuzzy decision table shown as Figure 6.9. Use of this feature will significantly reduce 
the calculation burden of the fuzzy logic controller. 
0 ... jB, (Yo) µB1+i (Yo) ... 
0 
0 0 ... 
µA1(Xe) ... U;, 1 U1. ß+i ... 
µAi+i(xo) ... U; +1,1 Ui+i,; +i 
-- 0 ----------- .. 0 
Figure 6.9. Fuzzy decision table 
Recall the defuzzification equation (6.8): 
Zlxý yý _Z 
(W 
ij A pUi. j 
Wo 
Due to a maximum of four rules are fired at a time, thus the above equation can be 
simplified. For the four fired rules as shown in Figure 6.9, the weighted-average 
consequence: 
z(xo Yo) = mr, Ur r+ mrý+ºUra. r + mr. r; Ur. ý r+ mr+r r+rUr+r r+r 
(6.9) 
U;,,,, U;, ; +j, U; +j,,, U; +,, ;+j, are fired output sets, where weighting 
factors: 
Mk = Wk / Wk k=(i, i), (i, i+l), (i+l, i), (i+l, 
i+l)" (6.10) 
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Using the fuzzified input data set for Err and DErr, Mk can be calculated. Then the 
fuzzy control output can be generated using the simplified equations (6.9) and (6.10). 
6.4.7. Parameter tuning 
Selecting suitable parameters for the fuzzy logic controller plays an important role in 
achieving the goals of the controller. If sufficient information is not available about the 
controlled system, the selection of suitable parameters for the fuzzy logic controller 
can adopt a trial-and-error process, which may be quite time consuming. Efforts have 
been made to tune the fuzzy logic controller parameters at the design stage to obtain a 
simple solution and achieve an optimal or near optimal system performance. 
A method used to tune the fuzzy logic controller parameters is off-line tuning. The 
objective of the parameter tuning method is to change the inputs and output 
membership threshold level and the reasoning rules in an organized manner to achieve 
desired system response. The tuning method tries to minimize three system 
performance indices: overshoot, steady state error and the transient time to reach a 
new steady state after a disturbance. 
Parameter tuning can use the simulation results of a PI controller. Under the guidance 
of the simulated results, the trial-and-trace process changes the parameters in the fuzzy 
logic core. The adjusted parameters are then simulated to test system performance. 
This procedure can find whether one set of parameters meets the performance 
requirements or leads to instability. Alternatively in the case where system information 
is lacking to obtain the best parameters for the system may require a large number of 
iterations in searching for a set of desired parameters. 
The following is a simple fuzzy logic controller model, the trial and trace process 
results are used for the controller fuzzy core test. 
[System] 
Name= I fuzzy controller, 
Type= 'mamdani' 
Version=2.0 
Numinputs=2 
NumOutputs=l 
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NumRules=9 
AndMethod='min' 
OrMethod='max' 
ImpMethod='min' 
AggMethod='max' 
DefuzzMethod='centroid' 
(Inputi] 
Name='du' 
Range=[-60 601 
NurMFs=3 
MF1='too_high' : 'trimf', [-60 -60 0] 
MF2='good': 'trimf', (-19.7 0 19.71 
MF3='too low' : 'trimf', [0 60 60] 
(Inpu t2] 
Name='du/dt' 
Range=[-60 601 
NurMFs=3 
MF1='slowdown' : 'trimf', (-60 -60 0] 
MF2='steady': 'trimf', [-20 -0.635 20] 
MF3='speedup' : 'trimf', (0 60 601 
(Outputl] 
Name='outputl' 
Range=[-l 11 
NumMFs=5 
MF1='least': 'trimf', (-1.468 -1 -0.481 
MF2='less' : 'trimf', (-l -0.5 01 
MF3='average': 'trimf', [-0.5 0 0.5] 
MF4='more': 'trimf', (0 0.5 11 
MF5='full_open': 'trimf', (0.5 1 1.51 
[Rules] 
1 0, 2 (1) :1 
2 0, 3 (1) :1 
3 0, 4 (1) :1 
1 1, 3 (1) :1 
2 2, 3 (1) :1 
3 3, 3 (1) :1 
1 3, 1 (1) :1 
3 1, 5 (1) :1 
2 2, 4 (1) :1 
6.5. Simulation of hybrid variable speed control system 
Based on the fuzzy logic controller model discussed in the last section, the simulation 
model of the speed controller has been developed and simulation studies have been 
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performed to investigate the performance of the developed control system. Figure 6.10 
shows the block diagram of the simulated system. 
Actuator Engine Generator Load 
Fuzzy inference 
Js sref 
P(I) 
- . 1s/4t 
Figure 6.10. Block diagram of fuzzy logic core simulation study 
Two case studies at varying load are presented in Figure 6.11 and 6.12. Figure 6.11 
shows the case of load decreasing. A load decrease of 50% occurs at 20 seconds of the 
simulation time as shown in Figure 6.11 (a), the control produces a corresponding 
reference speed given in Figure 6.11 (b). The system experiences a speed increase and 
voltage increase due to the sudden load drop as shown in Figure 6.11 (c) and (d). The 
controller then acts to change the input power of the system and bring the system to 
the reference speed, returning the voltage to the normal level within 20 seconds. 
Figure 6.12 shows the load increasing case. A load increase from 50% to 100`% occurs 
at 20 seconds of the simulation time as shown in Figure 6.12 (a), the corresponding 
reference speed is shown in Figure 6.12 (b). The system experiences a speed and 
voltage decrease due to the sudden load increase shown in Figure 6.12 (c) and (d). The 
controller performs the control and brings the system to the reference speed and 
voltage to the normal level within 15 seconds. 
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Figure 6.11. (a) Load current 
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Figure 6.11. (b) Reference speed 
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Figure 6.11. (d) Load voltage 
Figure 6.11. Simulation case study (load decrease) 
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Figure 6.12. (d) Load voltage 
Figure 6.12. Simulation case study (load increase) 
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Unlike the classical design approach, which requires exact mathematical models and 
precise numerical values, a basic feature of the fuzzy logic core is a process that can be 
controlled without detailed knowledge of the controlled systems. The control strategy 
can be expressed by a set of rules that describes the behaviour of the controller using 
linguistic terms. Proper control action can be inferred from this rule base that emulates 
the role of the human operator or a benchmark control action. Thus, fuzzy logic 
method is suitable for non-linear, dynamic processes for which an exact mathematical 
model may not be available. 
The results have shown the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy and the 
hybrid variable speed controller under load changing condition. It is also noted that the 
transient of the system is much longer than the transient of the power electronic 
converter discussed in Chapter 5 due to the inertia of the mechanical system. If the 
required power changes, the system needs to adjust its fuel input accordingly. The 
variable speed controller responds to the load change bringing the system into a new 
stable operation point by making the adequate adjustment on the input power. 
An important feature is that the variable speed controller adopts a fuzzy logic core. 
That has significantly reduced the complexity than using an arithmetic model, because 
it does not require a highly accurate modelling. The features of simplicity and less 
intensive mathematical calculation requirements enable the speed controller to be 
implemented using inexpensive hardware technology. A low-cost FPGA technology is 
used to implement the fuzzy logic based variable speed controller. The FPGA 
implementation of the controllers is discussed in a later chapter. 
This chapter has presented the hybrid control method and the designed fuzzy logic 
core for the variable speed controller based on the principles and design methods for 
controls of fuel and power electronics in chapter 3 and 5. The next chapter presents a 
combined control strategy integrating power electronics system control and generator 
speed control. 
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Chapter 7 
The System Control 
T 
his chapter mainly focuses on the overall system control. Firstly, the 
operational problems of small scale stand alone generation systems are 
discussed, then the control strategies for the generation system are proposed. Finally, 
the modelling and performance studies of the proposed control system are presented. 
7.1. The operation of PM generator based stand alone 
generation systems 
In a stand-alone generation system, keeping the output voltage at a constant 
predetermined level while the load changes is a strict requirement as a stand-alone 
generating system differs from a network connected system. The latter can be 
considered as an infinite power source, consequently, adding or shedding load does not 
significantly affect the system voltage and frequency. However, in a stand-alone 
generation system, any change of load or system configuration may represent a 
relatively big change that can significantly alter system operating conditions. The 
effects of large and sudden changes in the load need to be carefully assessed for small- 
scale generation systems. 
Conventionally, both Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVRs) and speed governors are 
used with synchronous generators in stand alone generation systems to achieve 
constant speed and voltage operation. An Automatic Voltage Regulator (AVR) is a 
control device which automatically adjusts the output voltage of the generator to 
maintain the voltage at a relatively constant value. This is achieved by comparing the 
output voltage with a reference voltage and, based on the difference, necessary 
adjustments in the field current are made to bring the output voltage to the required 
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value. The speed governor is a device to control the speed by adjusting the power input 
from the prime mover and has been previously described in detail. 
The fundamental difference between synchronous generators and permanent magnet 
generators is that synchronous generators can achieve voltage regulation by controlling 
the field excitation current. However permanent magnet generators normally have no 
adjustable excitation systems and obviously different methods must be used to regulate 
the system voltage. Basically the voltage of a permanent magnet generator may be 
adjusted by controlling the speed of the prime mover (engine) to produce a variable 
EMF. One fundamental concept to be considered is that in order to keep a system 
stable, the system has to balance the power supplied and the load plus power losses. 
The key aspect in controlling a stand-alone generation system is to produce the power 
demanded by the load. Therefore, whenever a load change occurs the generated power 
needs a corresponding adjustment quickly to balance the power requirement and 
maintain the system stability. 
Obviously, the system may be operated more economically if the engine is operated at 
the most efficient point in the normal working range. This leads to the concept of 
variable speed generator systems in which the voltage and frequency are maintained 
constant using a suitable electronic interface between the machine and power systems. 
To develop a complete control system for a stand-alone generation system with a 
permanent magnet generator, the analyses of the regulation relationship in a governed 
stand-alone system is considered. According to equation (3.5. a), the speed variation is 
determined by 
swa = 
(c&1 - AG)(Js +(A-B)) 
The equation shows the system may be controlled to operate at almost constant speed 
(5w0 - 0), or variable speed (&o # 0) by adjusting the fuelling rate &1. For a stand- 
alone generation system carrying a significantly changing load in the normal operating 
range, fixed speed operation may not be efficient even though the load voltage can be 
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controlled at a constant level by a dc-dc converter. Alternatively, voltage regulation 
can be achieved by varying the engine speed, however the response is relatively slow 
as shown in Chapter 6. This chapter presents a combined control strategy to improve 
the system performance. 
7.2. Control strategy for diesel engine generator set 
In previous sections, the different operating requirements of field winding exciting and 
permanent magnet generators in stand-alone generation systems have been discussed. 
A method, using a chopper, to keep a constant dc link voltage for the inverter was 
discussed in Chapter 5. In addition, the fuzzy logic control method, which enables 
control of the operating speed to be included, was discussed in Chapter 6. The aim of 
the combined control system is simultaneously to meet the power required and at the 
same time, keep almost constant voltage and frequency. 
In a small scale stand-alone system large and sudden load changes may represent 
changes that are a very high percentage of normal operating power. This may result in 
voltage transients of large magnitudes and create serious problems. For example, if the 
mechanical system alone is adjusted, the fuel input may not be sufficiently rapid 
because the responses of mechanical systems are slow. Nevertheless, the system may 
have to operate at a different power level after the transient period, therefore proper 
fuel input adjustment is necessary to balance the power. 
In Chapter 5, the PWM scheme controlling the step-down chopper has been discussed. 
This method can be co-ordinated with the fuel governing mechanics to minimise the 
transient disturbance. The fuel control aims to maintain the stable and efficient 
operation of the system, while the dc link chopper control seeks to provide the voltage 
source inverter with an almost constant dc voltage input, so that a fixed modulation 
ratio can be applied to the VSI. The generator itself is de-coupled in frequency from 
the ac load, which receives the required power with relatively constant voltage 
amplitude and frequency. The control subsystems work together within an overall 
control strategy for the stand-alone generation system. 
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Figure 7.1 shows the proposed overall control strategy for the stand alone generation 
system. The complete control system comprises the variable speed controller and the 
control systems of power electronic converters. The variable speed controlled system 
provides an appropriate driving power to meet the demands of the changing system 
load, while the dc-dc conversion system absorbs voltage transients and maintains the 
voltage at the dc terminal of the inverter within the desired range, the frequency of the 
ac loading system being maintained by the inverter. 
----------- 
r-Ej 
7.2.1. Variable speed control principle 
For simplicity, a simple circuit used to illustrate the compensation of voltage drop in 
the circuit is shown in Figure 7.2. 
Ra L 
The voltage relationship can be described by the equation: 
e=va +L 
di 
+R, "i, 
where 
Rload 
(7.1) 
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Figure 7.2. Circuit representation 
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e is the electromotive force generated in generator stator winding, which 
depends on machine design and operation conditions such as the air gap 
flux density and the rotor rotating speed, 
va is the generator terminal voltage, va = RI d- to 
Rload is the equivalent load at the generator terminal. Here a pure resistive 
load is used. 
L is the equivalent inductance of generator stator winding, 
iQ is the current of the generator, 
RQ is the equivalent resistance of the generator stator winding. 
Assuming the generation system provides a constant voltage (dvo =0) to the load, then 
when a system load change AR occurs, a current dia, which is equal to Vconstant /R, 
will be produced and a corresponding power variation, OP = Ai. V..., , occurs. Using 
the incremental form, equation (7.1) can be expressed as: 
De=Ld(dt°)+R. -Ai. (7.2) 
Expressing in Laplace form equation (7.2) becomes: 
De(s) = (Ls + Ra) " Aia (s). (7.3) 
That is, de is proportional to the current change. Equation (7.3) shows that as load 
current changes, a change of generated EMF, de, is able to keep a constant voltage in 
the simplified circuit. In an electrical machine system, de is proportional to the air gap 
flux and the rotational speed. If K# is used to represent the air gap flux factor, then: 
De(s) = KO " isav(s) (7.4) 
Substituting (7.4) into (7.3) gives 
KK " O&o(s) = (Ls + Ra) " Aia (s) 
and rearranging, 
Ow(s) = 
(LsK Ra) 
. Dia(s) (7.5) 
e 
Assuming a constant output voltage then the change of di, reflects the change of load 
power. Equation (7.5) indicates if a speed change, 4a, is generated in response to a 
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load change of dia, then the system will tend to operate at a new stable condition (new 
working point) with a constant terminal voltage and balanced power. 
If the system is operating at a speed cal before the load changes and the new operating 
speed is a. 2 after the load changes, then C02 is equal to w, + Aw and du» can be found 
according to the Equation (7.5). Where a diesel engine acts as the prime mover, the 
different operating speed can be achieved by adjusting the fuel-input. From the point 
of view of power balance, the generation system provides the power needed by the 
system, however the time taken to achieve the condition is unacceptable as shown in 
Chapter 6. 
7.2.2. Power electronic conversion system control 
In Figure 7.1 the power electronic system in the stand-alone generation system 
provides an effective solution to the voltage control. In the proposed scheme, the ac 
voltage produced by the generator is rectified into dc and the dc-dc converter provides 
the controlled dc voltage to the inverter. The regulated dc voltage is then converted 
back into ac using a PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) inverter. This type of conversion 
can be found in wind energy conversion systems [7][48][52]. 
The power electronic systems required have been discussed in previous chapters, 
however, the converters and associated control methods are briefly summarised in this 
section to highlight their functions in the integrated system. 
In the system, the rectifier is an uncontrolled rectifier, so that the voltage at its output 
terminal changes while generator output voltage varies. The use of an uncontrolled 
rectifier can reduce the cost and complexity of the control system. 
The dc-dc converter functions as a dc transformer, its ratio varies with its input 
voltage. A variable ratio dc-dc conversion stage allows the diesel engine and generator 
to be operated at variable speed, i. e. allows a changing voltage at dc link rectifier 
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terminal, but the voltage on the inverter side remains almost constant. The controllable 
dc-dc conversion stage decouples the frequencies of the two ac systems. 
The dc to ac conversion in this project is achieved using a three-phase bridge power 
electronic inverter. The inverter is connected to the output terminal of the dc link to 
provide the desired ac voltage and frequency. 
In summary, the rectifier in the system is a non-controlled device, the dc-dc converter 
has a feed back control system and the inverter is controlled by a fixed frequency and 
amplitude modulation switching strategy. With the combination of a dc-dc converter 
with variable conversion ratio and a voltage source inverter with the fixed modulation 
ratio, an effective appropriate power supply is provided. 
7.3. Overall system modelling and simulation 
In the previous sections, the control strategy for each part of the generation system has 
been discussed, the combined co-operative control is the key point of the control 
strategy for a stand-alone diesel engine driven permanent magnet generator system. 
The complete system consists of three main parts: 
"A closed-loop control system for the prime mover and generator system to 
perform the control of the speed and the input power. 
"A closed-loop control system for the dc-dc voltage converter to regulate the 
dc link voltage. 
"A voltage source inverter with the associated PWM control system to 
provide the ac voltage with constant amplitude and frequency to the load. 
With the developed models of the engine, generator, power electronic converters and 
the control systems, the overall system simulation can be performed. However, due to 
the great difference between the time constants of the mechanical systems and power 
electronic systems, the memory capability of the available computing facility is not 
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adequate to support the simulation of such a complete system. Therefore, the studied 
system is sub-divided into two sub-systems as shown in Fig. 7.3. 
.. ý 
Diesel Engine/ DC/DC 
Generator Set Rectifier system 
input 
Inverter Load 
input 
A amtDC/DC converter VSI control 
control 
output 
Subsystem -1 Subsystem -2 
------------------------ ------------------------- 
Figure 7.3. Block diagram of the simulation system 
Subsystem-1: the diesel engine-generator system and part of power electronic 
system including ac-dc and dc-dc conversion, the speed controller and dc 
converter control. A resistive load is used to load the dc-dc converter. 
Subsystem-2: the power electronic system composed of the rectifier, dc-dc 
converter, inverter and the associated control system for power electronics. 
The overlap of the two subsystems is designed to enable the effectiveness of the 
control systems to be demonstrated. 
The simulation results of the Subsystem-1 are presented in Figure 7.4. A load increase 
occurs at 1 second of the simulation time as shown in Figure 7.4 (a). Following the 
disturbance, the speed controller responds to set a new level of reference speed given 
in Figure 7.4 (b). The fuel input control is then adjusted. The action brings the system 
to the new reference speed as shown in Figure 7.4 (c), which also shows there is a 
short transient before the system reaches the new stable state after the load disturbance. 
It can be seen that the dc link voltage tends to change, however, the dc-dc converter 
keeps the chopper output voltage almost constant and the voltage transients are 
significantly reduced as shown in Figure 7.4 (d). As the speed varies, the generator 
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output voltage correspondingly changes. The magnitude and frequency of the ac input 
voltage to the rectifier system was increased with the increase of the machine speed is 
shown Figure 7.4 (e). 
The simulation results of Subsystem-2 are presented in Figure 7.5. A load increase 
occurs at 0.14 seconds of the simulation time as shown in Figure 7.5 (a). A 
corresponding dc link current increase occurs as shown in Figure 7.5 (b). Figure 7.5 (c) 
shows that the dc-dc converter maintains the chopper output voltage almost constant. 
The ac voltage waveform of the PWM inverter in Figure 7.5 (d) shows that the ac 
loading system voltage magnitude and frequency are kept constant during the load 
disturbance. The magnitude and frequency of the ac input voltage to the rectifier 
system is assumed constant during the simulation as shown Figure 7.5 (e). 
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Figure 7.4. Simulation results of Subsystem-1 
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Figure 7.5. Simulation results of Subsystem-2 
7.4. Discussions and summary 
The control strategies have been developed by integrating two controllers (i) Fuel input 
control, (ii) Power electronic converter control. The investigation and evaluation of the 
system and control strategy have been performed by simulation. The simulation results 
show the proposed combined control strategy for the whole control system performs 
well. 
In terms of the system power balance, as load increases, the speed controller adjusts 
the operating speed to a higher level so as to generate more power to balance the load 
U.: U V Ui 
026 03 
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increase. In the proposed control strategy, keeping a constant dc link voltage is an 
important condition for providing an adequate voltage to the consumer in the ac 
system, this has been secured by a dc-dc converter and a fixed modulation ratio 
switching PWM inverter. The chopper controller can respond quickly to the system 
dynamics and therefore quickly provides control of the DC link voltage. The mismatch 
between the high speed system transient and moderate speed response of the speed 
control is compensated for by the chopper. 
Simulation studies have been performed with separated subsystems and the expected 
results were obtained. It has been shown that the developed models and the controllers 
work effectively. The corresponding results show that the isolated generation system 
under a changing load can be controlled to operate at variable speed. If the required 
power changes, the system adjusts the fuel input accordingly, and eventually the 
desired operating speed. The variable speed controller responds to the load change and 
operates the system at a variable speed. The reference speed reflects the steady state 
fuel rate. 
The results obtained have proven that the control strategy is effective for stand-alone 
generation systems. The control system implementation and experimental studies are 
presented in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 8 
Control System CPLD/FPGA 
Implementation 
T raditional control systems, often 
based on analogue and digital electronic 
circuits, usually have the advantages of fast dynamic response but have the 
drawback of complex circuitry, limited functions and difficulty in circuit modification. 
Many modem techniques are used in present control system applications, such as, 
EPROM supervisory controller, microprocessor based or DSP based digital 
controllers. These modem control schemes overcome most of the disadvantages of 
traditional electronic circuits and also have the important features, such as software 
control and flexibility in adaptation to various applications. The advancement of very 
large-scale integration technology and the development of application-specific 
integrated circuit technology have encouraged several new specialised technologies, in 
particular, Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD) and Field Programmable 
Gate Array (FPGA), which enable rapid prototyping of digital systems. 
VHDL is closely related to FPGA and CPLD and is an industry standard modelling 
language for the design and description of electronic systems. Use of VHDL as a 
modelling and simulation tool in the design of control systems is a new development 
aimed at exploring and rapidly prototyping more compact, fast, and cost effective 
controllers. In this research the VHDL language is used as the tool for targeting the 
FPGA/CPLD chip implementation. This has led to the application of a "top-down" 
design methodology and logic synthesis tools. The designed controllers are to be 
implemented with programmable chips to minimise the circuit complexity. This 
chapter starts with a brief introduction of the CPLD and FPGA devices used; and the 
modelling of the CPLD and FPGA based hardware using the VHDL development tool: 
Xilinx Foundation Express. This chapter describes the CPLD/FPGA based control 
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system structures, covers the simulation studies and timing analysis of the Vf IDL 
models of the control systems and finally presents the results obtained. 
8.1. Introduction of CPLD/FPGA technology and the VHDI. 
development tool 
8.1.1. Xilinx XC4000XL and XC9500 Series 
The CPLD and FPGA devices (XC9500 and XC4000XL) used in this project are 
described in this section. 
XC4000XL family 
The Xilinx XC4000XL family, one of the Xilinx Field Programmable Gate Arrays 
series, has significant features for control system implementation, such as high- 
performance, high-capacity, unlimited reprogram ability. XC4000XL family FPGAs 
are implemented with regular, flexible, programmable architecture of Configurable 
Logic Blocks (CLBs), which are interconnected by a powerful hierarchy of versatile 
routing resources (routing channels) and surrounded by a perimeter of programmable 
Input/Output Blocks (IOBs). The layout is illustrated in Figure 8.1. 
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Figure S. 1. Basic FPGA block diagram 
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There are mainly three types of elements in a FPGA device [43]. 
"A matrix of Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs). The CLBs provide the 
functional elements for implementing most of the desired logics. A net of 
CLB routing surrounds each CLB in the array and the routings are 
connected to the CLB inputs and outputs. Each CLB contains storage 
elements that can be configured as either flip-flops or latches. This 
capability makes the FPGA highly synthesis-compatible. 
9 Peripheral Input/Output Blocks (IOBs). User-configurable input/output 
blocks provide the interface between external package pins and the internal 
logic. Each IOB controls one package pin and can be configured for input, 
output, or bi-directional signals. Inputs on the XC4000XL are TTL and 
3.3V CMOS compatible. The I/Os on the XC4000XL are fully 5-volt 
tolerant even though the supply voltage, Vcc, is 3.3V. This allows 5V 
signals to directly connect to the XC4000XL inputs. In addition, the 3.3V 
Vcc can be applied before or after 5V signals applied to the I/Os. This 
makes the XC4000XL immune to power supply sequencing problems. 
Outputs on the XC4000XL are pulled to the positive supply rail. 
"A net of metal interconnects. All internal connections are composed of 
metal segments with programmable switching points and switching 
matrices to implement the desired routing. As described at the beginning of 
this section, the XC4000XL FPGAs can be reconfigured an unlimited 
number of times. The interconnection can be programmed and 
reprogrammed such that the routing blocks can be optimised or re- 
composed. There are several types of interconnects in these FPGAs: 
1. CLB routing is associated with each row and column of the CLB 
array. 
2. IOB routing forms a ring around the outside of the CLB array. It 
connects the I/O with the internal logic blocks. 
3. Global routing consists of dedicated networks primarily designed to 
distribute clock signal throughout the device with minimum delay 
and skew. 
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The devices are customized by loading configuration data into internal static memory 
cells. The values stored in these memory cells and implemented interconnections 
determine the logic functions of the FPGA. XC4000 family devices support system 
clock rates around 80 MHz. The XC4000XL series product includes various devices, 
such as XC4005XL, XC4010XL, XC4013XL, XC4020XL, XC4028XL, XC4036XL, 
XC4044XL, XC4052XL, XC4062XL, XC4085XL, the maximum logic gate range is 
from 5000 to 85,000 [43]. 
XC9500 fam ily 
The XC9500 Complex Programmable Logic Device (CPLD) family provides 
advanced in-system programming and test capabilities for high performance, general 
purpose logic integration. Advanced features include output slew rate control and user- 
programmable ground pins to help reduce system noise. I/Os may be configured for 
3.3V or 5V operation. All outputs provide 24mA drive capacity. 
XC9500 device architecture consists of multiple Function Blocks (FBs) and IOBs 
fully interconnected by the FastCONNECT switch matrix. The IOB provides buffering 
for device inputs and outputs. Each FB provides programmable logic capability of 36 
inputs and 18 outputs. The FastCONNECT switch matrix connects all FB outputs and 
input signals to the FB inputs. XC9500 family includes XC9536, XC9572, XC95108, 
XC95216, XC95288. Logic density of the XC9500 ranges from 800 to over 6400 
usable gates with 36 to 288 registers [43]. 
Target chips 
The programmability and adaptability have given FPGAs and CPLDs significant 
advantages for the development of prototype systems and their early introduction to 
the market. For these reasons the proposed controllers are to be implemented using 
these chips. A CPLD (XC95108-PC84,2400 gates) device is used for implementing 
the chopper controller and a FPGA device (XC4010XL-PC84,10,000 gates) is used 
for implementing the fuzzy logic variable speed controller. 
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8.1.2. The VHDL language for hardware modelling 
With the conflict between control system complexity and the need for short and 
efficient design cycles, the use of high-level design languages is an attractive 
alternative to the schematic entry of traditional CAD. Although intended for digital 
hardware design, VHDL contains features found in modern programming language. 
The language provides the capability for developing models of systems that can be 
simulated prior to development and fabrication. This allows problems associated with 
integration, design, and even specification to be found early in the design cycle. This 
type of modeling also provides a mechanism for validating test plans and procedures 
prior to real hardware and software integration. 
Hardware modelling by means of HDLs has changed the way designers think of 
circuits. Schematic entry tools have been replaced by CAD systems that support HDL 
specifications and synthesis. Making hardware design more closely allied to software 
programming. The change from gate-level to architectural-level modelling can be 
paralleled to the change from programming in assembly code to high-level software 
languages. Object-oriented methods for hardware specification have been proposed, 
and the unifying trend between hardware and software design is unavoidable, 
especially when considering that system design requires specifying both hardware and 
software components. The use of hardware description languages in the design process 
implies a different approach to design than that used in the past. 
VHDL divides entities (components, circuits, or systems) into an external or visible 
part (entity name and connections) and an internal or hidden part (entity algorithm and 
implementation). An entity is defined, relative to other entities, by its connections and 
behaviour. After defining the external interface to an entity, other entities can use the 
specified entity when they are being developed. This concept of internal and external 
views is very important in the view of VHDL system design. 
Generally, the main body of VHDL code describes the entity function involving some 
numerical calculations. The main numerical calculations involved in control systems 
are basic arithmetic operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
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division. These functions can be achieved in CPLD/FPGA with the VHDL 
description. The VHDL code describes digital logic circuits in a similar way to 
Boolean equations that represent logic functions. For example, in the add function, the 
Boolean equations that represent a 1-bit full-adder are: 
Sum = ABC1 + ABC;,, + ABC;, + ABC (8.1) 
Carry = AB + AC;,, + BC,  
(8.2) 
With VHDL code, if A and B are the two operands and sum and carry are the results 
of the 1-bit add operation, the function can be easily achieved as expressed below: 
sum :=A xor B xor Carry;,; 
carry := (A and B) or (A and Carry;,, ) or (B and Carry;,, ); 
The logic gates circuitry for the 1-bit adder is shown in Figure 8.2. 
A 
B 
Carry in 
gut 
Figure 8.2. The illustration of the 1-bit adder VHDL code. 
The VHDL code for a n-bit adder is: 
carry := carry,,,; 
for i in 0 to n loop 
carryO := carry; 
sum(i) : =A (i) xor B(i) xor carry0; 
carry :_ (A(i) and B(i)) or 
(A(i) and carry0) or 
(B(i) and carryO); 
end loop; 
The for-loop and bit-to-bit operation construct the n-bits add operation, which can be 
illustrated in Figure 8.3. 
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Figure 8.3. The illustration for a n-bit adder VHDL code 
The above shows that the VHDL description is very similar to high level language but 
can describe the operation of digital electronics in a straightforward manner. 
8.1.3. A system design tool -Foundation Express 
Xilinx Foundation Express is a design environment for using VHDL to develop 
electronic systems based on FPGAs and CPLDs. The software package contains 
several productivity tools that are easily accessible through graphical tool bars, icons 
and pop-up menus. It supports hierarchically structured designs and can invoke the 
implementation programs as required to compile a design into a CPLD/FPGA. It 
supports the complete spectrum of programmable logic design methodology from fully 
automatic to hand-crafted. All the tools feature a Graphical User Interface (GUI). On 
PCs, the GUI is fully Microsoft Windows compliant, all programs are executed from 
tool bars and icons. The main productivity tools are briefly introduced as follows. 
The Design Manager provides a complete project management environment for a wide 
range of device families. It provides version control, device re-targeting and design 
reuse. The implementation process can be controlled with the configurable Flow 
Engine. The system can be analysed and optimised before the implementation. 
Floorplanner provides techniques that have proven to be extremely valuable to gate 
array and custom silicon designers. It allows optimisation of specialised structures like 
high-speed distributed RAM and three-state internal bus features. The interactive 
Timing Analyzer makes it easy to quickly determine the performance of the designed 
system by generating custom timing reports. Using pop-up menus, the delay along a 
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specific path or group of paths can be quickly shown. The delay along all paths of a 
certain type or those associated with a specific clock signal can also be shown. In 
addition, the Timing Analyzer automatically displays the estimated maximum 
frequency allowed for the design. The Hardware Debugger allows the verification of 
configuration data and the internal signal activity to be viewed. It takes advantage of 
the reprogram ability of SRAM-based devices by configuring the chip in-circuit using 
a cable connected to the computer. 
Design using Xilinx Foundation Express consists of three interrelated steps: entry, 
implementation and verification. 
Design Entry. Foundation Express design entry provides both VHDL editor and 
schematic editor, which makes visually oriented design techniques compatible with 
text-based VHDL design constructs. The design environment supports hierarchical 
design entry, with top-level drawings defining the major functional blocks, and lower- 
level descriptions defining the logic in each block. Different hierarchical elements can 
be specified with different design entry tools, allowing the use of the most convenient 
entry method for each portion of the design. 
Design Implementation. After the design is entered, the hierarchical elements are 
combined using the implementation tools. Foundation Express translates VHDL to an 
internal format and synthesizes VHDL descriptions according to the VHDL synthesis 
process defined. Then implementation tools can be used to map the logic into the 
resources of the target device architecture, determine an optimal placement of the 
logic, and select the routing channels that connect the logic and I/O blocks so as to 
create the CPLD/FPGA configuration. 
Design Verification. Design verification typically involves a combination of in-circuit 
testing, simulation, and static timing analysis. The user-programmable nature of these 
devices allows designs to be tested immediately in the target application by direct 
downloading the Serial Vector Format (SVF)/bitstream file from a computer to a 
CPLD/FPGA device. Static timing analyses can be performed to examine the logic 
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and timing of the implementation through calculating the performance along signal 
paths, identifying possible race conditions and detecting set-up and hold-time 
violations. 
8.1.4. The design procedure 
As previously mentioned, VHDL has many advantages, however, VHDL by itself 
cannot provide all of these benefits. Therefore an organised design methodology must 
be developed to accommodate modelling activities, along with a design framework in 
which the system models are created. This framework implies an efficient method of 
VHDL modelling and simulations activities, and a technique for evaluating simulation 
results. 
The stages involved in designing an electronic system are illustrated in Figure 8.4, 
which shows the complete electronic design process, from the specification of the 
system, through hardware and software partition, down to the specification and 
implementation of the hardware and software parts of the completed system. 
Syscespecifcafi 
iIbTdw parfidon I Hardware 
specification Software 
specification 
ct design 
Bord and s) s 
VHDL design 
process 
Figure 8.4. The stages of electronic system design 
The hardware includes the required analogue circuit and the interface to the 
CPLD/FPGA. The software is used to describe the CPLD/FPGA structure and perform 
the required function. 
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Figure 8.5 shows the design process of using VHDL. 
Write a design description in VHDL 
Simulate and verify the design 
Synthesize and optim ize I 
I Implement into target CPLD/FPGA 
I Download and test the target device I 
Compare and further verify 
Figure 8.5. Design Flow 
The above design steps are. 
" Write a design description in VHDL. The description can be a combination 
of structural and functional elements. 
" Simulate and verify the design. Simulate the design by using the 
Foundation Express simulator and verify whether the description is correct. 
" Synthesize and optimize. The VHDL design descriptions are synthesised 
and optimised into a gate-level netlist. Foundation Express synthesize tool 
generates the optimised netlists for the targeted CPLD/FPGA architecture. 
" Implement into target CPLD/FPGA. Which is a translation and 
optimization process to forward annotates timing constraints to the place 
and route engine so as to produce serial vector format (SVF) file/bitstream 
file. 
" Download and test the target device. The SVF/bitstream file is downloaded 
for CPLD/FPGA configuration. This step is to link the CPLD/FPGA 
technology-specific version of the design to the development system. Two 
development systems for the targeting devices are used, they are 
XC4010XL test board and XC9500 test board (More details about the 
development boards are described in Appendix A). 
" Compare and further verify. Compare the output of the gate-level 
simulation against the output of the original VHDL description simulation 
to verify that the implementation is correct. 
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All these steps are performed with the Xilinx Foundation Express tool. The Xilinx 
working environment provides a fully automatic design system to perform various 
functions, such as the simulation, synthesize, optimise, implementation, download and 
configuration the target devices. 
8.2. The control system 
8.2.1. Control system structure 
The structure of the control system implemented with a FPGA (XC4000XL-4010XL - 
PC84) and a CPLD (XC95108-PC84) is shown in Figure 8.6. 
--------------- 
CPL_D 
Figure 8.6. FPGA and CPLD control system 
The control system consists of two main ingredients: chopper control unit and variable 
speed control unit. The timing control unit generates a timing signal providing the on- 
chip timing signal. This process has two main advantages: (1) flexibility: The actions 
of the control system are controlled by internal timing signal that is embedded in the 
chip; (2) simplicity: reducing hardware circuitry complexity. The two main units are 
co-operative controllers. One is for the dc link voltage control, and the other one is for 
the variable speed control. In the following sections the design phases of utilising 
VHDL, including VHDL modelling tasks, logic synthesis, integration tasks, and final 
end-item test, are described. 
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8.2.2. CPLD implementation of chopper controller 
CPLD skeleton of the chopper controller 
The structure of this controller is shown in Figure 8.7. The CPLD functions of the 
controller are covered by a dashed line frame. 
----------------------------------------------------------- 
dultagc nxxlulauun 
Figure 8.7. The CPLD skeleton of the chopper controller 
The voltage reference is the required voltage level in the system. The digital signals 
converted from the measured system signals through A/D interface and then enter the 
comparison unit, where the signals from the controlled system are compared with the 
reference to determine whether the system voltage is higher or lower than the required 
voltage level. According to this information, the computation unit decides the 
adjustment of the control signal, t,,,. Then the control signal generator provides the 
control output that is sent to the dc-dc converter through the driving circuit. The 
control system is implemented as a real time feedback control loop. The timing 
control unit controls the sequence of each stage in the closed control loop. 
Chopper controller entity modelling 
Based on the system requirements and validation from system simulations in Chapter 
5, a viable hardware and software partition can be performed while the functionality of 
the system or subsystem is investigated. The dc chopper controller central unit is the 
target chip, XC9500-95108PC84, which has a number of input/output lines allowing 
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signals to transfer through I/O ports of the target chip, they are the communication link 
between the controller entity and the external system. 
The VHDL descriptions for the chopper controller entity 110 ports are as follows: 
entity chopsim9 is 
port ( 
-- input signal declarations. 
RESET: in STD LOGIC; 
CLK: in STD LOGIC; 
Vdc: in STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 
-- output signal declarations. 
START., out STD_LOGIC; 
CtrlOut: out STD LOGIC 
end chopsim9; 
It is worth emphasising that the I/O ports are actually the interface between the 
required entity model and the external system, through which the data flow in and out. 
The functional behaviour of the chopper controller can be examined without detailed 
bit level interactions. 
The chopper controller operates in a closed loop control system, whose function is to 
produce a chopper switching control signal for dc link voltage control. The dc link 
voltage (denoted as Vdc) is the input signal and the switching control signal (denoted 
as Ctrlout) is the output signal of the controller. The input signal Vdc is defined as a 
8-bit vector to match an 8-bit A/D converter. The output signal is defined as a 
standard bit signal, which is used as the driving signal to control the dc link chopper 
"ON" or "OFF". 
Inside the chopper controller entity, the architecture constructed with the functions 
shown in Figure 8.7 are achieved by interconnection of the programmable logic 
devices inside the chip. The architecture body carries out the comparison, calculation, 
adjustment decision and control signal generation. The flow chart is shown in the 
figure 8.8. 
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Figure 8.8. Flow chart of the chopper controller 
Functionality test and timing analysis 
To verify the performance of the chopper control system, the VHDL modelled chopper 
controller has been synthesised and simulated in both functionality and timing 
suitability. Figure 8.9 shows the controller's functional simulation results. 
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Figure 8.9. Functionality simulation results of the chopper controller in VI HDl_ 
It is expected that when the dc link voltage level becomes higher or lower than the 
reference value (for this simulation the reference setting is 7F) the output of the 
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controller responds immediately, the switching signal becomes narrowed or widened. 
The ON-state ratio of the switching signal can be programmed to vary in the desired 
range. 
The functional simulation results show that the controller has correctly performed. In 
Figure 8.9, the controller output switching signal changes its width in response to the 
variation of the sampled voltage signals (Vdc). When Vdc (represented with two bytes 
HEX code) are higher than reference level (7F) the controller responds with a shorter 
ton output signal. When sampled signals (voltage) are lower than the reference level the 
controller generates a longer to signal. The CLK setting for the functional simulation 
is at basic clock frequency which is 12.5MHz, the sample interval is 82.08us. 
The timing analysis has been performed using a time simulation with 12.5MHz clock 
frequency. The analysis result indicated that a minimum clock period is 25.5ns and 
maximum internal Clock speed is 39.2MHz can be used for the chopper controller 
CPLD implementation. The following is part of the analysis report generated from the 
simulation. 
Performance Summary Report 
Design: fdown 
Device: XC95108-7-PC84 
Program: Timing Report Generator: version M1.5.25 
Date: Sun Jun 10 14: 54: 10 2001 
Timing Constraint Summary: 
TSO=FROM. "PADS(*): TO: tgrp_O DFF: 83.00 Met 
TSI =FROM: tgrp_O DFF. " TO: PADS(*): 83.00 Met 
TS2=FROM. "tgrp_0 DFF. "TO: tgrp_0 DFF. "83.00 biet 
Performance Summary: 
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Clock net 'CLK'path delays: 
Clock Pad to Output Pad (tCO) 
Clock to Setup (tCYC) 
Setup to Clock at the Pad (tSU) 
Minimum Clock Period: 25.5ns 
4.5ns (1 macrocell levels) 
25.5ns (2 macrocell levels) 
5.5ns (0 macrocell levels) 
Maximum Internal Clock Speed: 39.2Mhz 
(Limited by Cycle Time) 
8.2.3. Hybrid variable speed controller FPGA implementation 
Simplicity and fewer requirements for intensive mathematical computation are the 
most important advantages of fuzzy logic method over most other control techniques. 
This feature allows the fuzzy logic controller to be easily implemented using 
inexpensive hardware technology. The low-cost FPGA technology (with XC4000XL- 
4010XL-PC84) has been used to implement the fuzzy logic core based hybrid variable 
speed controller. 
The hybrid variable speed controller is modeled and implemented using the hardware 
description language (VHDL). Despite the simplicity of the fuzzy logic core 
algorithm, it is still a challenge task to implement the controller in a single FPGA chip 
within the gate limitation. The reason is that the realization of all the mathematical 
operations in an FPGA consumes a lager number of gates. However, fuzzy logic can 
tolerate some ambiguities and therefore fortunately it does not require high calculation 
accuracy. Consequently some simplifications and approximations can be tolerated 
without reducing the performance of the controller. 
FPGA skeleton of the hybrid variable speed controller 
The final form of the hybrid variable speed control system includes the variable speed 
reference decision, speed deviation measurement algorithm, the fuzzy logic core 
(FLC) algorithm, and the interface between the controller and the controlled system. 
The FLC input, fuzzification, rule inference, and defuzzification modules were 
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integrated together to forum the structure of the FLC. Figure 8.10 shows the block 
diagram of the FPGA based variable speed controller. The grey area shows the FPGA 
functions of the controller. 
Figure 8.10. Block diagram of FPGA based controller 
In the diagram, the speed reference is modified according to system load conditions. 
Once the reference speed is modified, the error between the reference and actual speed 
and the derivative of the error are calculated to produce the information required by 
the fuzzy logic core to control the fuel input and therefore speed. In this closed loop 
control system, the input signals are the system current and machine speed, the output 
is the signal to the actuator. In practice, for FPGA application, the measured system 
signals (current and speed) need to be converted into digital signals for the inputs of 
the FPGA based controller, then the digital output of the controller needs to be 
converted back to analogue form. Therefore A/D and 1)/A interfaces are needed for 
the FPGA variable speed controller 
Hybrid variable speed controller entity modelling 
Use a similar method to that used for CPLD chopper controller, the variable speed 
controller is modelled with the specified system requirements and simulated to verify 
the control strategy. The entity definition and the associated port declarations area: 
entity wholectrl_FH2test L 12R is 
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port ( 
RST: in STD LOGIC; 
CLK. in STD LOGIC; 
--inputs 
Speed: in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 
Pcur: in STD LOGIC VECTOR (7 downto 0); 
--operating condition 
sign: out std logic; 
abnormal sig: out std logic; 
--control output 
Uoutl: out std_logic_vector(7 downto 0) 
end wholectrl FH2test L12R; 
Two input signals, current and speed (denoted as Pcur and Speed respectively), are 
measured from the system and then converted into digital signals through A/D 
interfaces. In the controller, the two input parameters, Pcur and Speed, are defined as 
two 8-bit vectors to match 8-bit A/D converters. There is one output signal, Uoutl, 
which is the control signal to the actuator. The output signal is defined as an 8-bit 
vector signal to match an 8-bit D/A converter. There are a few other signals listed in 
the port declarations. They are for monitoring system operating conditions, typically, 
the abnormal signal indicating whether the system is overloaded or the running speed 
is too high. 
The architecture of the VHDL code describes the function of each part in the 
controller, including the following: calculation of the reference speed; calculation of 
the speed error and the derivation of the speed error; fuzzy reasoning to produce the 
adjustment command for fuel control; fuzzifycation and defuzzification. These 
functions are achieved in FPGA with VHDL description. The flow chart for the fuzzy 
logic core based hybrid variable speed controller is shown in Figure 8.11. 
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Figure 8.11. Flow chart of the variable speed controller 
Variable speed controller functionality test and timing analysis 
The functional simulation results of the variable speed controller are shown in Figure 
8.12 and Figure 8.13. The CLK setting for the functional simulations is 200MHz. 
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VHDL (load decreasing) 
Figure 8.12 shows the cases of load (represented by Pcur) decreasing. Assuming the 
system is running at a normal condition at t=0, the signals, Perin, speed and the control 
output Uoutl are all 7F. Then the signal of Peur is suddenly changed from 7F to 6A, 
representing a load decrease. Due to this load change the control signal changes from 
7F to 62, indicating there is a control output adjustment corresponding to the load 
decrease. For the stand-alone generating system, the lower level of control output 
means less fuel input. The amount of the decrease is decided by considering the load 
change magnitude as well as the speed error and the change rate of the speed error. 
The change of Uoutl caused by speed and speed change was 08, the remainder being 
due to the decreased load. At t=7 us, the speed changes from 7F to 70 due to Uout l 
change and because the speed change results in a reduced speed error, then Uout/ 
changes from 62 to 66. During this period, the signal sign changes from low to high, 
which indicates that operating speed was lower than required, then overshot and 
became higher. 
When the load again changes (t=18 us), Uoutl reduced to 58. This output reduction 
corresponds to load shedding, the sign signal indicates that the speed is not higher 
than the required speed. This condition continues until t=25 us but the speed error 
reduces as seen in trace resulting in the control signal being 5C. Signal Y indicates the 
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affect of speed and speed change rate on the fuel input adjustment. "I he operativ 
speed reaches a new steady state when Y becomes zero. 
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Figure 8.13. Functional simulation results of variable speed controller model in VIIDL 
(load increasing) 
Figure 8.13 shows the results for the case of load increasing. When the load changes 
from 7F to 8F and then 9A, the fuel control was adjusted from 7F to 93 then to 9l: 
with the effects of speed change being included. 
The results from both functional simulation cases show that the performance of the 
controller is functionally correct. 
The timing analysis was performed at a clock frequency of 12.5MHz. 'l'he analysis 
result indicates that a clock signal with a minimum clock period of O3.434ns 
(maximum frequency 15.764MHz) can be used for this variable speed controller 
FPGA implementation and the maximum path delay from/to any node is 17.154ns. 
The following is part of the analysis report. 
Timing analysis report 
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Xilinx TRACE, Version C. 16 
Copyright (c) 1995-1999 Xilinx, Inc. All rights reserved. 
Designfile: spd cdiv. ncd 
Physical constraint file: spd cdiv. pcf 
Device, speed: xcs40, -4 (xl _0.14.2.21.7 
PRELIMINARY) 
Timing summary: 
Timing errors: 0 Score: 0 
Constraints cover 1568133 paths, 0 nets, and 3236 connections (96.7% coverage) 
Design statistics: 
Minimum period: 63.434ns (Maximum frequency: 15.764MHz) 
Maximum path delay from/to any node: 17.154ns 
Minimum input arrival time before clock: 61.204ns 
Minimum output required time after clock: 16.046ns 
Analysis completed Mon Oct 0916: 16: 05 2000 
8.3. Summary 
The development of the controllers was carried out using the Xilinx development 
system, which provides programmable logic specific high-level flows and optional 
auto-interactive tools. In order to reduce the size and cost of the control system, the 
controllers are implemented in XC9500 and XS4010 devices which are compact and 
cheap. 
With top-down design methodology, the design started at a higher-level of abstraction 
than traditional gate-level design techniques. The logical or functional abstractions are 
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manipulated using logic synthesis tools for the CPLD/FPGA implementation. Typical 
functionality tests have been performed with the simulation tool to verify the 
CPLD/FPGA design in the form of a VHDL description at the early stage in the design 
process. The Foundation Express simulator is used to verify that the description, test 
architectural and design decisions and functionally correct at a high level before 
implementation is performed at gate level. Static timing analyses are also performed to 
examine the logic and timing of the implementation and calculate the performance 
along signal paths, identify possible race conditions, detect set-up and hold-time 
violations, which decide the timing suitability for prototyping. 
Foundation Express, the environment for VHDL development, provides computer 
added design process technology so that the logic optimisation can automatically 
transform a synthesised design to an efficient circuit (the CPLD/FPGA prototyping). 
Practical experiments using the controllers developed are presented in the next 
chapter. 
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Chapter 9 
Experimental Studies 
T 
his chapter presents the experimental studies carried out to validate the 
operation of the proposed systems. The implementation of the hardware model 
configurations is described and the implementations of the FPGA and CPLD based 
control systems are presented. The performance of the proposed control systems is 
tested and results are presented. 
9.1. Electrical machine and power electronic test system 
The simulation results given in Chapter 7 have demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
chopper controller and the hybrid variable speed controller. The objective of the 
experimental work is to validate the simulation results. A diesel engine and PM 
generator set could ideally fulfil the task, however, at the time of carrying on the 
research work, such equipment was not available in the department, therefore, an 
electrical machine experimental system was set up. The experimental system includes: 
"a FH2 MKIV electrical machine system shown in Figure 9.1, including a dc 
motor and an ac generator with fixed excitation, is used to simulate the diesel 
engine and generator system 
"a power electronic system to perform power conversion 
" control systems to control the prime mover and power electronic converters 
" an interface and measurement system. 
The FH2 MKIV electrical machine system and power electronic conversion system are 
described in this section. The control systems and associated interfaces are discussed 
in following sections. 
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FH2 MKIV electrical machine system 
The FH2 MKIV Electrical Machine Teaching System shown in Figure 9.1 is the latest 
version of the fractional horsepower machine teaching system designed for 
educational purposes. A series of ac and dc machines can be fitted into the system to 
conduct various electrical machine experiments. The FH2 MKIV test bed is fitted with 
a sliding clear Perspex safety guard covering the dynamometer and couplings in order 
to reduce the possibility of the user coming into contact with rotating parts. This unit 
consists of a rigid steel chassis on to which the basic power supplies, brake and control 
facilities and machine mounting cradles are mounted. 
The configured test system consists of two electrical machines, a DC Compound 
Machine FH50 and a Wound Rotor Machine FH100. In the system, an optical sensor 
built into the frame of the dynamometer produces a series of pulses, the frequency of 
which is proportional to the speed of rotation. Electronic circuitry converts the 
frequency signal into a proportional dc voltage, which is sent to the control system as 
the speed measurement signal. 
The DC machine (shunt connection, 100W, 110V and 1500 rev/min) placed on the left 
of the machine test cradle works as the prime mover. Obviously the fuel input to the 
diesel system is continuously adjustable, therefore to simulate the diesel engine and 
governor system in the experimental study, an equivalent electronically controllable 
prime mover is required. 
This can be provided by the brake system, which can apply a brake torque to the drive, 
The level of brake torque is adjustable by varying the excitation current, which is 
supplied by a Brake Torque Control Potentiometer. The Brake Torque Control 
Potentiometer supplies voltage in the range of 0 to 30V dc and can be controlled by an 
analogue dc voltage signal. A 0-5V dc input signal is needed to generate the full 
output range of the supply, namely 0-30V. In this way the adjustable torque can be 
used to simulate the fuel input control of the diesel engine system. Maximum braking 
torque operation represents minimum fuel input and minimum braking torque 
operation represents the maximum fuel input. Therefore an increase of the fuel input is 
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effectively a decrease of the braking torque, and vice versa. In this way, the test 
system can be controlled by the signal produced by the controller implemented within 
the FPGA. Consequently, the performance of the developed control system can be 
fully tested and the control strategies validated. 
The permanent magnet generator is simulated by a wound rotor ac electrical machine 
FH100 (4 poles, 80W, 230V, delta connected, 50Hz, at 1500 rev/min) which is 
operated as a synchronous generator with a fixed dc current supplied to the rotor 
winding. Loading resistors are used as load for the experimental study. 
The power electronic system 
The power electronic converter system includes a rectifier, a dc-dc converter and an 
inverter while a rectifier module is used to perform the ac to dc power conversion. The 
three-phase ac generated voltage is rectified by a diode rectifier and then connected to 
the input of the dc-dc converter. The output of the dc-dc converter is the regulated dc 
voltage acting as the source for the voltage source inverter. The amplitude modulation 
of dc to ac conversion is fixed, therefore the dc link voltage should be almost constant 
if the control strategy is to produce the required inverter outputs. 
A three-phase diode rectifier (International Rectifier 36MT80 35A) is selected for ac- 
dc conversion at the generator terminal. The semiconductors used for the dc-dc 
converter are a diode (RHRG30120) and an IGBT (IXSH4ON60). A three phase IGBT 
inverter module (Semikron SKM40GD123D) is used as the dc-ac converter to supply 
the ac output voltage to the load. The module is made up of six IGBT switches with 
in-built free wheeling diodes and they are arranged in a three-phase bridge 
configuration. Each IGBT has a maximum collector-emitter voltage rating of 1200 V 
and a continuous collector current rating of 40 Amperes (at case temperature of 25°C). 
The objectives of the experimental study include examining the validity of the chopper 
control scheme and the effectiveness of the CPLD chopper controller; the validity of 
the variable speed control scheme, the performance of the FPGA variable speed 
controller and a performance study of the overall control system. The two control 
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systems, chopper controller and variable speed controller, are discussed in detail in 
separate sections with the associated measurement and driving circuits. 
The overall test system 
An integrated physical model including the FH2 test bed, the power electronic system, 
and the developed control system is constructed to investigate and assess the operation 
and performance of the developed control strategy. The schematic diagram of the 
overall test system is shown in Figure 9.2. The overall integrated physical model 
includes the CPLD/FPGA implemented controllers. 
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Figure 9.2. Overall integrated physical model with 
CPLD/FPGA implemented controllers 
9.2. Chopper control system and experimental study 
9.2.1. Chopper control system circuit 
A chopper converter, like other power electronic converters, has a power circuit 
section and a switching control circuit section. The power circuit section, which 
normally has to handle relatively large voltages and currents, has been described in 
earlier chapters. The function of the switching control circuit section in the dc-dc 
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converter is to provide the appropriate control signal to the control terminal of the 
power semiconductor in the converter so that the power semiconductor can be turned 
on or off with the correct timing to enable the converter to operate in the required 
manner. The switching control section, generally consisting of integrated circuits and 
other low power electronic components, normally works from low voltage power 
supplies. 
Three functional circuit blocks within the switching control section are shown in 
Figure 9.3. These are labelled as the control block, the timing block and the driver 
block. The timing block generates the timing pulses, according to the required 
switching pattern of the converter. In the case of a chopper in the stand-alone 
generating system, it should produce the pulses of the required frequency and duration 
needed for the controlled semiconductor in the chopper. A closed-loop control circuit 
is used to maintain the voltage at the desired value. The closed-loop controller senses 
the actual voltage, compares it with a reference value, while the control block 
processes the input information and decides the duty cycle of the chopper. 
Driver circuit 
In general, the output pulses of the timing block may not be suitable for being directly 
applied to the control terminals of the power semiconductor switching elements. The 
main reasons are: 
" The power capability of the timing pulses may be insufficient. The output of the 
control signal is at TTL level. This is not enough to drive the IGBT, therefore, the 
first function of the driver circuit is to step up the driving ability. The maximum 
threshold voltage of the IGBT is 6.0 volts. In this design, the driver circuit 
produces switching signals at 15V, which is significantly higher than the threshold 
voltage of the device. 
" There is usually a need to provide electrical isolation between the logic circuit and 
the power semiconductor switching element. 
The driver circuit block serves to meet the above requirements. Figure 9.4 shows the 
circuit diagram of the driver circuit. The transformer provides isolation to the circuit 
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so that the reference level (ground) for the outputs can be different. The diode bridge 
is used to obtain a DC supply for the driving circuit. The voltage regulator maintains a 
steady 15V DC supply to the circuit. The optical isolator provides complete isolation 
of the input signals from driver circuit. The IGBT gate driver MC33153 supplies the 
driving voltage and current to the IGBT. 
hT" Pour circuit section 
(a configuration of power 
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Figure 9.3. Block diagram of the switching control section of a chopper circuits 
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The chopper circuit is switched at a constant frequency (hence, a constant switching 
time period TS = to + to, T). The ON duration of the switch can be adjusted to control 
the average output voltage. The switch duty ratio D, which is defined as the ratio of 
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the ON duration to the switching time period, is variable, so that the average output 
voltage is controlled. 
The schematics of the control scheme for generating the timing pulses is shown in 
Figure 9.5 (a). The timing requirements of CPLD, A/D converter and the IGBT, the 
switching frequency of the chopper can be set by programming the CPLD and easily 
reprogrammed if there is a need to vary the chopper frequency. 
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Figure 9.5. Chopper switching control scheme 
The error between the measured dc link voltage, Vd, and the reference voltage, V«,; is 
obtained using the comparator as shown in Figure 9.5 (a). The required ON state 
length of the switching signal is calculated by a subfunction in the chopper controller 
and is consequently used to set the timer on the basis of a base value. In this way the 
duty cycle ratio, D, of the chopper is varied. Then the switching signal is generated by 
the signal generator. The ON period of the IGBT in the chopper circuit is the width of 
the timing pulses from the switching signal generator. The operation of the circuit is 
further made evident by the relevant waveforms in Figure 9.5 (b). 
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CPLD system 
In the circuit design, both timing circuit and control circuit are implemented in a 
CPLD XC95108-PC84 chip, a member of the Xilinx XC9500 family of CPLD. The 
implemented CPLD chip is mounted on a Xilinx XS95 development board as shown 
in Figure 9.6. 
Figure 9.6. Xilinx XS95 development board 
Signal measurement and conversion 
As the CPLD XS95 development board is 5V regulator configured, the inputs of the 
control signal are at digital signal level. The dc link voltage has to be scaled down into 
the range of digital signal level and converted to a digital signal. Figure 9.7 shows a 
voltage transducer for measurement and an A/D converter used for converting the 
signal to 8-bit digital. 
The voltage sensor used in this project is a PCB-mounting Hall-effect voltage 
transducer (LV25-P), which provides a measured voltage signal to the A/D converter, 
the LV25-P also provides the necessary galvanic isolation between the power circuit 
and the control system. 
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Figure 9.7. Signal measurement and conversion system 
An A/D converter (National Semiconductor ADC0804) is used for the conversion of 
the analogue signal from the transducer into the digital signal. The device is an 8-bit 
CMOS A/D converter based on the successive approximation conversion technique. 
The logic inputs meet TTL specifications as well as CMOS. The READ signal initiates 
the A/D conversion process in the ADC0804 while the WRITE signal enables the 
CPLD to sample the converted digital signal from the A/D converter. The sequence of 
these two signals is set so that the CPLD takes a sample of the digital value after each 
time of conversion. The A/D conversion control signals are produced by the same 
CPLD chip so that it can be easily adjusted to suit to the A/D conversion speed. The 
advantage of this timing control method is that there is no need for a separate clocking 
circuit, hence the complexity of the circuit is reduced. Figure 9.8 shows a simplified 
schematic diagram of the signal sensor and conversion circuit. The buffer 74HC541 is 
used to increase the driving ability of the ADC0804 output signals. 
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9.2.2. Experimental results 
A chopper circuit was constructed and the designed chopper controller was connected 
to the chopper to perform the experimental studies for the verification of the functions 
of the chopper and the controller. Some experimental results are given in Figure 9.9 to 
Figure 9.12, where the waveform sequence (top to bottom) is driving signal, inductor 
current, IGBT current and diode current. The upper and lower limits of the duty ratio 
are set as 87.7% and 6.7% respectively. The results show that chopper system works 
well over the range of duty ratio. 
Figure 9.9. Voltage IGBT driving signal (very high duty ratio D) 
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Figure 9.10. Voltage IGBT driving signal (high duty ratio D) 
Figure 9.11. Voltage IGBT driving signal (low duty ratio D) 
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Figure 9.12. Higher voltage IGBT driving signal (very low duty ratio I)) 
9.3. FPGA variable speed control system 
The behaviour of the FPGA variable speed controller is tested in they modelled stand 
alone power generation system. An increase of fuel input is simulated with a decrease 
of the braking torque applied to the machine. The test system is used to validate the 
developed control system based on FPGA. 
9.3.1. FPGA variable speed control system circuit 
The FPGA variable speed control system circuit includes a programmable gate array 
chip XC401OPC84, the interface circuits, amplifying circuit, and filtering circuits. The 
control system block diagram is shown in Figure 9.13. 
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Figure 9.13. Variable speed control system block diagram 
Inputs interface circuit 
The speed controller has two input signals, current and machine speed. The inputs 
interface circuit includes two A/D conversion sub-circuits, the current signal 
conversion and the speed signal conversion. The two sub-circuits are identical. Figure 
9.14 shows the connection of the A/D conversion circuits. 
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Figure 9.14. A/D conversion circuit 
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Output interface circuit 
The control signal generated in FPGA is a 8-bits digital signal, which cannot he 
directly applied to the control target. A digital to analogue conversion circuit is used to 
convert the digital signal into an analogue signal for the system control. Figure 9.15 
shows the D/A conversion circuit designed as the output Interface for the controller 
test. 
Figure 9.15. The D/A conversion circuit (output interface) 
In Figure 9.15 the ZN425E converts the 8-bit digital signal and produces an analogue 
voltage output. The buffer amplifier is connected for remminfo the offset voltage and 
calibrating the converter. 
A feature of the XC4000XL is a maximum I2mA sink current per output and of course 
the chip can directly drive buses on the circuit board, thus there are no external buffers 
needed between the chip and D/A converter. 
FPGA circuit 
The target technology for the hybrid variable speed controller design is X('4OIUXI. - 
PC84, a member of the Xilinx XC4000XL Series of FPGAs. The implemented FPGA 
chip is mounted on a Xilinx XS40 development board as shown in Figure 9.16. 
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Figure 9.16. Xilinx XS4O development board 
9.4. Overall system tests and results 
The performance of the combined control system, including the chopper controller and 
the hybrid variable speed controller, were investigated in the test system. The 
experimental study was performed using a number of load disturbance conditions. 
Disturbance was created by changing the resistive load connected at the chopper 
output. Figures 9.17 and 9.18 present the system responses without the presence of the 
proposed control system, while the system responses with the proposed control system 
are shown in Figures 9.19 and 9.20. 
System performance without the proposed control systems. The no load operating 
speed of the generator was set as 1500rpm. The operation of the speed controller is 
restricted by setting zero braking torque. To restrict the operation of the chopper 
control system, the switching duty ratio of the chopper controller is fixed at 50"o. The 
load current varies between two different loading levels as shown in Figures 9.17 (a) 
(55% rising to 100%) and Figures 9.18 (a) (100% falling to 59%). The corresponding 
machine speeds and load voltages are shown in Figures 9.17 (b), (c) and in Figures 
9.18 (b), (c). It can be seen that the machine speed drops (100% down to 91 ° o) and the 
output voltage decreases (100% down to 87%) in Figures 9.17 (b) and (c) when the 
load current increases. Figures 9.18 (b) and (c) show that the machine speed rises from 
90 % rising to 100%) and so does the output voltage (87% rising to 100%) when the 
load current decreases. 
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Figure 9.17. (c) DC/DC converter output voltage 
Figure 9.17. Experimental results without control (load increase) 
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Figure 9.18. (a) Load current 
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The combined control system with chopper and speed controllers. The objective is to 
verify that the control system is capable of maintaining the load voltage at a desired 
level under step loading conditions. In this test, the complete control system is applied 
to the test system. The tests are conducted under the same load varying conditions as 
that in the tests without the control systems. Figure 9.19 (a) (b) and (c) show the load 
current, the machine speed and the load voltage when a load increase takes place in the 
system. It can be observed that the speed of the system increases (95 % rising to 
100%) due to the operation of the control system when the load increases (53% rising 
to 100%). The results for load decrease (100% down to 55%) are presented in Figure 
9.20 (a) (b) and (c), where the system responds to the load decrease by reducing the 
speed of the system (100% down to 95%). In both cases the load voltage is kept at 
almost constant. The results show that the proposed control system work well. 
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Figure 9.19. (a) Load current 
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Figure 9.19. (c) DC/DC converter output voltage 
Figure 9.19. Experimental results of the combined control system (load increase) 
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Figure 9.20. Experimental results of the combined control system (load decrease) 
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The experimental study demonstrates that the output voltage of the dc-dc converter 
can be kept constant by the proposed control system. The inverter with a fixed 
modulation ratio produces an almost constant amplitude ac voltage, while the constant 
frequency of the ac output voltage is achieved by timing of the switching control 
signals. Figure 9.21 shows the inverter output voltages. The upper waveform is the 
phase voltage and the lower waveform is the line to line voltage. The output frequency 
of the inverter is 50Hz, and is not significantly affected by speed variations. 
From the results, it can be concluded that the controller is successful at simultaneously 
governing the system speed and regulating the dc voltage level when subjected to 
large sudden load variations. The experimental studies demonstrate that the proposed 
control system can keep an almost constant dc voltage at the input dc terminal of the 
inverter, therefore, a nearly constant amplitude of the ac voltage is ensured. The ac 
output frequency is not affected by variations in generator speed and the desired output 
frequency is maintained at all times. This feature allows the variable speed generator 
set to deliver good quality power to the consumers. 
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Chapter 10 
Conclusions and Recommendation 
10.1. Conclusions 
T 
his thesis describes research work on the design and implementation of a 
control system for variable speed stand alone diesel engine driven generators. 
The main focus has been the development of two advanced controllers for automatic 
fuel and power electronic converter adjustments to provide quality power to the 
consumers. 
An extensive literature survey on the relevant engineering topics and previous research 
work on diesel engines, electric machines, power electronic converters and power 
systems has been carried out. The work has addressed the features of each individual 
element and the integrated system. The main research developments, achievements 
and conclusions are summarised in the following sections. 
1 control system for variable speed stand alone diesel engine driven generators. 
The main focus has been the development of two advanced controllers for automatic 
fuel and power electronic converter adjustments to provide quality power to the 
consumers. 
Modelling and simulation of the diesel and generator sptem 
The principal objective was to develop a control system for an isolated diesel- 
generator system. An indispensable step towards the goal was to develop a system 
model to enable the investigation and evaluation of appropriate control strategies. The 
overall system model was particularised by considering real system requirements 
making the necessary simplifications. Assumptions and simplifications were generally 
implemented to reduce the calculation burden and satisfy the demands of real-time 
operation. Simulation models were developed and simulation studies performed in the 
initial stages of the investigation to establish the validity of the models developed. The 
main outcomes can be stated as: 
" The stand-alone diesel engine driven generator system was divided into 
subsystems. The operating principles and the features of each subsystem were 
investigated in detail and the relationship among the subsystems studied. The 
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subsystem models were all developed in Mallab/Simulink and simulations 
were carried out respectively in Chapter 3, Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
These showed that each model predicted the behaviour of the element being 
studied in an expected manner thereby giving confidence that each developed 
model is appropriate. 
" The diesel engine subsystem model is based on the mathematical equations 
used to represent the engine performance. Simplifications were applied to 
reflect practical operating details. 
" The generator subsystem is represented using the a-b-c and Park's reference 
frame. The state equations were transformed to the d-q-0 frame to provide a 
general excitation machine model. The effects of saturation, eddy currents and 
demagnetisation are neglected. These effects are important in machine design 
but in the context of overall system performance are considered to be second 
order effects and therefore it is considered that they justifiably can be ignored. 
It is also assumed that a permanent magnet generator can be represented by the 
above generator model operating with a constant excitation current. 
The electromechanical behaviour of the basic system has 
been investigated using these 
developed simulation models. 
AC/DC/AC power conversioir and control ystenr 
An AC/DC/AC power electronic conversion system is used for power conversion. In 
Chapter 5 the space vector PWM techniques used for dc-ac conversion have been 
thoroughly discussed and the comparison of dualities between CS( and VSl presented. 
Having considered the voltage requirements of the system, a VSI system was adopted. 
Simulation studies were carried out to examine the pert rmance characteristics 
predicted. The simulation studies demonstrated the correctness of the simulation 
models for the power electronic conversion system and control system. The 
development of power electronic and control system models has established the 
foundation for studying the overall system and strategies. 
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Hybrid variable speed controller 
A hybrid variable speed controller was developed to control the speed of the prime 
mover by adjusting the fuel input as described in Chapter6. A fuzzy logic core was 
designed for the controller, which responds to the load change and operates the system 
at a variable speed. The basic characteristics of the controller are that: 
0 It responds not only to the load change but also to the speed change. For 
example when the required power changes, the system adjusts its fuel input 
accordingly to meet the load demand. However both the speed error and the 
change rate of the speed error affect how the fuel rate is changed during the 
transient period. 
9 The developed fuzzy logic method significantly reduces the arithmetic 
complexity necessary in the model because a highly accurate modelling is not 
required for decision making. 
" The speed of the implemented device does not depend on the number of rules 
in the membership selection. Furthermore, the simplified on-line reasoning 
does not need a high capacity and very expensive FPGA chip and hence the 
cost is reduced. 
" The hybrid controller developed comprises both a fuzzy logic core and 
conventional control techniques. This improves the effectiveness of' the 
controller in dealing with parameter variation and system non- Iinearities. 
The diesel engine generator system exhibits complicated non-linearity. By using the 
hybrid controller instead of a complicated mathematical model in the design of the 
variable speed controller, the hardware implementation can be accommodated in a less 
expensive, compact FPGA device. Consequently a highly robust low cost controller is 
made available. 
System control strategies 
To achieve on-line control of the system, a power balance control strategy is proposed 
in Chapter 7, that is as load increases, the speed controller adjusts the operating speed 
to a higher level so as to generate more power to balance the load increase. 
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In the proposed control strategy, keeping a constant dc link voltage is an important 
condition for providing a constant terminal voltage in the ac system. This is achieved 
by using a dc-dc converter and a fixed modulation ratio switching PWM inverter. It is 
shown that the chopper controller is able to respond quickly to the system dynamics 
and provide fast control of the DC link voltage. The combination of the dc-dc chopper 
and fixed modulation ratio switching PWM inverter is an effective combination that 
provides an ability to maintain a constant output voltage under variable load 
conditions. The gap between high speed system transient response and the moderate 
speed response of the fuel inlet is bridged by the chopper. 
The investigation and evaluation of the control strategy was initially performed by 
simulation. For all subsystem models simulation results have shown that the respective 
models work correctly. The combined control strategy for the whole system performs 
well. The corresponding results demonstrate that the isolated generation system can be 
controlled to operate at variable speed under the condition of changing load. 
The results obtained have proven that the control strategy is effective for stand-alone 
generation system. The outcome is an effective implementation of the control strategy 
by the innovative integration of two co-ordinate controllers. 
CPLD/FPGA implementation of the control system 
The development of the control systems was carried out using Xilinx Foundation 
Express, a development system which provides computer added design process 
technology, programmable logic specific high-level flows and optional auto- 
interactive tools. The development system is used to automatically transform the logic 
optimisation synthesised design to an effective circuit (the CPLD/FPGA prototyping) 
and efficiently implement the controllers. The design process is described in Chapter 8 
and is briefly summarised. 
Using the top-down design methodology, the design starts at a higher-level of 
abstraction than the traditional gate-level design techniques. The logical or functional 
abstractions are manipulated using logic synthesis tools for the CPLD/FPGA 
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implementation. The VHDL code for the complete control system design including the 
Hybrid Variable Speed Controller and Chopper Controller has been developed. 
Typical functionality tests have been performed with the simulation tool to verify the 
CPLD/FPGA design in the form of VHDL description at the early stage in the design 
process. Static timing analyses are also performed to examine the logic and timing of 
the implementation and to calculate the performance along signal paths, identify 
possible race conditions, detect set-up and hold-time violations, which decide the 
timing suitability for prototyping. 
With the design synthesised and analysed for functionality and timing suitability, the 
controllers are implemented in XC95108-PC84 and XS401OPC84 devices, which are 
compact and cheap. The developed VHDL code (Appendix B) has in built software 
control and flexibility and can be adapted to various applications and modified to 
accommodate other types of control systems. The whole process has been successfully 
completed and resulted in CPLD and FPGA controllers being available for 
incorporation in the experimental test rig. 
Prototype model construction and experimental studies 
An experimental rig based on the F12 MKIV machine system and the power electronic 
converter systems was constructed. The CPLD and FPGA implemented controllers 
were integrated into the machine and power electronic systems to carry out speed and 
voltage regulating tests. Associated measuring circuits and interface electronic circuits 
were built. 
Practical experiments were carried out using the experimental system to study the 
system performance. A series of experimental tests were carried out for both 
uncontrolled and controlled conditions when the system was operated under changing 
load conditions. The developed control system was shown to operate correctly. For 
example, the simulation results shown in Figure 7.4 are close to the experimental 
results shown in Figure 9.19 for the case where the system load changes from half load 
to full load. During this period the load current changed from 0.5 pu to 1.0 pu as 
shown in Figure 7.4 (a) and Figure 9.19 (a). In response the speed controller (in both 
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simulation and experiment) adjusted the input power to increase the machine speed 
(Figure 7.4 (c) and 9.19 (b)) to an appropriate level to achieve power balance. The 
experimental results are noisy, however, when the signal is averaged it is seen that the 
calculated speed is very close to the simulation results (machine speed increases from 
0.93 pu to 1.0 pu). During the period of change the load voltage is maintained almost 
constant by the dc/dc controller except for a very short transient period (Figure 7.4 (d) 
and Figure 9.19 (c)). Clearly, both simulation and experimental studies show that the 
speed controller appropriately adjusts the input power. In conclusion it can be stated 
that although the mechanical system responds slowly the co-ordinate control system, 
including the hybrid variable speed control and the fast dc/dc converter control, 
successfully maintains a constant load voltage thereby ensuring the required consumer 
conditions. 
10.2. The new contributions of the thesis 
A number of innovative contributions have been made and can be summarised as: 
" The simulation models of a stand-alone diesel engine driven generator system, 
including the diesel engine, generator, power electronic system and control 
system, have been developed in Matlab/Simulink. The performance of the 
system has been investigated using the developed simulation models. 
"A power balance based control strategy proposed for on-line control of the 
variable speed system to achieve optimal operation. 
9A hybrid control method (a combination of classical mathematical method and 
fuzzy logic method) is developed for the variable speed controller design to 
achieve a dual-closed-loop control to the diesel engine speed. The hybrid 
variable speed controller responds to load, speed error and the speed error 
derivation. The implemented fuzzy logic core does not depend on the number 
of rules in the membership selection. Therefore, a moderate capacity and low 
cost FPGA chip can be used. The controller has been implemented in FPGA 
XS401OPC84 device. 
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"A CPLD device (XC95108-PC84) implemented voltage controller has been 
developed for the dc-dc converter to keep a constant dc link voltage for 
providing an adequate voltage to the consumer in the ac system. The chopper 
controller can respond quickly to the system dynamics and provide fast control 
of the DC link voltage. 
" The VHDL code for the complete control system design including the hybrid 
variable speed controller and chopper controller has been developed and has 
been examined by static timing analyses to decide the timing suitability for 
prototyping. With the design synthesised and analysed for functionality and 
timing suitability, the controllers are implemented in compact and cheap 
XC95108-PC84 and XS401OPC84 devices. 
9 An overall control strategy has been developed by the integration of two co- 
ordinate controllers, a variable speed controller and a power electronic dc-dc 
converter controller. The gap normally evident in system performance when 
dealing with high speed system transients and the moderate speed response of a 
mechanical system is effectively bridged by the chopper. The combined 
control strategy for the whole system performs well. 
The contributions made by the research work are in the area of automatic control 
systems for diesel engine generator sets and CPLD/FPGA application technology. It is 
anticipated that the work will be of benefit to manufacturers and consequently 
consumers. 
10.3. Recommendation 
To date the developed control system has been tested on a small-scale machine set at a 
fractional horsepower level. In order to fully evaluate the control system, it is 
recommended that a larger diesel PM generator set to be constructed for industrial 
appraisal and test. 
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Appendix A 
A. 1. XS95-108 board 
Features: 
" XC95108 CPLD with 108 macrocells 
" 8031 microcontroller 
" 32 KByte SRAM 
" 10 MHz programmable oscillator 
" Parallel port 
" VGA monitor port 
" keyboard/mouse PS/2 port 
" 7-segment LED 
" 84-pin prototyping interface 
" 9V DC power jack 
" 5V regulator 
" Downloading cable 
Development Boards 
The XS95-108 Board, shown in Figure A. 1, is for experimenting with CPLD designs, 
microcontroller programming, or hardware/software codesign. The CPLD is used to 
implement logic circuitry. The microcontroller can use the CPLD as a coprocessor. The 
32 KByte SRAM can store microcontroller programs/data or serve as general-purpose 
storage for CPLD-based designs. The XC9500 series of CPLDs is supported by Xilinx's 
Foundation Series software. Any recent version of XILINX software should generate 
SVF configuration files that are compatible with the XS95 Board. 
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Figure A. 1. The XS95-108 Board. 
A. 2. XS40-010XL board 
Features: 
" XC4010XL FPGA 
" 8031 microcontroller 
" 32 KByte SRAM 
" 12 MHz programmable oscillator 
" Parallel port 
" mouse/keyboard PS/2 port 
" VGA monitor port 
" 7-segment LED 
" 84-pin prototyping interface 
" Serial EEPROM socket 
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9 9V DC power jack 
0 5V / 3.3V regulators 
9 Downloading cable 
The XS40-010XL Board, shown in Figure A. 1, provides a experimental platform for with 
FPGA designs, microcontroller programming, or hardware/software codesign. The 
XC4010XL FPGA operates at 3.3V but is 5V-tolerant so it can be connected to 
commonly available TTL chips. Digital logic designs can be loaded into the FPGA. The 
microcontroller can use the FPGA as a coprocessor. The SRAM can store microcontroller 
programs/data or serve as general-purpose storage for FPGA-teased designs. 
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Figure A. 2. The XS40-01 OXL Board 
`v 31V 
Ri"yvlalors 
The XC4000XL series of FPGAs is supported by Xilinx's Foundation Series soliware. 
Any recent version of XILINX software should generate bitstream configuration tiles that 
are compatible with the XS40 Boards. 
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The two rows of pins from the XS Board can be plugged into a protoboard with holes 
spaced at 0.1" intervals. Once plugged in, all the pins of the XC4000/XC9500 and the 
8031 microcontroller are accessible to other circuits on the protoboard. (The numbers 
printed next to the rows of pins on the XS Board correspond to the pin numbers of the 
XC4000 or XC9500. ) Power can still be supplied to the XS Board though jack J9, or 
power can be applied directly through several pins of the XS Board. Just connect +5V 
and +3.3V to the following VCC pins of the XS40 or XS95 Board, and connect ground to 
the GND pin. 
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Appendix B 
VHDL Code 
B-I. 
library IEEE; 
use IEEE. std_logic 1164. all; 
use IEEE. std_logic signed. all; 
use IEEE. std logic_arith. all; 
entity JOchop95U is 
port ( 
RESET: in STD 
_LOGIC; START: out STD LOGIC; 
CLK" in STD 
_LOGIC; Vdc: in STD_LOGIC VECTOR (7 downto 0); 
CdivH6: out std_logic_vector(5 downto 0); 
PWMCtr1Out: out STD_LOGIC-_VECTOR (8 downto 0) ); 
end f0chop9SU, " 
architecturefOchop95U arch offOchop9SUis 
signal int C: std_logic_vector(12 downto 0); 
signal CdivS: STD 
I 
LOGIC; 
signal CtrlOut: STD 
_LOGIC, - 
constant Vref std_logic_vector(9 downto 0) : ="0001111111"; 
constant CRef std_logic_vector(9 downto 0) : -"0100000000", 
signal ctrlVrefl: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
signal ctrlVref std_logic_vector(9 downto 0); 
signal ctrlCRef. " std_logic_vector(9 downto 0); 
signal ctrlcount: std_logic_vector(10 downto 0); 
signal count: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
signal count]: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
begin 
ctrlVrefl <="0"&Vdc; 
process (CdivS, RESE7)--count, CLK) 
variable df difj7: std logic_vector(9 downto 0); 
begin 
if RESET='1 'then 
CtrlOut<='0'; 
elsif CdivS'event and CdivS='! 'then 
ffcountl/="000000000" then--and count<=255 then 
START<='0; 
d/ =Vref-ctrlVrefl; 
diffl :=shI (di, f "I '); 
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--ctrlcount<="0"&(CRef+d f1); 
if "0"&(CRef+d)<="00000100000" then --Vdc>=EF(hex) 
ctrlcount< = "00000100000"; 
elsif "0"&(CRef+diffl)>="00111000000" then-- Vdc<=20(hex) 
ctrlcount< = "00111000000"; 
else 
ctrlcount<="0"&(CRef+d f1); 
end if, 
if "O"&count<=ctrlcount then 
CtrlOut<='1'; 
else 
CtrlOut<='0; 
end if, - 
-- assert (ctrlcount<count) report "ctrlcount<count" 
-- severity warning; 
else 
START<=']', - 
end f -count 
count<=countl + "000000001 
countl <=count; 
end'/ 
end process; 
-- ctrlVdc<=Vdc; 
process(clk, reset) 
begin 
if reset='1' then 
-- int C<="0000"; 
-- elsif clk='1' and clk'event then 
-- int C<=int_C+"0001 "; 
- end if, 
int C<="0000000000000"; 
elsff clk='I' and clk'event then 
int C<=int C+"0000000000001", ' 
end if, 
end process; 
--CdivS<=int C(0); 
--Cdiv<=int_C, " 
--PWMCtrlOut<=CtrlOut; 
CdivS<=int C(0); 
CdivH6<=int_C(12 downto 7); 
PWMCtrlOut< =CtrlOut; 
end fOchop9SU arch; 
B-2. 
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library IEEE; --, flclib; 
use IEEE. std_logic_1164. all; 
use ieee. std_logic_signed. all; 
use ieee. std logic_arith. all; 
entity wholectrl_FH2test_L12 is 
port ( 
RST. - in STD LOGIC; 
CLK. " in STD _LOGIC; CdivH6: out std_logic_vector(5 downto 0); 
Speed: in std_logic_vector(7 downto 0); 
Pcur: in STD LOGIC VECTOR (7 downto 0); 
Slow: out std logic; 
S high: out std_logic; 
abnormal sig: out std logic; 
READ Y5: out std_logic; 
Uoutl: out std logic_vector(7 downto 0) 
end wholectrl FH2test L12; 
architecture wholectrl FH2test L12_arch of wholectrl_FH2test L12 is 
function min(L, R: std logic-vector) return std logic_vector is 
begin 
if L<R then 
return L; 
else 
return R; 
end if; 
end; 
function max(L, R: std logic_vector) return std logic-vector is 
begin 
if L<R then 
return R; 
else 
return L; 
end if, 
end; 
signal int o: std logic_vector(12 downto 0); 
signal Readyin: STD _LOGIC; signal Sref75: STD_LOGIC VECTOR (15 downto 0); 
signal Sctrlout: STD LOGIC VECTOR (7 downto 0); 
signal GaindownSref STD _LOGIC_ 
VECTOR (7 downto 0); 
signal CdivS: STD _LOGIC; signal CtrlOut: STD _LOGIC; constant Vref std logic_vector(9 downto 0) : ="0001111111 "; 
constant CRef std logic_vector(9 downto 0) : ="0100000000"; 
constant curO: STD_LOGIC VECTOR (7 downto 0): = "01111111 "; 
constant RaDivKe: STD-LOGIC VECTOR (7 downto 0): -"00010000"; 
constant RSreJO: STD_LOGIC VECTOR (15 downto 0): -"0000101110111000"; 
signal ctrlVrefl: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
signal ctrl count: std logic_vector(10 downto 0); 
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begin 
process(clk, RST) 
begin 
if RST='1' then 
int_o<= "0000000000000"; 
elsif clk='1' and clk'event then 
int_o<=into+"0000000000001 "; 
end if, 
end process; 
Readyin<=int o(5); 
ctrlVrefl <="0"&Vdc; 
Process (CLK, RST, Readyin, Pcur) 
variable abnormal: std_logic; 
variable out_temp: STD_LOGIC VECTOR (8 downto 0); 
variable a0: STD_LOGIC VECTOR (7 downto 0); 
variable b0: STD LOGIC_VECTOR (7 downto 0); 
variable c0: STD_LOGIC_VECTOR (8 downto 0); 
variable ivary0: STD_LOGIC VECTOR (7 downto 0); 
variable SmultiO: STD_LOGIC VECTOR (15 downto 0); -take upper 12 bits 
variable SreJO: STD_LOGIC VECTOR (15 downto 0); 
variable SreJOI: STD_LOGIC VECTOR (15 downto 0); 
variable c: integer range 0 to 31; 
variable time!: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable time0: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable difj std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable Speed var: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable Sref var: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable error: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
constant L0: std logic_vector(8 downto 0): =conv_std logic_vector(-60,9); 
constant Ll: std logic_vector(8 downto 0): =conv_std_logic_vector(-20,9); 
constant L2: std logic_vector(8 downto 0): ="000000000"; 
constant L3: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0): =conv_std logic_vector(20,9); 
constant L4: std logic_vector(8 downto 0): =conv_std logic_vector(60,9); 
constant h100: std logic_vector(8 downto 0): ="001100100"; 
constant z0: std logic_vector(8 downto 0): ="000000000"; 
variable ADDRA: std logic_vector(3 downto 0); 
variable ADDRB: std logic vector(3 downto 0); 
variable ALB: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable BLB: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable BRA: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable BRB: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable ttl: std_Iogic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable x: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable ADR: std logic_vector(1 downto 0); 
variable B_A: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable B_B: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable temp: std logic vector(! downto 0); 
variable temp_A: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable temp_B: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable R_sig2: std-logic, - 
variable cl: std logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
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variable c2: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable c3: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable c4: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable COUNT: std_logic_vector(3 downto 0); 
variable xa: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable xb: std_logic_vector(8 downto 0); 
variable xc: std_logic vector(8 downto 0); 
variable ya: std logic_vector(13 downto 0); 
variable yb: std logic_vector(13 downto 0); 
variable yc: std logic vector(13 downto 0); 
variable za: std_logic vector(13 downto 0); 
variable zb: std_logic_vector(13 downto 0); 
variable zc: std logic vector(13 downto 0); 
variable READY sig: std logic; 
variable SIGN: std_logic; 
variable dp: std logic_vector(13 downto 0); 
variable dn: std logic_vector(13 downto 0); 
variable A: std_logic_vector(13 downto 0); 
variable ddl_var: stdlogic_vector(12 downto 0); 
variable Yl_var: std_logic_vector(12 downto 0), - 
-variable Uj, ast.: std logic_vector(7 downto 0), - 
--variable U var: std logic_vector(7 downto 0); 
variable dcount: integer range 0 to 15; 
variable Y. " std logic_vector(7 downto 0); 
variable ddl: std logic vector(13 downto 0); 
variable dd2: std_logic vector(8 downto 0); 
variable win: STD LOGIC_VECTOR (3 downto 0); 
variable S low0: std logic; 
variable S high0: std logic; 
begin 
if RST='1' then 
ivary0: =conv_std logic_vector(0,8); 
Smulti0: ="0000000000000000"; 
Srej0l: =RSrefO; 
GaindownSref<= "01111111 "; 
Sctrlout<="01111111 "; 
S low<='0; " 
S_high<='0 , - 
abnormal sig<='0 , - 
abnormal: ='0, 
c: =O, - 
time] : ="000000000"; 
time0 : ="000000000"; 
R_sig2: ='1'; 
cl: ="000000000"; 
c2: ="000000000'; " 
c3: ="000000000"; 
c4: ="000000000'; - 
ddl: ="00000000000000"; 
dd2: = "000000001 "; 
--READY sig: ='1; " 
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COUNT="0000"; 
xa: = "000000001 "; 
xb: ="000000000'; " 
xc: ="000000000"; 
ya: ="00000000000000"; 
yb: = "00000000000000"; 
yc: ="00000000000000'. Uoutl <= "00000000"; 
READY jig: ='1; " 
READY5<='0 , 
dcount: =15; 
elsff CLK'event and CLK='1'then 
CASE abnormal IS 
WHEN '0' => 
CASE Readyin IS 
WHEN '0' _> c: =c+1; 
WHEN '1' _> c: =0; 
a0: =Pcur; 
b0: =cur0; 
ivaryO: =aO-b0; 
Smulti0: =ivary0"RaDivKe; 
SreJO: =RSrefO+Smulti0; --aO+b0; 
Srefl S<=SreJO; 
SrejOI: =shr(SreJO, "100'); 
GaindownSref<=Srefiul (7 downto 0)-60; 
Slow<='0'; 
S high<='0 ;; 
c0: ='0'&(SrefOl (7 downto 0)-60); 
if cO<"000010000" then-lower limiter=10000 
S_low<='1'; 
abnormal: ='1'; 
Sctrlout< = "00000000 "; 
elsif c0> = "010000000" then 
S high<='1'; 
abnormal: ='1; " 
Sctrlout<= "00000000"; 
else 
Sctrlout<=SrejOI (7 downto 0)-60; 
abnormal: ='0 ;" 
end iif- 
WHEN others => c: =0; 
END CASE, - 
case c is 
when 0 =>--I1 1213141516171819 => 
null; 
when 1 => 
if Readyin ='0' then 
Speed var(8): ='0'; 
Speed var(7 downto 0): =Speed; 
Sref var(8): ='0 
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Sref var(7 downto 0): =GaindownSrej 
error: =Speed var-Sref var; 
timeO: =timel; 
timel: =error; 
dß= timel-time0; 
--xl <=error; 
-x2< =d 9 
--READY! <='1', " 
end if, 
when 2 => 
x: =error; --xl; 
ifx<=L0 then 
ADR: ="00"; 
B_A: =h100; 
B_B: =z0; 
elsif (x>L0 and x< =L1) then 
ADR: ="00", 
ttl: =not(x- "Of)- "01010"; 
B_A : =shl(ttl, "1'); 
B B: =h100-B A; 
elsif (x>Ll and x< =L2) then 
ADR: ="Ol"; 
ttl: =not(x- "01 '); 
B_A: =shl(ttl, "1')+shl(ttl, "11'9; 
B B: =hl00-B A; 
elsif (x>L2 and x<=L3) then 
ADR: ="10"; 
ttl: =shl(x, "1')+shl(x, "11 '); 
BA: =h100-ttl; 
B_B: =tt1; 
elsif (x>L3 and x<=L4) then 
ADR: ="11"; 
ttl: =x-"01010"; 
B_B: =shl(ttl, "1'); 
B A: =h100-B B; 
else 
ADR: _ "11 
B A: =z0; 
BB: =h100; 
end if; 
ADDRA: ="00"&ADR; 
ALB: =B_A; 
BLB: =B_B; 
x: =diff, --x2; 
ifx<=L0 then 
ADR: ="00"; 
B_A: =h100; 
BB: =z0; 
eis-if (x>L0 and x<=L1) then 
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ADR: ="00", 
ttl: =not(x-"01')-"01010"; 
BA: =shl(ttl, "1'); 
B B: =h100-B A; 
elsif (x>L1 and x< =L2) then 
ADR: ="Ol "; 
ttl: =not(x-"01'); 
B A: =shl(ttl, "1')+shl(ttl, "11'); 
B B: =h100-B A; 
elsif (x>L2 and x< =L3) then 
ADR: ="10"; 
ttl: =shl(x, "1')+shl(x, "11 '); 
B_A: =h100-ttl; 
B_B: =tt1; 
elsif (x>L3 and x< =L4) then 
ADR: ="11 "; 
ttl: =x-"01010"; 
B_B: =shl(ttl, "1 '); 
B A: =h100-B B; 
else 
ADR: ="11 "; 
B A: =z0; 
B_B: =h]00, - 
end if, 
ADDRB: ="00"&ADR; 
BRA: =B_A; 
BRB: =B B; 
R_sig2: ='1'; 
when 3 => 
win: =ADDRA+ADDRB; 
cl: =min(ALB, BRA); 
c2: =min(BLB, BRA); 
c3: =min(ALB, BRB); 
c4: =min(BLB, BRB); 
when 4 => --to 11 => 
COUNT: ="0000", 
xa: =cl; 
xb: =max(c2, c3); 
xc: =c4; 
za: ="00000"&xa; 
zb: = "00000 "&xb; 
zc: ="00000"&rxc; 
ya: =shl(za, "I0'); 
yb: =shl(zb, "1')+zb; 
yc: =shl(zc, "1'); 
when 5 to 11 => 
if COUNT<=win-1 then 
ya: ya-za; 
yb: =yb-zb; 
yc: yc-zc; 
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COUNT: COUNT+1; 
end if, 
when 12 =>--to 11 
ddl: ya+yb+yc; 
dd2: =xa+xb+xc; 
--READY4<='1; " 
COUNT: =- "0000"; 
when 13 to 26 =>--25 
if READY sig='1'then 
if dd2="00000000" then 
Y1_var: ="0000000000000"; 
READYS<='1'; 
READY jig: ='1; " 
else 
dp: ="00000"&dd2; 
"; dn: =not(dp) + "00000000000001 
SIGN. =ddl (13); 
if SIGN=']'then 
ddl_var: =not(ddl (12 downto O))+ "01 "; 
else 
ddl_var: =dd1(12 downto 0); 
end if, 
A(13 downto 1): ="0000000000000"; 
A(0): =ddl_var(12); 
ddl var: =shl(ddl_var, "1 '); 
A: =A+dn; 
Y1 
_var(12): =n 
o t(A (13)); 
dcount: =15; 
end if, 
elsif (READY _sig='0' and 
dcount>2) then 
dcount: =dcount-1; 
A: =sh1(A, "1'); 
A(0): =ddl_var(12); 
dd l 
_var: =sh 
l (dd l 
_va r, 
"1 '9; 
if Y1_var(dcount+l)='O'then 
A: =A+dp; 
else 
A: =A+dn; 
end : f; 
Y1_var(dcount): =not(A(13)); 
end if; 
if dcount=2 then 
dcount: =dcount-1; 
end if; 
READYS<='0; " 
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READY-#g: ='O', - 
when 27 => 
Y. "=Y1_var(7 downto 0); 
when 28 => 
if abnormal/='1' then 
if SIGN='1' then 
out_temp: ='0'&(GaindownSref-Y); 
--end if; 
else 
out_temp: ='0'&(GaindownSref+ 19; 
end if; 
out_temp: ='0'&(not(out_temp(7 downto 0))); 
out_temp: =shr(out_temp, "1'); 
Uoutl < =outtemp(7 downto 0); 
READYS<='1; 
READY sig: ='1; " 
else 
Uoutl <="00000000"; 
end if, - 
when others => 
null; 
end case; 
WHEN 11 1 => 
Uoutl <= "00000000"; 
abnormal_sig<='1; 
WHEN others => 
null; 
end case; 
end if, - 
end Process; 
end wholectrl FH2test L12 arch; 
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Appendix C 
Implemented Equations 
XACT: version C. 16 Xilinx Inc. 
Fitter Report 
Design Name: chopxc95 
Fitting Status: Successful Date: 6-27-2001,12: 14PM 
rt*trr*trtrr, r#ýt: trrrrýýwfý" Resource Summary "s*ý*f***************t****** 
Design Device Macrocells Product Terms Pins 
Name Used Used Used Used 
chopxc95 XC95108-7-PC84 84 1108 ( 771) 480/540 ( 881) 16 /69 ( 231) 
PIN RESOURCES: 
Signal Type Required Mapped I Pin Type Used Remaining 
------------------------------------ --------------------------------------- 
Input 88I I/O 14 49 
Output 66I GCK/IO 12 
Bidirectional :00I GTS/IO 02 
GCK 11ý GSR/IO 10 
GTS 00 
GSR 11 
Total 16 16 
----------------------------------------------------- --------- 
Implemented Equations. 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16 INV$952" - ; Imported pterms FBI_7 
"ctrlcount<6>" * /"count<6>". LFBK 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953" = "ctrlcount<5>" * /"count<5>". LFBK 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$22_INV$951" - /"count<7>" * "ctrlcount<7>" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" - ; Imported pterma FB2_15 
/"countl<1>" * /"countl<O>" * FC 3_. OOT 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" . RESET 
+ /"diffi<8>". LFBK * "diff1<10>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<9>". LFBK * "diffl<10>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<8>". LFBK * "difflc9>". LFBK 
/"diffl<10>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB4_15 
+ /"Countl<1>" * /"countl<0>" * FC 3_. OUT 
+ /"diffl<1>" * "diff2<8>". LFBK * "diffl<9>". LFBK 
/"diffl<6>". LFBK * /"diffl<7>". LFBK * /"diffl<4>". LFBK 
/"diffl<3>". LFBK * /"diff2<5>". LFBK 
+ /"diff1<2>" * "diff2<8>". LFBK * "diffl<9>". LFBK * 
/"diffl<6>". LFBK * /"diffl<7>". LFBK * /"diffl<4>". LFBK 
/"diffl<3>". LFBK * /"diffl<5>". LFBK 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" - RESET 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<0>" * FC_3_. OUT 
+ "diffl<8>". LFBK * "diffl<9>". LFBK * 
"diffl<6>". LFBK * "diffl<10>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<8>". LFBK * "diffl<9>". LFBK * 
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"diffl<7>". LFBK * "diffl<l0>". LFBK 
+ "diff2<8>". LFBK * "diffl<9>". LFBK * 
"diff2<3>". LFBK * "diffl<l0>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB4_4 
+ "diff2<8>". LFBK * "diff2<9>". LFBK * 
"diffl<4>". LFBK * "diffl<10>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB4_6 
+ "diffl<8>". LFBK * "diffl<9>". LFBK * 
"diffl<S>". LFBK * "diffl<20>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<8>". LFBK * /"diffl<9>". LFBK * 
/"diffl<6>". LFBK * /"diff2<10>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<8>". LFBK * /"difflc9>". LFBK * 
/"diffl<7>". LFBK * /"diff2<10>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<1>" * "diffl<2>" * "diffl<8>". LFBK 
"diffl<9>". LFBK * "diff2<20>". LFBK 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$51_INV$955" - RESET 
+ "diffl<10>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB4_14 
+ "diffl<8>". LFBK * "diffl<9>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<0>" * FC 3_. OUT 
+ /"diffl<8>". LFBK * /"diff1<9>". LFBK * 
/"diffl<6>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<8>". LFBK * /"diffl<9>". LFBK * 
/"diffl<7>". LFBK 
"$OpTX$FX DC$37" "count<1>" " /"ctrlaountcl>" 
+ 
"count<1>" " "count<O>" " /"ctrlcount<O>". LFBK 
+ "count<0>" " /"ctrlcoun t<l>" " 
/"Ctrlcount<O>". LFBK 
"$OpTx$FX SC$39" - "count<8>" * /"ctrlcount<9>" 
+ /"ctrlcount<8>" * /"ctrlcount<9>" 
"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" . RESET 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<0>" * FC-3-. OUT 
"C128_C2_C6$X0$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" . "diffl<3>" 
Xor "ctrlcountl<2>" * "diffl<2>" 
+ "ctrlcountl<1>" * "ctrlcountl<2>" * "diffl<1>" 
+ "ctrlcount2<1>" * "ctrlcountl<2>" * FC 2-. OUT 
; Imported pterms FB1_1 
+ "ctr2countl<1>" * "diff2<1>" * "diffl<2>" 
+ "ctricounti<1>" * "diffi<2>" * FC 2_. OUT 
+ "ctricountl<2>" * "diffl<i>" * FC_2. OUT 
+ "diffl<1>" * "diffi<2>" * FC 2 . OUT_ 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6 D2" . "ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * "diffl<2>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<1>". LFBK * "ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * 
"difflcl>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<O>" * "diffl<O>" 
"ctrlcountl<1>". LFBK * "ctr2count2<2>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<O>" * "diffl<O>" * 
"ctrlcountl<l>". LFBK * "diffl<2>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<O>" * "diffl<O>" * 
"ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * "diffl<l>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB3_13 
+ "ctrlcountl<l>". LFBK * "diffl<2>". LFBK 
"diffl<1>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<O>" * "diffl<O>" * "diffl<2>". LFBK 
"diffl<1>". LFBK 
"C128_C3_C6$XO$diff2<4>/C128_C3 C6$XO$diff1<4>_D" - "diffl<4>". LFBK 
Xor "ctrlcountl<3>" * "diffl<3>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<2>" * "ctrlcountl<3>" * *ditfl<2>" 
+ "ctrlcountl<2>" * "difflc2>" * *diffl<3>". LFBK 
+ "ctr2countl<1>" * "ctrlcountl<2>1 
'Ictrlcountl<3>" * "diff1<1>" 
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; Imported pterms FB4_1 
+ "ctrlcountl<1>" 
FC 2 OUT 
+ "ctrlcountl<1>" 
"diffl<3>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<1>" 
"diffl<3>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<2>" 
FC 2_. OUT 
+ "ctrlcountl<2>" 
"diffl<3>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB4_2 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" 
FC 2_. OUT 
* "ctrlcountl<3>" * "diffl<2>" 
* "diffl<1>" * "diffl<2>" 
* "diffi<2>" * FC 2 
-. 
OUT 
* "ctrlcounti<3>" * "diffl<1>" 
* "diffl<1>" * FC-2-. OUT * 
* "diffl<l>" * "diffl<2>" * 
+ "diffl<1>" * "diffl<2>" * FC 2 _. 
OUT * 
"diffl<3>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB4_17 
+ "ctrlcountl<1>" 
"ctrlcountl<3>" * 
+ "ctrlcountl<l>" 
"diffl<3>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<l>" 
8diffl<3>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcount1<1>" 
"diffl<2>" 
* "ctrlcountl<2>" 
FC 2_. OUT 
* "ctrlcounti<2>" * "diffl<1>" 
"ctrlcountl<2>" * FC 2 
_. 
OUT * 
"ctrlcountl<3>" * "diffl<1>" 
"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>_D" - "diffl<5>" 
Xor "ctrlcounti<4>" * "diffl<4>" 
+ "ctrlcount2<4>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$X0$diffl<3>_D" * "ctrlcountl<3>". LFBX 
+ "diffl<4>" * 
"C128 C2 C6$XOSdiff2<3>/C128 C2 C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * "ctrlcount2<3>". LFBX 
+ "ctrlcountl<2>" * "diffl<2>" * "diffl<4>" " 
/"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
; Imported pterms FB2_4 
+ "ctrlcountl<2>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<2>" 
/"C128C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
+ "ctrlcounti_ <l>" * "ctrlcounti<2>- 
'Ictr1count1<4>" * "diffl<1>" * 
/"C128C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$X0$diffl<3> D" 
+ "ctrl_countl<l>" * "ctrlcounti<2>" * "diffl<1>N * 
"diffl<4>" * /"C128C2C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
+ "ctrlcount1<1>" *_"ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<_>" 
"diffl<2>" * /"C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
+ "ctrlcountl<1>" * "diffl<l>" * "diffl<2>" 
"diffl<4>" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
; Imported pterms FB2_3 
+ "ctrlcounti<1>" * "ctrlcountl<2>1 
'Ictrlcountl<4>" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>-DO 
'Ictrlcounti<O>". LFBK * "diffl<O>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<1>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<2>" 
/"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * "ctrlcountl<03. " 
"diffl<0>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<2>" * "CtrlCOUntl<4>" * "diffl<l>" * 
/"C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" * "ctrlcountl<0>" 
"diffi<O>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<1>" * "diffl<2>" * 
LFBK " 
LFBX * 
/"C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" * "ctrlcountl<O>". LFBK " 
"diffl<0>". LFBK 
; Imported pterma FB2_6 
+ "ctrlcountl<l>" * "ctrlcountl<2>" * "diffl<4>" " 
/"C128_C2_C6$XO$diff2<3>/C128_C2_C6$X0$diffl<3>_D" * "ctrlcountl<O>". LFBK " 
"diffl<0>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<l>" * "diffl<2>" * "diffl<4>" " 
/"C128_C2_C6$X0$diffl<3>/C128 C2_C6$X0$diffl<3> D" * "ctrlcountl<0>". LFBK " 
"diffl<O>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<2>" " "diffl<1>" * "diffl<4>1 " 
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/"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" * "ctrlcountl<O>". LFBK 
"diffl<0>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<1>" * "diffl<2>" * "diffl<4>" * 
/"C128_C2_C6$X0$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$X0$diffl<3>_D" * "ctrlcountl<0>". LFBK 
"diffl<0>". LFBK 
"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" "diffl<6>" 
Xor "ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctricounti<5>" * "diffl<4>" 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6 D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
+ "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
; Imported pterme FB6_4 
+ "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<5>" 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<4>" * "diffi<5>" 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcount2<4>" * 
"ctrlcountl<5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2 C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"C128C2C6$XO$dlff1<3>/C128_C2C6$XO$diffl<3>_D* 
+ "ctrlcounti<4>" * "diffl<5>" 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2 C6 D2" * /"C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
; Imported pterms FB6_3 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcOuntl<4>" * "diffl<5>" 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "diffl<4>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
+ "diff1<4>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6 D2" * /"C128 C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$Xo$diffl<8> D" - "diffl<8>" 
Xor "C128_C7_C6/C128_C7 C6 D215_". LFBK 
"C128_C7 C6/C128_C7_C6_D2" "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" 
"ctrlcountl<5>" * "diff2<7>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2_C6$Xo$diffl<3>_D" 
/"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_CS C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBK 
+ "ctr_lcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * 
"ctrlcountl<7>" * "C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * 
/"C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
/"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctr_icountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<7>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2C6_D2" * /"C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C? C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
/"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl_<6>/C128_C5_C6$X0$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrl_countl<5>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_CS_C6$XO$dif(1< 6> D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$difflc3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB6_16 
+ "ctrlcountl<5>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<5>" 
/"C128_C5_C6$Xo$difflc6>/C128_CS_C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<7>" " "diffl<5>" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctr7lcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" * 
"ctrlcountl<5>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$dlffl<3>_D" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBX 
+ "ctrlcount1<3>" * "ctrlcountl<5>* 
'lctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"C128C2C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5__C6$XO$diffl<6_>_D". LFBX 
+ "ctr_1countl<3>" * "ctrlcounti<5>" * "diffl<7>" * 
"diffl<4>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diff2<3> D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128 CS C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBX 
; Imported pterms FB6 15 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"diffi<5>" * 
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/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<7>" * "diffl<4>" 
"diffl<5>" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" * 
"ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_CS_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<7>" * 
"diffl<5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5 C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "Ctrlcountl<3>" * "d. ffl<7>" * "diff1<4>" * 
"diffl<5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB6 18 
+ "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<7>" 
+ "ctrlcountl<6>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" 
NC128_C5C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128 C5C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<6>" * "diffl<7>" 
_ 
"C128C5C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * 
"Ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
/"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_CS_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrl_countl<4>" * "ctrlCOuntl<5>" * "diffl<7>" 
"diffl<4>" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128 C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB6_1 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "Ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"diffl<5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
/"C128 C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBX 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2_C6$XO$diff2<3> D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl_ <6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<7>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6 D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBK 
+ "diffl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2C6 D2" * /"C128C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl_<6>/C128_C5_C6_$X0$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
C6/C128_C7_C6_D215_" _ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" "C128_C7 
_ "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<7>" * 
C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" "C128 C2 
_ _ /"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$difflc6> D". LFBK 
_ countl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * + "ctrl 
"ctrlcountl<7>" * "C128_C2_C6/CI28_C2_C6_D2" 
/"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" * 
C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK /"C128C5 
_ + "ctr7lcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<7>" * 
C6/C128 C2_C6_D2" * /"C128C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2 
_ 
"C228C2 
_C6$XO$diffl<3> 
D" 
_ /"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl< 6>_D". LFBK 
_ lcountl<5>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * + "ctr 
C6/C128_C2 C6 D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2 "C128 C2 
_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" _ _ C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK /"C128 C5 
_ _ + "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
C6/C128_C2_C6 D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2 "C128 C2 C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
_ _ /"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK _ 
; Imported pterms FB6_11 
+ "ctrlcountl<5>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<5>" 
/"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrl_countl<5>" * "diffl<7>" * "diff2<5>" * 
/"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBK 
+ "ctr_lcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" * 
"ctrlcountl<5>" * "ctrlcount2<7>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2 C6$Xo$diffl<3>_D" * 
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/"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
_ lcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" + "ctr 
"ctr2countl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$difflc3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * 
C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_CS_C6$XO$diffi<6> D". LFBK /"C128C5 
_ 
+ "ctrl_countl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<7>" * 
"diffl<4>" * "C128 C2C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> 
_ 
D" 
<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK /"C128_C5_C6$XO$diff2 
; Imported pterms FB6_10 
+ "ctr2countl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" 
"diffl<5>" * 
/"C128CS_C6$XO$difflc6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctr7lcountl<4>" * "diffl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"diffl<5>" * 
/"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBK 
_ <3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" + "ctrlcountl 
"ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<5>" * 
C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" C2 "C128 
_ _ /"C128_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBIC C5 
+ "ctr_ lcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<7>" * 
"diffl<5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> 
_D" 1"C228 CS C6$XO$di7fl<6>IC128_CS_C6$XO$diffl<6>-DN. LFBK 
+ "ctrlcounti<3>" * "diffl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
"diff1<5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diff1<6>_D". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB6_13 
+ "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<7>" 
+ "ctrlcountl<6>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * 
"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<6>" * "diffl<7>" 
"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountlc5>" * 
"ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * 
C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBK C5 /"C128 
_ _ + "ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcounti<5>" * "diffl<7>" 
"diffl<4>" * 
/"C128_C5 C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB6_14 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" 
"difflc5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_CS_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK /"C128 C5 
_ _ 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<5>" * 
C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_ C2 "C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
_ _ /"C128C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBK 
+ "ctr_lcountl<4>" * "diffl<7>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_ C2 C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6> D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<7>" * "diffl<4>" * "diffl<5>" 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6 D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_ C2_C6$XO$difflc3> D" 
C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK /"C128 
_ + "diffi<7>" * "diffl<4>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128 C2 C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_ C2_C6$Xo$diffl<3> D" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128 C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D". LFBK 
FC 0 /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$22_INV$951" * "$OpTx$FX SC$39" ; FC node 
FC 1- "countl<1>" * "countl<O>" ; FC node 
FC 2 "ctrlcountl<O>" * "diffl<0>" ; PC node 
FC_3_ . /0COuntl<2>" * /"countl<3>" * /"COuntlcS>" * 
/"COunt1<4>" * /"countl<6>" * /"COUntl<7>" * /"COUntl<8>" ; FC node 
"Cdiv<O>" :. ; Imported pterma FB3_3 
/"Cdiv<0>". LFBK 
"Cdiv<o>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"Cdiv<O>". RSTF - RESET ; GSR 
"Cdiv<0>". PRLD - GND 
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"Cdiv<1>". T - "Cdiv<O>". LFBK 
"Cdiv<l>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"Cdiv<l>". RSTF - RESET ; GSR 
"Cdiv<1>". PRLD - GND 
"Cdiv<2>". T - "Cdiv<O>". LFBK * "Cdiv<l>". LFBK 
"Cdiv<2>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"Cdiv<2>". RSTF - RESET ; GSR 
"Cdiv<2>". PRLD - GND 
"Cdiv<3>". T - "Cdiv<O>". LFBK * "Cdiv<1>". LFBK * "Cdiv<2>". LFBK 
"Cdiv<3>". CLKF - CLK ; FOLK/GCK 
"Cdiv<3>". RSTF - RESET ; GSR 
"Cdiv<3>". PRLD = GND 
/PWMCtrlOut ._ "ctrlcount<10>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45 INV$950" 
+ "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * /PWMCtrlOut. LFBK 
+ "count<8>" * /'cctrlcount<8>" * /"ctrlcount<9>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$95O" 
+ /"ctrlcount<6>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * 
FC_0_. OUT * "count<6>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<5>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * 
FC_0. OUT * "count<5>". LFBK * 
/"$O_pTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16_INV$952". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB1_4 
+ "count<7>" * "count<8>" * /"ctrlcount<7>" 
/"ctrlcount<9>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" 
+ "count<7>" * /"ctrlcount<7>" * 
%"ctrlcount<8>" 
/"ctrlcount<9>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" 
+ /"ctrlcount<4>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" 
FC 0 OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16 INV$952". LFBK * 
"count<4>". LFBK * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<3>" * /"ctrlcount<4>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * FC 0-. OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16_INV$952". LFBK 
"count<3>". LFBK * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<3>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_ZNV$950" 
FC 0-. OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTX$FX DC$16_INV$952". LFBK * 
"count<3>". LFBK * "Count<4>". LFBK * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
; Imported ptezms FB1_3 
+ /"Ctrlcount<2>" * /"ctrlcount<3>" * /"ctrlcoun t<4>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * FC 0 . OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16_ZNV$952". LFBX 
"count<2>". LFBK * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17 INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<2>" * /"ctrlcount<4>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * "$OpTx$FX DC$37" * FC 0_. OUT 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16 INV$952". LFBK * "count<3>". LFBK * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX_DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<2>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" " 
"$OpTx$FX DC$37" * FC_O_. OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16 INV$952". LFBK " 
"count<3>". LFBK * "count<4>". LFBK * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<3>" * /"ctrlcount<4>" " 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * "$OpTx$FX DC$37" * FC 0 OUT " 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX_DC$16 INV$952". LFBK * "count<2>". LFBK 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<3>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" " 
"$OpTx$FX DC$37" * FC 0_. OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16_INV$952". LFBK " 
"count<2>". LFBK * "count<4>". LFBIC * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB1_2 
+ /"ctrlcount<2>" * /"ctrlcount<3>" * /"ctrlcount<4>" " 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * "$OpTx$FX DC$37" * FC 0 . OUT " 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX_DC$16_INV$952". LFBK * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FJY DC$17 INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<2>" * /"ctrlcount<3>" " 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * "$OpTx$FX DC$37" * FC 0 
-. 
OUT " 
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/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16_INV$952". LFBK * "Count<4>". LFBK * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
; Imported pterma FB1_6 
+ /"ctrlcount<2>" * /"ctrlcount<3>" 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * FC 0-. OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16_ZNV$952". LFBK 
* 
"count<2>". LFBK * "court<4>". LFBK * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<2>" * /"ctrlcount<4>" 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * FC 0-. OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16_INV$952". LFBK 
"count<2>". LFBK * "countc3>". LFBK * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<2>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * 
FC 0-. OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16_INV$952". LFBK * 
"Count<2>". LFBK * "count<3>". LFBK * "count<4>". LFBK * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17 INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<4>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * 
"$OpTx$FX DC$37" * FC-0-. OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16 INV$952". LFBX 
"count<2>". LFBK * "Count<3>". LFBK * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$45_INV$950" * "$OpTx$FX DC$37" 
FC 0-. OUT * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$16_INV$952". LFBK * 
" count<2>". LFBK * "Count<3>". LFBK * "Count<4>". LFBK 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX DC$17_INV$953". LFBK 
PWMCtrlOut. CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
PWMCtrlOut. RSTF = RESET ; GSR 
PWMCtrlOut. PRLD - GND 
START :- RESET * START. LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<1>" * /"Countl<O>" * FC-3-. OUT 
START. CLKF - CLK; FCLK/GCK 
START. PRLD - GND 
"countl<0>" :s RESET * "countl<0>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "count<O>". LFBK 
"Countl<O>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"countl<O>". PRLD - GND 
"countl<1>" ; Imported pterms FB6_2 
RESET * "countl<l>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "count<1>". LFBK 
"countl<1>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"countl<1>". PRLD - GND 
"countl<2>" RESET * "countl<2>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "count<2>". LFBK 
"countl<2>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLKIGCK 
"countl<2>". PRLD " GND 
"countl<3>" RESET * "countl<3>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "count<3>". LFBK 
"Countl<3>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLKIGCK 
"countl<3>". PRLD - GND 
"COunt1<4>" :- RESET * "Countl<4>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "Count<4>". LFBK 
"countl<4>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLKIGCK 
"countl<4>". PRLD - GND 
"countl<5>" RESET * "countl<5>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "count<5>". LFBK 
"countl<5>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLKIGCK 
"countl<5>". PRLD - GND 
"countl<6>" :- RESET * "countl<6>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "Count<6>". LFBK 
"countlc6>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLKIGCK 
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"countl<6>". PRLD - GND 
"countl<7>" :- RESET * "countl<7>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "count<7>". LFBK 
"countl<7>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"countl<7>". PRLD - GND 
"countl<8>" :- RESET * "countl<8>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "Count<8>". LFBK 
"countl<8>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"countl<8>". PRLD - GND 
"count<O>" ; Imported pterms FB5_5 
RESET * "count< O> ". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<O>". LFBK 
"count<O>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"count< O> ". PRLD - GND 
"cotult<l>" :- RESET * "count<l>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "countl<O>" * /"Countl<1>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<O>" * "count1<1>". LFBK 
"count<l>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"Count<l>". PRLD - GND 
"Count<2>" RESET * "Count<2>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * FC 1. OUT * /"countl<2>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /FC 1 __. OUT * "Countl<2>". LFBK 
"count<2>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"count<2>". PRLD - GND 
"count<3>" RESET * "count<3>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /FC 1_. OUT * "Countl<3>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<2>". LFBK * "Countl<3>0. LFBK 
; Imported pterms FBI -23 
+ /RESET * FC 1. OUT * "countl<2>". LFBK 
/"count1<3>". LF_BK 
"count<3>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"count<3>". PRLD - GND 
"COunt<4>" :- RESET * "Count<4>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"Countl<2>". LFBK * "Countl<4>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"COUntlc3>". LFBK * "COuntl<4>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB1_14 
+ /RESET * /FC 1_. OUT * "countl<4>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * FC 1_ OUT * "Countl<2>". LFBK * 
"Countl<3>". LFBK * /"Countl<4>". LFBK 
"count<4>". CLKF . CLK ; FOLK/GCK 
"count<4>". PRLD = GND 
"count<5>" RESET * "count<5>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"Countl<2>". LFBK * "countl<5>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"Countl<3>". LFBK * "Countl<5>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "countl<5>". LFBK * /"countl<4>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB1_15 
+ /RESET * /FC-1-. OUT "countl<5>". LFBX 
+ /RESET * FC 1_ OUT * "Countl<2>". LFBK 
"countl<3>". LFBK * /"Countl<5>". LFBK * Ncountl<4>". LFBK 
"count<5>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"Count<5>". PRLD - GND 
"count<6>" :. RESET * "Count<6>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<2>". LFBK * "countl<6>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"Countl<3>". LFBK + "Count2<6>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"Count2<5>". LFBK * "Countl<6>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"Countl<4>". LFBK * "Countl<6>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB1_16 
+ /RESET * /FC_1_. OUT * "countl<6>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB1_18 
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+ /RESET * FC 1-. OUT * "Countl<2>". LFBK * 
"countl<3>". LFBK * "countl<5>". LFBK * "Countl<4>". LFBK 
/"countl<6>". LFBK 
"count<6>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"count<6>". PRLD = GND 
"count<7>" :- RESET * "Count<7>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<1>" * "countl<7>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"count1<2>" * "countl<7>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"Countl<0>". LFBK * "countl<7>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB5_17 
+ /RESET * /"countl<3>" * "Countl<7>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<5>" * "Count2<7>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<4>" * "countl<7>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"count2<6>" * "countl<7>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "countl<1>" * "Countlc2>" * "Count1<3>" 
"Countl<5>" * "countl<4>" * "Countl<6>" * "Countl<O>". LFBK 
/"countl<7>". LFBK 
"count<7>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"count<7>". PRLD - GNU 
"COUat<8>" := RESET * "Count<8>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB3_16 
+ /RESET * /"count1<1>" * "Count1<8>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<O>" * "countl<8>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<2>" * "COuntl<8>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<3>" * "countl<8>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"count2c4>" * "countl<8>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB3_15 
+ /RESET * /"countl<5>" * "countl<8>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<6>" * "Countl<8>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * /"countl<7>" * "COUntl<8>". LFBK 
+ /RESET * "countl<l>" * "countl<0>" * "coup tl<2>" 
"countl<3>" * "Count1<5>" * "Countl<4>" * "Cour tl<6>" 
"countl<7>" * /"Countl<8>". LFBK 
"COunt<8>". CLKF - CLK ; FOLK/GCK 
"count<8>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<O>". T - "ctrlcountl<O>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<0>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<0>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<O>". LFBK 
+ /"Countl<1>" * /"COunt1<0>" * FC 3_. OUT 
"ctrlcountl<O>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLKK/GCK 
"ctrlcount2<0>". RSTF - RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcountl<0>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<10>". T - "ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<1O>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<10>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<2>" * /"COuntlc3>" * 
/"Countl<5>" * /"Countl<4>" * /"countl<6>" * /"COUatl<8>" 
/"countl<O>". LFBK * /"Countl<7>". LFBK 
"ctrlcountl<10>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcountl<l0>". RSTF - RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcountl<10>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<1>". T - "ctrlcount<l>" * "Ctrlcountl<l>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<1>" * /"ctrlcountl<1>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<O>" * /"countl<2>" 
/"countl<3>" * /"COuntl<S>" * /"Countl<4>" * /"countl<6>" 
/"countl<7>" * /"count2<8>". LFBK 
"ctrlcountl<1>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcountl<1>". RSTF - RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcountl<l>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<2>". T - "ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * "ctrlcountc2>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<2>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<0>" * /"Countl<2>" * 
/"countl<3>" * /"coUntl<5>" * /"Count1<4>" " /"count1c6>" 
/"countlc7>" * /"countl<B>". LFBK 
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"ctrlcountl<2>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcountl<2>". RSTF : RESET ; CSR 
"ctrlcountl<2>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<3>". T = "ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<3>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<3>*. LFBK 
+ /"COuntl<l>" * /"countl<O>" * FC_3_. OUT 
"ctrlcountl<3>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcountl<3>". RSTF = RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcountl<3>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<4>". T - "ctrlcountl<4>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<4>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<4>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<4>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<2>" * /"countl<3>" * 
/"countl<5>" * /"countl<4>" * /"countl<6>" * /"countl<8>" 
/"count1<0>". LFBK * /"countl<7>". LFBK 
"ctrlcountl<4>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcountl<4>". RSTF = RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcountl<4>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<5>". T - "ctrlcount<5>" * "ctrlcountl<5>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount<5>" * /"ctrlcountl<5>". LFBK 
+ /"count1<1>" * /"Countl<2>" * /"COUIItl<3>" * 
/"count1<5>" * /"countl<4>" * /"countl<6>" * /"count1c8>" 
/"countl<O>". LFBK * /"countl<7>". LFBK 
"ctrlcountlc5>". CLKF - CLK ; FOLK/GCK 
"ctrlcountl<5>". RSTF = RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcountl<5>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<6>". T = "ctrlcountl<6>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<6>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<6>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<6>". LFBK 
_ 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<0>" * FC 3. OUT 
"ctrlcountl<6>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLKGCK 
"ctrlcountl<6>". RSTF - RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcountl<6>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<7>". T - "ctr2count1<7>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<7>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<7>9. LFBK * /"ctrlcount<7>". LFBK 
+ /"count1<1>" * /"Countl<O>" * FC 3_. OUT 
"ctrlcount1<7>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcountl<7>". RSTF - RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcount1<7>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<8>". T - "ctrlcount2<8>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<8>0. LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<8>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<8>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<O>" * /"countl<2>" 
/"countl<3>" * /"countl<S>" * /"countl<4>" * /"countl<6>" 
/"countl<7>" * /"countl<8>". LFBK 
"ctrlcountl<8>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcountl<8>". SETF - RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcountl<8>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcountl<9>". T - "ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<9>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<9>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<2>" * /"countl43>" * 
/"countl<5>" * /"countl<4>" * /"countl<6>" * /"coup tl<8> 
/"countl<O>". LFBK * /"countl<7>". LFBK 
"ctrlcountl<9>". CLKF . CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcount2<9>". RSTF . RESET ; GSR 
"ctrlcounti<9>". PRLD . GND 
/"ctrlcount<0>" :- /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$51_Ivv$955" 
+ RESET * /"ctrlcount<O>". LFBK 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" 
"ctrlcountl<0>". LFBK * "diffl<0>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB2_12 
+ /"$OpTX$$OpTx$FX SC$49I)JV$954" 
/"ctrlcountl<O>". LFFBK * /"diffl<0>". LFBX 
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+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<O>" * PC 3-. OUT 
/"ctrlcount<0>". LFBK 
"ctrlcount<O>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcount<O>". PRLD = GND 
"ctrlcount<10>" ._ "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_I1W$956" * 
"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcount<10>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<9>" * "diffl<10>" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_ZNV$956" * /"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * 
"ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK * "ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<9>" * /"diffl<10>" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$syn858/8yn858_D2_INV$949" * 
"ctrlcount1<9>". LFBK * /"ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<9>" * "diffl<10>" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$syn858/ayn858_D2_INV$949" * 
/"ctrlcountl<9>". LFBX * /"ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<9>" * /"diffl<10>" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_ZNV$956" * /"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_IfV$949" * 
/"ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK * "ctrlcountl<l0>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB5_1 
+ "ctrlcountl<8>" * "diffl<9>" * "diffl<10>" 
"C128 C7 C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_IIJV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/Byn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<8>" * "diffl<10>" * 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/Byn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK * "ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<8>" * /"diffl<9>" * "diff1<10>" * 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$X0$diffl<8>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 IIJV$9s6. 
/"$OpTx$syn858/8yn858_D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<9>" * "diffl<10>" * 
"C128_C7_C61C128_C7_C6 D2" * /"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /0$OpTx$syn858/8yn858_D2_INV$949N " 
"ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<10>" * "C128 C7_C6/C128_C7_C6_D2" 
/"C128C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8> D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 IINV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<9>0. LFBK * "ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB5_18 
+ /"ctrlcountl<8>" * /"diffl<10>" * 
"C128 C7 C6$XO$diffi<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffi<8>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/ayn858_D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK * "ctrlcountl<10>". LFBX 
; Imported pterms FB5_3 
+ /"ctrlcountl<8>" * /"diffl<9>" * /"diffl<10>" 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTX$FX SC$50_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<10>". LPBK 
+ /"ctrlcount2<8>" * "diffi<10>" * 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8> D" * "$OpTX$$OpTX$FX SC$S0 INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858 D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK * /"ctrlcountl<10>". LFBX 
+ /"diffl<9>" * "diffl<10>" * 
/"C128_C7_C6/C128 C7 C6 D2" * /"C128 
_C7 
C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$ditll<8> D" " 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX S$5O_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$syn858/syn858 D2 INV$949" 
/"ctricountl<10>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<9>" * /"diffl<10>" 
/"C128_C7C6/C128_C7_C6 D2" * /"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128 C7_C6$XO$di(tl<8> D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx_$FX SC$50 INV$956" * /"$OpTx$8yn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" " 
"ctricounti<10>". LFBK 
+ "diffi<10>" * /"C128_C7_C6/C128_C7_C6_D2" 
/"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128 C7_C6$XO$difll<8> D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$eyn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcounti<9>". LFBK * /"ctrlcountl<30>". 122K 
; Imported pterms FB5_4 
+ "ctrlcountl<8>" * "diffl<9>" * /"diffl<10>" " 
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"C128 C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7 C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" " /"ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<8>" * /"diffl<20>" " 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$ayn858/ayn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<9>". LFBJC * /"ctrlcountl<1>". LFBX 
+ "diffl<9>" * /"diffl<10>" * 
"C128C7_C6/C128_C7_C6 D2" * /"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128 C7_C6$XO$diffl<8ý, 
_D" "$OpTx_$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$syn858/8yn858 D2_INV$949N 
/"ctrlcountl<10>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<10>" * "C128_C7_C6/C128_C7_C6_D2" 
/"C128_C7C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8> D" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<9>". LFBX * /"ctrlcountl<10>". LFBX 
+ /"diffl<20>" * /"C128_C7_C6/C128_C7_C6_D2" * 
/"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8> D" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK * "ctrlcountlc103o". LFBK 
"ctrlcount<10>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcount<10>". PRLD - GND 
"ctrlcount<l>" :_ "$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956". LFBK * "ctrlcount<1>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB4_13 
+ "ctrlcountl<1>" * "dlffl<l>" " 
/"$OpTx$syn858/sya858_D2_INV$949" * FC 2_. OUT 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<l>" * /"diffl<1>" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2INV$949" * /FC 2_. OUT 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$9S6". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount2<1>" * "diffl<1>" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * /FC 2_. OUT 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50INV$956". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<1>" * /"diffl<1>" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858 D2 INV$949" * FC 2_. OUT 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956". LFBK 
"ctrlcount<l>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcount<l>". PRLD - GND 
/"ctrlcount<2>" :- /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$52 INV$955" 
+ RESET * /"ctrlcount<2>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountlcO>" * /"$OPTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" " 
/"ctrlcountl<l>". LFBIC * "ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * "diffl<23,, ". LFBX 
+ /"ctrlcountl<O>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49INV$954" " 
"ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * "diffl<2>". LFBX * /"diffl<l>". LFBK 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"ctrlcount2<1>". LFBK * "ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * "diffl<22, ". LFBK 
/"diffl<1>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB3_2 
+ /" ctrlcountl<0>" */ "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954" 
/"ctrlcountl<l>". LFBK * /"Ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK " /"dlffl<23-". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcount2<0>" * /"$OPTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"ctrlcountl<2>". LFBIC * /"diffl<2>". LFBK " /"dlffl<1>". LFBX 
+ /"diffl<O>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"ctrlcountl<1>". LFBK * /"ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * /"diffl<2>". LFBX 
+ /"diffl<0>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * /"diffl<2>". LFBK * /"diff2<1>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<0>" * "diffl<0>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954" * "ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * /"diffl<22. ". LFBX " 
"diffl<1>". LFBK 
; Imported pterma FB3_18 
+ /"diffl<0>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" 
/"ctrlcountl<l>". LFBK * "Ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * "dlffl<2>". LFBX 
+ /"diffl<0>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954" * 
"ctr2countl<2>". LFBK * "diffl<2>". LFBX " /"difflc1>". LFBK 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
"ctrlcountl<1>". LFBK * "ctrlcountlc2>". LFBK * /"diffl<2>". LFBX " 
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"diffl<1>". LFBK 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
"CtrlCOUntl<l>". LFBK * /"ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * "diffl<2>". LFBK 
"diffl<1>". LFBK 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"ctrlcountl<1>". LFBK * /"ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK * /"diffl<2>*. LFBK 
/"diffl<l>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB3_17 
+ "ctrlcountl<O>" * "diffl<O>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954" * "ctrlcountl<l>". LFBK * "ctrlcountl<2>". LFBK 
/"diffl<2>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<O>" * "diffl<O>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954" * "Ctrlcountl<1>". LFBK * /"ctrlcountlc2>LFBK 
"diffl<2>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<O>" * "diffl<O>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * /"ctr2countl<2>". LFBK * "diffl<2>". LFBK 
"diffl<1>". LFBK 
+ /"count2<1>" * /"count2<0>" * /"countl<2>" 
/"countl<3>" * /"countl<5>" * /"Countl<4>" * /"countl<6>" 
/"countl<7>" * /"countl<8>". LFBK * /"Ctrlcount<2>". LFBK 
"ctrlcount<2>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcount<2>". PRLD " GND 
/"ctrlcount<3>". T : RESET * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
/"ctrlcount<3>". LFBK 
+ "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$Xo$diffl<3>_D" 
"ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<3>". LFBK 
+ /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$difflc3>_D" 
/"ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK * /"ctrlcount<3>". LFBK 
+ /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$difflc3>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956" * "ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<3>". LFBX 
; Imported pterma FB2_13 
+ /"Countlcl>" * /"countl<O>" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * FC-3-. OUT 
+ "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<3>". LFBX 
"ctrlcount<3>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcount<3>". PRLD - GND 
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"ctrlcount<4>" :. "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcount<4>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcounti<3>" * "diffl<4>" 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$difflc3>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_IzJV$949" * "ctrlcountl<4>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * /"diffl<4>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$S0_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2INV$949" * /"ctrlcountl<4>". LFBX 
+ /"ctrlcountl<3>" * diffl<4>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$SO INV$9S6" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858D2 INV$949" * /"ctrlcountl<4>". LFBX 
+ /"ctrlcountl<3>" * /"diffl<4>" 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XC$diffl<3> D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$SO ZNv$9S6" 
/"$OpTx$8yn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<4>0. LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB5_15 
+ "diffl<4>" * "C128 C2_C6/C128 C2_C6 D2" 
/"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" " 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$8yn858/syn858D2INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<4>". LFBX 
+ "diffl<4>" * /"C128__C2__C6/C128_C2C6 D2" * 
/"C128 C2_C6$XO$dlffl<3>/C128 C2_C6$X0$diffl<_ 3>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_ZNV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$Byn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcountl<4>". LFBX 
+ /"diffl<4>" * "C128 C2 C6/C128 C2 C6 D2" * 
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/"C128C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" " 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcountl<4>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<4>" * /"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * 
/"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" " 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<4>". LFBK 
"ctrlcount<4>". CLKF - CLX ; FCLK/GCX 
"ctrlcount<4>". PRLD - GND 
"ctrlcount<5>" "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956" * 
"$OpTx$ayn8S8/sy72858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcount<S>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<4>" 
"diffl<5>" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * /"ctrlcountl<S>" * "diffl<4>" " 
/"diffl<5>" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$SO_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/sya858_D2_INV$949" 
+ /"ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * /"diffl<4>" 
/"diffl<5>" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" 
+ /"ctrlcounti<4>" * /"ctrlcount1<5>" * /"diffl<4>" 
"diffl<5>" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_IPN$949" 
; Imported pterme FB6_6 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" 
"ctrlcounti<5>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$5O_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$8yn858/8yn858 D2_INV$949" 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<4>" 
"diffl<5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$8yn858/eyn858 D2 IIJV$949" 
+ /"ctrlcountl<3>" * /"ctrlcountl<5>" * /"diffl<4>" 
"diffl<5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$syn858/ayn858 D2_INV$949" 
+ "ctrlcount2<4>" * "ctrlcount1<5>" * "diffl<5>" 
"C128C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>D" * 
"$OpTx_$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$eyn858/eyn858 D2 INV$949" 
+ "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<4>" * "diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C61C128_C2_C6 D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$eyn8S8/eyn858_D2 INV$949" 
; Imported pterms FB6_5 
+ /"ctrlcountl<3>" * /"ctrlcountl<4>" 
"ctrlcountl<5>" * /"diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3> D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$9S6" 
1"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2 INV$949" 
; Imported pterma F26 8 
+ /"ctrlcount2<3>" * /"ctrlcountl<4>" 
/"ctrlcountl<5>" * "diff2<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diff1<3>/C128_C2_C6$Xo$diffl<3>_D" * "$Oprx$$OpTX$FX SC$50_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$8yn858/syn8S8_D2_INV$949" 
+ /"ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * /"diffl<4>" " 
/"diffl<5>" * "C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$eyn858/syn858 D2_IZJV$949" 
+ /"ctrlcountl<4>" * /"ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffl<5>" " 
/"C128_C2_C6/C128 C2_C6_D2N * /"C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3> D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$8yn858/8yn858 D2_INV$949" 
+ "ctricountl<5>" * /"diffl<4>" * /"diffl<5>" * 
/"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6 D2" * /"C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128 C2_C6$XO$dtffl<3> D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$syn858/syn858 D2 INV$949" 
+ /"ctrlcountl<5>" * /"diffl<4>" * "diffl<5>" " 
/"C128_C2C6/C128C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx_$FX SC$50_ 
_INV$956" 
* /"$OpTx$syn858/ayn858 D2 IIYV$949" 
; Imported pterm8 FB6_9 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * "ctrlcountl<4>" 
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/"ctrlcountl<5>" * /"diffl<5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diff1<3>_D" * "$OpTX$$OpTX$FX SC$50_INV$956" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/ayn858_D2_INV$949" 
+ "ctrlcountl<3>" * /"ctrlcount2<5>" * "diffl<4>" 
/"diffl<5>" * "C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTX$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$ayn858/8yn858 D2_INV$949" 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * /"ctrlcountl<5>" * /"diffl<5>" 
"C128C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diff2<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
"$OpT_x$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$8yn858/8yn858 D2_INV$949" 
+ /"ctrlcountl<4>" * "ctrlcountl<5>" * /"diffi<5>" * 
/"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$difflc3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$8yn858/8yn858 D2_INV$949" 
+ /"ctrlcouatl<5>" * "diffl<4>" * /"difflc5>" * 
"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6 D2" * /"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * /"$OpTx$syn858/8yn858_D2_INV$949" 
"ctrlcount<5>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcount<5>". PRLD . GND 
"ctrlcount<6>" ._ 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$51_INV$955" 
+ RESET * "ctrlcount<6>". LFBK 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6> D" * "Ctrlcountl<6>". LFBX 
; Imported ptenns FB2_11 
+ /"$OpTX$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" 
"C128_CS_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" * /"ctrlcountl<6>". LFBX 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<0>" * FC 3_. OUT 
"ctrlcount<6>". LFBK 
"ctrlcount<6>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"CtrZCOUn t<6>". PRLD - GND 
"ctrlcount<7>" :. /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$51_INV$955" 
+ RESET * "ctrlcount<7>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<O>" * FC 3_. OUT 
"ctrlcount<7>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" * "ctrlcountl<6>". LFBK 
"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" 
"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" * "ctrlcountl<6>". LFBK 
/"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB2_1 
+ /"ctrlcountl<S>" * "diffl<7>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"C128 C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" 
/"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK 
"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>_D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" " "diffl<7>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954N 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" 
"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4> D" * "Ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK " 
/"C128_C4_C6$X0$diffl<5>/C12864C6$XO$diffl<5> D". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<4>" * /"diffl<7>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954N 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$Xo$diffl<6>_D" " 
"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffi<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" * /"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK " 
/"C128_C4C6$X0$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>_D". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<4>" * "diffl<7>" 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5 C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" 
"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4> D" * /"ctrlCountl<7>". LFBX " 
/"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>_D". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<4>" * /"dlffl<7>" 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" 
"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" * "ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK " 
/"C128_C4_C6$Xo$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$Xo$diffl<5> D". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB2_2 
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+ "diffl<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FXSC$49 INV$954" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C75_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" * /"C128_C2 C6/C128 C2 C6 D2" 
/"C128_C2_C6$X0$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" * 
/"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" 
/"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBX * 
/"C128 C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>_D". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954" * 
/"C128_C5C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5 C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" * "C128 C2_C6/C128_ C2_ C6_ D2" 
/"C128_C2C6$X0$diffl<3>/C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>_D" * 
/"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" 
/"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK * 
/"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>_D". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INv$954" * 
/"C128CS_C6$X0$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" * /"C128_C2_C6/C128_C2_C6_D1" 
/"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128C2C6$XO$diffl<3>D" 
/"C128 C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" * 
"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK * 
/"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffi<5>_D". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB2_17 
+ "diffl<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954" 
"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6> D" * /"ctrlcountl<6>". LFBK 
/"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" 
"C128-C5 C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" * /"ctrlcountl<6>". LFBK 
"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<5>" * "diffi<7>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffi<6>/C128C5 C6$XO$diffl<6> D" 
"ctrlcounti<7>". LFBK _ 
"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5> D". LFBK 
+ "Ctrlcountlc5>" * /"diffl<7>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffi<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diff2<6>_D" 
/"ctrlcount2<7>". LFBK * 
"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffi<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>_D". LFBK 
+ /"ctricountl<5>" * /"diffl<7>" * 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" 
"ctricounti<7>". LFBK * 
"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C228_C4_C6$XO$diffl<S> DN. LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB2_16 
+ "diffi<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954" " 
/"C128C5 C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128 C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" * "C128_C2 C6/C128_C2_C6 D2" 
/"C128__C2C6$X0$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffi<3>_D" * 
/"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" 
"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK _ 
/"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffi<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffi<5>D". LFBK 
+ "diff1<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" " 
/"C128_CS_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$X0$diffl<6>_D" * 
"C128 C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2 C6$XO$diffl<3>D" " 
/"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" * "ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK " 
"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK * 
/"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4 C6$XO$diffl<5>_D". LFBK 
+ "diffl<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 IjvV$954" 
/"C128_CS_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128C5C6$XO$diffl<6>_D" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>D" * 
/"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffi<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" * /"ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK * 
/"ctrlcounti<7>". LFBK * 
/"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$Xo$diffl<5>D". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49 INV$954" * 
/"C128_CS_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_CSC6$X0$diffl<6>_D" * 
"C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>/C128_C2_C6$XO$diffl<3>D" 
/"C128 C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" * "ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK 
/"ctrlcounti<7>". LFBK * 
/"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128 C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>_D". LFBK 
+ /"diff1<7>" * /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
/"C128 C5_C6$XO$diffl<6>/C128_C5_C6$XO$diffl<6> D" 
"C128 C2 C6$X5$diffl<3>/C128 C2 C6$XO$dtffl<3> D" 
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/"C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>/C128_C3_C6$XO$diffl<4>_D" * /"ctrlcountl<3>". LFBK 
"ctrlcountl<7>". LFBK * 
/"C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5>/C128_C4_C6$XO$diffl<5> D". LFBK 
"ctrlcount<7>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcount<7>". PRLD - GND 
"ctrlcount<8>" ._ 
/"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$51_INV$955" 
+ RESET * "ctrlcount<8>". LFBK 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" 
/"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" * "ctrlcountl<8>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB3_12 
+ /"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$49_INV$954" * 
"C128_C7 C6$XO$diff2<8>/C128_C7 C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" * /"ctrlcountl<8>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"COUIItl<0>" * /"countl<2>" * 
/"couzti<3>" * /"countl<5>" * /"court t1<4>" * /"count1<6>" * 
/"countl<7>" * /"Countl<8>". LFBK * "ctrlcount<8>". LFBK 
"ctrlcount<8>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"ctrlcount<8>". PRLD - CND 
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"ctrlcount<9>" :_ "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2INV$949" * "ctrlcountc9>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<8>" * "diffl<9>" * 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>_Dw * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_ ZIVV$956" 
* 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcounti<9>". LFBK 
+ "ctrlcountl<8>" * /"diffi<9>" * 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$X0$diffl<8>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_ INV$956" 
* 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcount2<9>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<8>" * "diffl<9>" * 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8> D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 ZNV$956" 
" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK 
+ /"ctrlcountl<8>" * /"diffl<9>" 
"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" * "$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_ INV$956" 
" 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB5_13 
+ "diffl<9>" * "C128_C7_C6/C128_C7_C6 D2" 
/"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$syn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * "ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK 
+ "diffl<9>" * /"C128_C7_C6/C128_C7_C6_D2" 
/"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$dtffl<8> D" " 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50_INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$ayn858/syn858_D2_INV$949" * /"ctrlcountlc9>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<9>" * "C128 C7_C6/C128_C7_C6 D2" * 
_ /"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffl<8>/C128 C7_C6$XO$diff2<8>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$8yn858/syn858_D2INV$949" " /"ctrlcountl<9>". LFBK 
_ + /"diffic9>" * /"C128 7 C C6/C128 C7 C6 D2" " 
_ _ _ _ _ /"C128_C7_C6$XO$diffi<8>/C128_C7_C6$XO$diffi<8>_D" 
"$OpTx$$OpTx$FX SC$50 INV$956" * 
/"$OpTx$ayn858/ayn858_D2_INV$949" " "ctrlcountl<9>N. LFBK 
"ctrlcount<9>". CLKF . CLK ; FCLK/CCK 
"ctrlcount<9>". PRLD - GND 
"diffl<0>" RESET * "diffl<0>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB2_7 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<O>" * FC_3_. OUT 
"diffl<O>". LFBK 
"diffl<0>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diffl<0>". PRLD - GND 
"diffl<10>" RESET * "diffl<10>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB4_16 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<O>" * FC 3-. OUT 
"diffl<10>". LFBK 
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"diffl<10>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diffl<10>". PRLD = G14D 
/"diffl<1>". T = RESET 
+ "diffl<1>". LFBK * "diff<0>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<1>". LFBK * /"diff<O>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB3_11 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"Countl<0>" * /"Countl<2>" * 
/"Countl<3>" * /"countl<5>" * /"Countl<4>" * /"Countl<6>" * 
/"countl<7>" * /"countl<8>". LFBK 
"diffl<1>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diffl<1>". PRLD = GND 
/"diffl<2>". T = RESET 
+ "diffl<2>". LFBK * "diff<1>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<2>". LFBK * /"diff<l>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"count1<O>" * /"countl<2>" * 
/"countl<3>" * /"countl<5>" * /"countl<4>" * /"countl<6>" 
/"countl<7>" * /"countl<8>". LFBK 
"diffl<2>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diffl<2>". PRLD = GND 
/"diffl<3>". T - RESET 
; Imported pterms FB4_12 
+ "diff<2>". LFBK * "diffl<3>". LFBK 
+ /"diff<2>". LFBK * /"diffl<3>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<O>" * FC 3_. OUT 
"diffl<3>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diffl<3>". PRLD = GND 
/"diffl<4>". T - RESET 
+ "diffl<4>". LFBK * "diff<3>". LFBK 
; Imported ptenne FB4_11 
+ /"diffl<4>". LFBK * /"diff<3>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<0>" * FC 3_. OUT 
"diffl<4>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diff1<4>". PRLD - GND 
/"diffl<5>". T - RESET 
+ "diffl<5>". LFBK * "diff<4>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<5>". LFBK * /"diff<4>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB4_10 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<O>" * FC 3_. OOT 
"diff1<5>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diffl<5>". PRLD - GND 
/"diffl<6>". T = RESET 
+ "diffl<6>". LFBK * "diff<5>". LFBK 
+ /"diffl<6>". LFBK * /"diff<5>". LFBK 
+ /"COuntl<1>" * /"Count1<O>" * FC_3_. OUT 
"diffl<6>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLX/GCK 
"diffl<6>". PRLD - GND 
/"diffl<7>". T - RESET 
+ "diff<6>" * "diffl<7>". LFBK 
+ /"diff<6>" * /"diffl<7>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"COuntl<O>" * FC_3_. OUT 
"diffl<7>11. CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diffl<7>". PRLD - CND 
/"diffl<8>". T s RESET 
+ "diff<7>" * "diffl<8>". LFBK 
+ /"diff<7>" * /"diffl<8>". LFBK 
; Imported pterma FB4_9 
+ /"COUatl<1>" * /"COuntl<0>" * FC_3_. OUT 
"diffl<8>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCX 
"diffi<8>". PRLD - GND 
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/"diffl<9>". T - RESET 
+ "di. ff<8>" * "diff2<9>". LFBK 
; Imported pterma FB4_8 
+ /"diff<8>" * /"diff2<9>". LFBK 
+ /"COuntl<1>" * /"COunt1<0>" * FC_3_. OUT 
"diffl<9>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diffl<9>". PRLD = GND 
/"diff<O>". T - RESET 
+ "Vdc<0>" * /"diff<O>". LFBK 
+ /"Vdc<O>" * "diff<O>". LFBK 
+ /"count1<1>" * /"countl<0>" * /"countl<2>" 
/"countl<3>" * /"counti<5>" * /"countl<4>" * /"countl<6>" * 
/"countl<7>" * /"countl<8>". LFBK 
"diff<O>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diff<O>". PRLD - GND 
/"diff<1>". T - RESET 
+ "Vdc<1>" * /"diff<1>". LFBK 
+ /"Vdc<l>" * "diff<1>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<O>" * /"countl<2>" * 
/"count1<3>" * /"coup tl<5>" * /"count1<4>" * /"coup tl<6>" 
/"countl<7>" * /"countl<8>". LFBK 
"diff<1>". CLKF - CLK iFCLK/GCK 
"diff<l>". PRLD = GVD 
/"diff<2>". T - RESET 
; Imported pterms FB4_7 
+ "Vdc<2>" * /"diff<2>". LFBK 
+ /"Vdc<2>" * "diff<2>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<O>" * FC 3_. OUT 
"diff<2>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diff<2>". PRLD = GND 
/"diff<3>". T - RESET 
+ "Vdc<3>" * /"diff<3>". LFBK 
+ /"Vdc<3>" * "diff<3>". LFBK 
+ /"count1<1>" * /"countl<0>" * FC 3_. OUT 
"diff<3>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLIC/GCK 
"diffc3>". PRLD = GND 
/"diff<4>". T RESET 
+ "Vdc<4>" * /"diff<4>". LFBK 
+ /"Vdc<4>" * "diff<4>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<0>" * FC-3-. OUT 
"diff<4>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diff<4>". PRLD - GND 
/"diff<5>". T - RESET 
+ "Vdc<S>" * /"diff<5>". LFBK 
+ /"Vdc<5>" * "diff<5>". LFBK 
; imported pterma FB4_3 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<0>" * FC_3_. OUT 
"diff<5>". CLKF = CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diff<5>". PRLD - GND 
/"diff<6>". T - RESET 
; Imported pterms FB5_22 
+ "Vdc<6>" * /"diff<6>". LFBK 
+ /"Vdc<6>" * "diff<6>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"aount1<2>" * /"count1<3>" 
/"countl<S>" * /4COUnt1<4>" * /"COUntl<6>" * /"COunt1<8>" " 
/"countl<O>". LFBK * /"countl<7>". LFBK 
"diff<6>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diff<6>". PRLD - GND 
/"diff<7>". T - RESET 
+ "VdC<7>" * "diff<7>". LFBIC 
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; Imported pterms FB5_11 
+ /"VdC<7>" * /"diff<7>". LFBK 
+ /"countl<l>" * /"countl<2>" * /"countl<3>" 
/"countl<5>" * /"Count1<4>" * /"countl<6>" * /"countl<8>" 
/"countl<O>". LFBK * /"countl<7>". LFBK 
"diff<7>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diff<7>". PRLD - GND 
/"diff<8>". T - RESET 
+ "Vdc<7>" * "diff<8>". LFBK 
+ /"Vdc<7>" * /"diff<8>". LFBK 
; Imported pterms FB5_10 
+ /"countl<1>" * /"countl<2>" * /4count1<3>" 
/"countl<5>" * /"countl<4>" * /"Countl<6>" * /"Count1<8>" 
/"countlc0>". LFBK * /"count1<7>". LFBK 
"diff<8>". CLKF - CLK ; FCLK/GCK 
"diff<8>". PRLD - GND 
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Following is a list of all global compiler options used by the fitter run. 
Device(s) Specified XC95108-7-PC84 
Use Timing Constraints ON 
Ignore Assignments In Design File OFF 
Create Programmable Ground Pins OFF 
Use Advanced Fitting : ON 
Use Local Feedback ON 
Use Pin Feedback ON 
Default Power Setting STD 
Default Output Slew Rate : FAST 
Guide File Used NONE 
Multi Level Logic Optimization ON 
Timing Optimization ON 
Power/Slew Optimization : OFF 
High Fitting Effort : ON 
Automatic Wire-ANDing : ON 
Xor Synthesis : ON 
D/T Synthesis : ON 
Use Boolean Minimization : ON 
Global Clock(GCK) Optimization ON 
Global Set/Reset(GSR) Optimization ON 
Global Output Enable(GTS) Optimization ON 
Collapsing pterm limit : 25 
Collapsing input limit 36 
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